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Saturday audYe.lerday’s Solon, of Their
Goldo.
Asthma, CONSUMPTION,
Blood, Bronchitis, Influenza.
Whooping Gough, and all diseases of the
Throat and JLungs. n Prepared from the Favorite Prescription of one of the late leading
Physicians of Portland, Maine, Famous
for his Skill in surgery,and equally so for his success
In Curing Affections of the Throat and
JLungs. and used by him ki bis practice for over 8U
years with a success unknown to any other preparation.

GUARANTEED. I

BOTTLE

Remember this and bear in mind it is Not a Quack
Medicine but a reliable family remedy. Ask for

RODERICKS

COUCH

BALSAM,

aad TAKE 3VO OTHER. For rapidity in relieving and certainty iu curing It 1b incomparably
Superior to any other remedy.
Sold by all Healers* Price, 35 Gents.
Donald. Brown <Ss Go.* Portland. Maine,
dec 17
W FM&wlynrm'

tor Women and Children,
Temporary Home
this corporation
bo
Meeting
Annual
In the
THEheld

of

wiil

directors’

room

of the

Portland

Fraternity on Wednesday, May IS. 1885, at 3 p. m.
H. L. FOX, Ass’t Sec.
myfidtd

Ellsworth, May 9.—The East Maine
Methodist Conference morning session opened
at 8 o’clock with prayer meeting. The mission
meeting was held at 9 o’clock; Bishop Bowman presided. The following
reports were received and adopted:
The committee on book
concern; the auditor of presiding elders’ accounts; O. Prince, financial agent Bncksport

Keened from
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NEWS.

MARINE

Perilous Position.

a

Nrw York, May 9 —The ship Lucille of
Belfast, Me., Captain Lawrence, which arrived yesterday from Liverpool, brought the
crew of the Norwegian bark Harmonie, which
abandoned in a water logged condition
April 7, in latitude 45° 58’, and longitude 17°
80’.
waa

_

WEATHER

INDICATIONS.

Washington, May 11.
The Indications for New England are
clear weather, westerly winds and stationary
temperature.
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W. T. Bewail was appointed to
take charge of the Northport camp
meeting.
W. W. Marsh was elected to the vacancy on
the board of conference trustees.
Dr. ltecer,
editor of Zion’s Herald, addressed the conference in behalf of that paper. Walter
Prince,
H. W. Norton, T. O. Brooks and J. D.
son, were admitted to the conference
Nelson Whitney aud Warren

were

unchanged.

Dr. Barker sails for Earope this week, aud
this was his last consultation before going.
When about to leave, he bade the General
good-bye and said: ‘‘When I come back in
the autumn, I shall expect to find your literary
work finished to your satisfaction.”
“You don’t expect to find me, though, do
you,” said the General.
"I shall hope to, anyhow,” responded Dr.
Barker, at he went away.
Dr. Sbrady said the two new caneef spots
bad not perceptibly increased since Wednesday. At C o'clock this afternoon Gen. Grant,
attended only by Harrison, loft his honse and
walked to Sixty-seventh street and back. His
pace w»s more brisk than daring any previous
walk, aud on his return he mounted the steps
with as little evidence of weariness as on
previous occasions of exercise.

SPORTING.
Six

Another

*

Days'

Conical

an

Roller

Skates.
Nxw York, May 11.—A six days go-aE-ycuDlease contest on roller skates was began at
12.05 this morning at Madison Square Garden.
There were fifteen start! rs. Hamilton Burbey
was
made referee, and Leslie P. Bruce and
Wm O. McEwau, judges. The trick is in tbe
usual eighth of a mile ellinse and has been
carefnlly prepared. About 3500 witnessed the
■tart.

The following
Graham
Harriman
Maddooks

was

the score at 1 a.

m.:

Miles.

Snowden.11

.12

Walton.12

W. Boyst.12

Emery.11

Schook.11

8
Boyst.11 Travers
Reynolds.11 Claxton.10
A.

Omslla.12
Norsraac. 8

Applebee

elected to the

Small..12

RECORD OF FIRES.
Kaickerbssker Ice Ccmpany’s Stables
Elarned—-Twelve Horses Lost.
Philadelphia, May 9.—Fire to-night at the
Knickerbocker Ice Company’s stables caused a
loss of $25,000, burned to death 12 horses, and
led to the severe and perhaps fatal injury of
three firemen. Seven firemen were walking
on a bridge connecting the second stories of
two winga of tbe building, when the bridge
gave way and precipitated the men into an
Tbp roof fell at the same time
area below,
■Dd buried the men under a mass of bnrniDg
Several
streams were at once turned
timbers.
tbe firemen worked
on tbe bnrniDg mass and
energetically to rescue their comrades. All
were finally gotten out, but Dot until three had
reoelved serious injuries.

BLOWN TO ATOMS.
Man Ended his
Existence yesterday.
Bosrox, Mass., May 9 T-The dead body of
an anknown suicide was found this afternoon
in the woods on Homehill, Dedham. The
man had loaded a piece of brass tnbing with
powder and ball, one end of which be secured
to the root of a tree with the other end slightly elevated. After tying his legs together be
laid down with his head a few inches from the
gun, He then
muzzle of bis improvised
lighted a piece of paper, laid it over the vent
hole ana awaited the discharge. His head
was blown to atoms.
a

Dedham, Mass.,

TYPHOID FEVER.
DIncase that is Knging with Fatal Effect in Plymouth, Pa.
WILKE8BABHK, Pa., May 10.—A committee
of Philadelphia physicians, consisting of Police Surgeon French and Dr. E. O. Shakespear visited Plymouth today, nnd began the
Post
work of investigating the epidemic.
mortem examinations revealed the fact that
the disease is true typhoid fever. This result
confirms the report of a Wilkesbarre physician
who pronounced the disease typhoid lever.
Five deaths have occurred since this morning,
and there are many olher patients at the point
The

of death.

were

Canadian

__

{Nineteen Days on Ice.
St. John, N. F., May 9.—The New Foundland sealer, Young Prince, collided with an
iceberg in the Gnlf of St. Lawrence ou thelOth
ult. She sank »lmo>t immediately, barely giving time to save provisions and clothing. The
crew, nnmbering 33 meD, lived ou an ice floe
during nineteen days, subjected to the rigors
of fluctuating weather. Yesterday they were
descried by the French brig Etoile Des Mere,
and were all landed in good condition at St.
Pierre.

Reports

Winnipeg, May 10.—Reports from the front1

ported.

the effect that a battle between Middleton's forces and Riel, at Batonche, has been
raging since yesterday morning. It began by
cannonading the log earthworks of the insurgents by Middleton’s artillery corps. The result so far is nnderstood to bs a drawn battle.
An attempt will probably be made when the
works have been reduced, to storm the position simultaneously from the front and
flank,
when frightful fatalities are likely to result as
the enemy are well armed and deadly in their
aim.
are to

The afternoon session opened at 3 o’clock.
Devotional exercises were conducted by W. T.
Jewell. J. W. Dow presented the report for

stewards, and funds distributed.
ing named committees reported:

The. follow-

On nominations of committees for next year; on observance of centennial of American Methodism
Reports adopted. W. W. Marsh presented a
resolution complimentary to Zion’s Herald,
also a resolution touching the administration
of BishopBowman,expressing great the satisfac
tion the conference has enjoyed by his presence
Rev. A. Prince

spoke
Bucksport Seminary.

the

upon

St, Paul, Min., May 10.—Gen. Crooke, one
of the Minnesota Indian war veterans, was interviewed this evening as to the outlook for a
general Indian uprising in the Northwest Territory. He says Middleton mast achieve a decisive victory, or all the Indians will have on
their war paint in a week, and should the
half breeds achieve a signal victory over Middleton, the result would bs most disastrous.

interests of

A resolve expressing
thanks to the Bteambeats and railroads for redaction of fares was passed; also to Mrs. A. T.
Helmershausen for a file of conference minutes. The secretary and assistants were appointed a committee on publication of the
minutes.
In the evening an eloquent meeting in Han-

LATEB.

Winnipeg, May 10.—The following account
of the battle between Gen. Middleton’s forces
and the insurgents has jnst be6n received:
Batouche Ceossing,

Ellswoeth, May 10.—The

East Maine Conference love feast was led by W. T. Jewell, at
Hancock Hall at 9 a. m. today, followed by a
sermon by Bishop Bowman.
At its close Wilson Lermond and Wm. B. Jackson were ordained deacons.
At 2 p. m., Dr. Pierce preached a sermon on

"Justification by faith”, which was followed
by the ordination of A. A. Lewis, C. I. Mills
and M. F. Bridgham as elders.
At 5.30 p.m., a temperance meeting was
held and at 7 a memorial service, following
which the conference closed
the following appointments:
The

its

session with

Appointments.

BANQOB DISTRICT— J. E.

PALMER, PBESIDINO EL-

DEE.

Brownville—W. Lermond.
Carmel and Levant—S. T. Page.
Dexter—E. H. Boynton.
Dixmont—F. W. Fowle.
Dover—G. G. Winslow.
East Corinth said Corinth—P. E. Brown.
Exeter-Supplied by W. B. Eldridge, Jr.
Fort Fairfield—J. W. Price.,
Forest City and Vancehoro—W. F. Prince.
Guilford—E. Skinner
Hampden W. T.Jewell.
Houlton—B. C. Wentworth.
Lincoln—Supplied by J. H. Irvino.
Mapleton—Supplied by S. M. Small.
Nealley’s Corner and Newbury—To be supplied,
Newport—C. A. Southard.
Oldtown and Upper Stillwater—J, Tinling.
Orono—P. J. Robinson.

,,

Patten—N LaMarsh.
Pittsfield—W. H. Crawford,

2d.
Shermau Circut—Supplied by L. W.Kilgere.
A.
Lewis.
Winterport—A.
ROCKLAUD DISTRICT—C.

A.

PLUMMER, PRESIDES*

ELDER.

Bootlibay—W. F. Chase.

Bristol—E. A. Gladden.
Camden—J. R. Clifford.
China and Winslow—E. H. Gahan.
Clinton, Burnham and Benton—J. R.
Cushing—J. H. Bennett.

Baker.

Damariscotta Mills—J. P. Simonton.

Dresden—J. T. Crosby.
East and North Vassalboro—J. S. Thompson.
East Bootbbay and South Bristol—W. L. Brown,
East Knox and Morrill—W. B. Eldridge.
East Pittston and Whitefield—B. B. Byrne.

Friendship—C. Rogers.
Georgetown and Arrowsic-G. B. Chadwick.
Lincolnville and Northport—To be supplied by C.
E. Files.
Montville and Palermo—To be supplied by J. W.

Perry.

North and West Waldoboro—To be supplied ty
W. B. Jackson.
Pittston and Cbelsear—M. F. Brldgham.
Rockland—L. L. Hanscom.
Rockport—C. I. Mills.
Kouud Pond and Bremen—W. N. Ogier.
Searsmont—S. S. Gross.
Slieepscot Bridge—J. A. Morelen.

Southport—J. D. Payson.

South Thomaston and Vinalhaven—S. M. Dunton.
South Waldoboro—To be supplied.
Thomaston—S. L. Hanscom.
Union—T. R. Pentecrast.
Union and Troy-S. H. Beale.
Vassalboro and West Winsiow—Supplied by C.

Newball.
Waldoboro—O. Tyler.
Windsor and
Wisca88et—1.

Crops hill—Supplied by S. Biokmore,
H. W. Wharfl’,
Searsport—C. L. Haskell.
So. Orrington-C. A. Maine.
Surry—R. L. Manton.
Swan’s Island-Supplied by C. H. Fuller.
Southwest Harbor—W. Applebee.
Wes ley—Supplied by T. A. Hodgdon.
Woolwich—I. Biram.
DISTRICT—C. E.
ELDER.

LIBBY, PRESIDING

Alexander and Cooper—Supplied by M.
Bar Harbor—W. H. Baldwin.
Belfast—W. H. Williams.
Brooksvilie— Supplied by W. McQraw.
Bucksport—J. W. Day.

Montreal,

Kearney.

exists

here

pews

excitement
of the en-

ic of conversation every where.
It is understood the government have received a
report
confirming the news received by the press. As
tho despatch leaves, scattered firing is
going
ou.
We expbct to clean out the rebels to-morrow and Bhall communicate with the boat later.

Lubec—Supplied by £. H. Leyertun.
Milibridge and Cherrylield—H. E. Frohock.

NEW

YORK.

Arey.

Murphy.
Orland—Supplied by H. L. McCann.
Orrington—A. J. Lockhart.

and Drowned.
9.—Schooner Mabel

Lost Overboard

New York, May
J.
Staples of Harrington, Me., which arrived
here today faom Pernambuco, reports that on
March 15th while entering the harbor of Bahia, Mate Alfred D. Gardner, in’ clearing
overboard and was
away the anchors fell

drowned.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen.
Bakor, May 10.—The Brotherhood of Locc*
motive Firemen held a meeting here today.
from

Boston and Portland
A
lodges were present to the number of 75.
number of new members were initiated.
Bangor Ship Masters and Owners.
At a meeting of ship masters and ship owners held here, delegates were chosen to attend
a meeting of the
Shipmasters’ Convention in

Preliminary steps

taken toward the formation of

a

were

al-

similar or-

ganization here.
Dead in His Pasture.
Ellsworth, May 9.—Capt. L. J. Springer,
of Trenton, aged about 35, who has been missing since yesterday u tier noon, was found this
Found

morning dead in his pasture.
Coroner Fiske
was called but decided that an
inquest was unnecessary, his death

resulting

Vague Uncertainty
in England.

Declines to Refer to Herat in
the Negotiations.

that Gladstone May Surprise
Both His Enemies and Friends.

Hints

Serious Biots Among the Venice
Gondoliers.
London, May 9.—In Parliament the air is
(all ol vague uncertainty. The impression is
general though not particularly well founded,
that the Gladstone ministry is going to pieces.
Some cynical observers even declare that the
ministers, including Gladstone himself, are

of this fact. Their narrow esoape from
defeat on the English registration bill ebook
them badly, and defeat is possible, If improbable on the same question next week.
The latest developments tanight regarding
the Anglo-Bnssian complication indicate the
abandonment of even the so-called arbitration
whieh has been vaunted as the honorable mode
of covering England’s retreat.
The cabinet
was in special session for two hoars
again this
afternoon, and it is known that the time was
entirely occupied with a discussion of the latest proposal made by Baron de Staal, the Russian ambassador, This proposal was that, if
farther evidence disproves Sir Peter Lamsden’s charges against the Russians for responsibility for the Fenjdeh incident, this evidence
shall be accepted as conclusive, and the project of submitting the question to arbitration
shall be abandoned.
The admiralty baa been directed to cancel
the orders issued to provide for the conveyance
of 2000 British troops to India. Three steamers had been chartered for this
purpose and
were ready to sail.
Earl Granville is stated to have Bigned an
agreement on the scope of the proposed arbitration which leaves matters between England
and Russia open lor settlement withont reference to an arbitrator.
A despatch from St. Petersburg to the Morning Post states that M. DeGiers has informed
Sir Edward Thornton that Russia declines
making any reference to Herat in the further
progress of the negotiation with England.
St. Pbtbbsbubo, May 10.—It is repotted
that Prince Lobanoff Raetowski, Russian ambassador to Austria is about to succeed M.
DeGiers as foreign minister. Prince Lobanoff
is known to hold strong anti-English views.
The Jonrnal de 8t. Petersburg thinks Gladstone may anticipate Sir Stafford Northcote’s
motion ol censure with a surprise lor both opponents and Iriends.
An Anglo and Turkish alliance has not been
completed. This is attributed to Granville’s
withdrawal ol terms on the prospeot ol peace
with Russia. The negotiations have led to a
closer relation with the Porte on the Gladstone
policy.
The Soudan Campaign.
Reports of new massacres in the Soudan increases the feeling against the
campaign, and
Lord Hartington has been compelled to promise an early statement of his policy.
Biel in Venice.
Vekice, May 10.—A serious riot is in prohere.
The
gress
trouble was caused by the
hotels
proprietors of
keeping
gondolas
for
the use of guests, and this innovation was resented
by the regular gondoliers, who organized a mob and attacked
the hotel
gondoliers and scattered their
boats.
Several serions accidents have occurred and many arrests have been made.
Foreign Note*.
A London despatch says Sir Watkin Williams Wynn, member of Parliament for Denbighshire is dead.
aware

WASHINGTON.
Minor Manors.
Hon. S. S. Cox has not yet announced hia
determination with regard to the Turkish
mission.
Numerous Bobberies in Milwaukee Create a Panic.
Milwaukee, Wis., May 9.—A masked burglar cut his way Into the residence of Mr. Q.
B. Atwell, a wealthy shoe manufacturer on
24th street, early this morning, and ransacked
the house.
The burglar was probably the
same oue who robbed Millionaire
Ray’s house
two days ago.
Mrs. Atwell was awakened,
and at the muzale of a revolver was forced to
hunt np all the jewelry, money and valuables
in the house and deliver them to the
robber,
Mrr Atwell was sleeping soundly, and was not
awakened. Several hundred dollars worth of
jewelry, several watches and considerable
money were secured.
Later iu the morning a
burglar jumped from a third story window in
another part of the city, and was captured. A
neatly dressed woman who entered the house
with him was also caught.
A band of daring
burglars seem to be operating in the city. A
perfect panic reigns in the city concerning
those arid other burglaries, and numerous

households

are

purchasing pistols.

^ Jealous Boy Shoots His Sweetheart and
Himself.

Chicago, May 9.—Eddy Bernady, aged

15‘
yesterday shot hia little schoolmate, Treesie
8esslt.iid, the ball grazing her head. He then
fired three shots at himself, one of the ballets
entering his side. His wound is not dangerous.
Young Bernady was enamored of
Tres9ie, and was jealous of her. He says he
therefore resolved to end his miserv “just like
the grown folks he had read of.”
Hormons Sentenced.

Salt Lake, May 9.—Angus

ton

Musser,

and J, C. Watson

Cannon,
were

Milsentenced

today for unlawful cohabitation.
Each received the full extent of the law—5300 fine
and six months'

from

natural

causes.

Probably Drowned.
Bangor, May 9.—Last Saturday Richard
Thompson left Greenville to walk across
Moosehead lake to Kineo, and has not been
heard from since.
The probabilities are that

i

iUcn-of-Wnr
in
American
Water*.
New York, May 9.—The British man-ofwar Garnet which
arrived of Tompkenviile
last Sunday morning, presumably for the
purpose of watching tHt Russian Strelcck, weighed anchor this morning and cleared for
Sandy
Hook at 11.30, apparently eastward boned.
The commander, it is said, had received sealed
instructions from tha other side. The Canada, the other British war ship, is also preparing for Bea. Today, she was coaling from a
canal boat which was moored
alongside.
Health efficials at quarantine think both the
Garnet and Canada are to meet in some
by
nort before a week’s time. Others think the
Garnet is bound home via Halifax. The Strelock still lies in the North River, and no
preparations are being made to get her to soa.
The
.Bartholdi (Statue ou it* Way to
America.
The committee appointed by the Chamber of
Commerce to receive the commander and officers of the French ship Isere, which is now
ou her way to this
country with the Bartholdi
statne, met this afternoon and decided to tender a banquet and an excursion about the harbor to their guests. .President Cloveland and
Cabinet, Gov. Hill, Gen. Hancock, the Frenoh
minister, and consul general a! X
York

Secretary Whitney, Commodore Chandler!
Mayors Grace, and Bow, and iionator Kvarts
will be among the Invited gnesta and probable

speakers.

Killed by

Premature Explosion.
Tarbytown, N. Y., May 9.-ln drilling a
lifting hole in a bench at the South Headiug
of Cut 9, ai the New Croton
aqueduct works,
the drill struck some powder in the bottom
of
an old vertical hole and the
resulting extl >8'Io
caused the death of Michael and
George Hutloat and injured two other laborers.
It is evident that when the vertical hole was
blasted,
most of the powder in it
exploded, but leaving
at the bottom one or more unexploded car-

tridges.

a

PRICE THREE CENTS.

BASE BALL.

continue to

PORTLANDS 4; BROCKTONS 6.
Saturday afternoon the first league game to be
played here this season was contested by the
Broektons and Portlands in the presenoe of about
1000 people. The
steady rain of Friday night had
put the grounds in bad condition and in some places in the out field the water stood two or three inches deep. The Broektons are a
(good looking
set of men and
they can play ball well. Their field
is
ing excellent, only one error being made outside
of the battery, Willis pitched for the
visiting club.
McGunnigle, the Brockton’s captain, plays ball in
the Western style, disputing the decisions of the
umpire and carrying on long arguments. Portland
audiences do not like this sort of thing and Mr.
McGunnigle won a reputationjand a'name in short
order. "Kicker” will not soon be forgotten here.
The Baocktons went to the bat first. They failed
to score,
leaving McGunnigle and Howard on
bases. In the seoond inning Cudworth got the first
and went out at
second, Shaw made a safe hit, but
Budehan going out on strikes and McGunnigle at
first, completed the inning with no run. The
Brooktons got nothing in the next|two innings, but
in the fifth, Hawes, Howard and Toffling scored,
after Budehan and
MeGonnigie had gene out.
Hawes and Toffling took first on balls; and Howard
made a safe hit. Bignell also struck safe, but went
out at third base. The visitors added
ciphers to the
score aboard for two
more innings, but in the
eighth Toffling and Bignell made runs, whioh completed the sooring.
Barnes led off for the Portlands with a safe hit,
Oxley took first base on balls and scored, Barnes
going out on third by Annie’s hit to short stop.
Pope and Phillips were out and Annis was left on
third base. No run was made for the home team
two tunings. In the fourth, Annis and
i? ft? next
Phillips died out, Pope scored, and Wheelock was

out on second after making a safe hit. In the next
three the club failed to score, but a number of base
hits were placed to their credit. Barnes and
Pope
made runs in the last two
innings and Wheelock’s
fly over the fence in the eighth brought in two men
and gave him a home run, as was supposed, but
after delaying the decision lor some little time, the
umpire sent the men back on a foul. This decision
raised Borne discussion and the spectators appeared
to be about evenly divided in their opinion, as to its
exactness.
The game was one of great interest and excitement and plays bvPope and Budehan were liberally
applauded. Donahoe’s judgment on halls and strikes
is not up to the mark and he would
gain favor with
the spectators by making his decisions in a louder
tone.
The score is as follows:
BROCKTONS.
AB.

R.

rf..6
Hawes, lb.4
Howard ,lf.4
Toffling, 2b.3
Bignell, o.4
Cudworth, cf..;.4

Willis.p.4
Shaw, ss.4
Budehan, 3b.4

O
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0

Totals.36

6

...

MoGunnigle

IB. TB. PO.
2
2
2
O
0
9
3
3
2
0
O
3
1
1
S
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
2
7

7

27

A.
0
1
0
2
0
0
8

B.
0
1
0
0
2
0

7
0

0
0

18

8

6

AB.
4
4
Annis, If. 6
Pope. 2b. 4
Phillips, lb. 4
Clar i.ss. 4
Long, 3b.. 4
r.f. 3
Fish, p. 4

Barnes, cf.
Oxley,c.

Wheelock,

Totals.36

R.
1
1
0
2
O
0
0
0
0

IB. TB. PO. A. B.
1
1
1
0
0
1
1 10
2
2
0
O
0
1
0
112
11
1
2 10
0
1
3
3
1
3
0
1112
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2 10
6

9

4

10

27

18

U

123456789
Brocktons.0 0003002 0-5
Portlands.1 0010001 1—4
Earned runs-Portlands, 1; Two-base bits—Phil
lip*; First base on balls—Portlands, 4; Brocktons,
2. First base on errors—Brocktons, 4.
Struck
out—Portlands, 6; Brocktons, 7. Passed balls
Oxley, 2; Bignell, 1. Wild pitches—Fish, 4; WiUis
1. Time—2h. 10m. Umpire—Barney Donahue.
LAWRENCES 6; HAVERHILLS 0.
The Lawrences defeated the Haverhills Saturday in the Eastern New England league series
hy a score of 6 to 0. The game was witnessed by
about 1800 people. The home team was utterly
unable to bit Conway and their fielding was rather
below the average. The fielding of the Lawrences
was

good.

The score:
LAWRENCES.
AB.

Kiley, If.3
Burns, rf.4

Hassett, 3b.4
O'Connall, lb.4
McAndless, ss.4
Brosnan, 2b. 4
Bannon.of.4
Vadeboucesur, c.4
Conway, p.3
Totals.34

R. IB. TB. PO.
2
2
4
2
1
2
3
O
1110
0
0
O 11
0* 1
1
2
0
0
O
5
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
7
1
1
1
0

,7

0

16

A. E.
0
0
0
O
11
0
0
4
2
1
0
0
0
2
1
8
0

1C

27

4

HAVERHILLS.

Abbott, o.f.4
Duvall, 3b.4
Prinoe, lb.4
McGarr, 1. f.4
Hawkes, 2b.4
Robinson,c.4
Bell, r.f.3
Bradley, .. 3
Vanstone, p.3

AB.

B.
0
0
0
0
O
O
0
O
0

Totals.33

0

IB. TB. PO.
1
1
3
0
0
1
0
O 13
1
1
3
O
O
0
0
O
3
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
3

3

24

B.
0
1
2
0
0!
0
0
0
2
2
3 ol
0
0
1
1
7
3

A.

15

8

INNINGS.

123466780
Lawrences.1 0311000 x— 6

Haverhills.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Two-base

O— 0

hits—

Kiley, Hassett. Passed balls—Vadebonconr, 1.
Wild pitches—Van Stone, 3. First base on balls—
By Van Stone, 1. First base on errors—Lawrenees,
4; Haverhills, 3. Struck out-By Conway, 6; Van-

stone, 4,

Umpire, Quinn. Time—lb. 46m.
COLBY 16, BATES 9.
lhe first game in the Maine College series
ira,
played at Lewiston Saturday between Colby and
Bates, resulting in a victory for Colby, The soore1
COLBY.
AB.

Putnam, of.6
F. Goodwin, p.6
Webber, lb.5
Larrabee. ss.5
Boyd, 3b.6
W. Goodwin, 2b.4
Pulsifer c.6
Gibbs, If.4
Matthews, rl.6

imprisonment.

Total.44

IB. IB. PO. A. E.
2
2
I
1
0
3
4
4 10
1
1
1 10
0
1
3
4
1
3
4
0
O
1
2
1
2
3
6
1
0
2
2
2
4
0
1112
10
3
2
2
0
0
1

R.

2
2
4
2
0
1
0

15

10

16

27

75

22

BATES.

GENERAL NEWS.
There
Quebec.

ahout two dozen steamers now due at
Such an'oocurrenoe has hitherto been unknown in the history of that
port. The ice in the
tiulf of St. Lawrence is
nnusually heavy.
The council of Catholic
prelates who met in
Baltimore last week for the purpose of
selecting a
new Catholic university has decided it
shall be built in Washington.
are

^-'he
(so^mplaint of Chas. P. Miller against the New
York Tribune, of libel was dismissed on the
ground
that no proof that the Tribune was
published in
New York had been furnished.
Henry M. Murzell of New York, the juror in the
Short trial, who was arrested
Friday on charges
of misdemeanor,
contempt of court and perjury,
was Saturday, released on
$3000 bail.
No more bodies have been recovered from the
ruins of the Brooklyn, N.
Y„ factory fire. The
total number of bodies so far recovered is twelve.
The secretary of the navy has advertised for
pro]
posals for building a new steel steamer for a cruis-

ing

vessel for the navy.

AB.

Cushman, 3b.6
Nickerson, ss.4
Walker, 2o.6
Tinker, if,.5
.6
Woodman, c
Hadley, of.5
Atwood, lb.6
Wentworth, rf.3
Sprague, p..4
Total.41

To obtain revenge for a fancied
wrong, two
masked men entered the residence of F. S. Thrall
of Oswego, N. Y., yesterday
the parents
during
absence and seizing a 14 year old
daughter of Mr.
Thrall’s they cut off her hair, cut her
badclothing
ly and then left without doing further harm.
Susan Greely Moulton, wife of Col. John B.
Clarke, editor and proprietor of the Manchester, N.
H., Mirror, died last evening of aniemia, aged 6G.
She was a woman ntimately known
throughout
that city and state and was greatly devoted to charity, but distributed her charity quietly and without
ostentation.
In a drunken quarrel
Saturday night at Swanzea,
Mass., James Burns, a farm laborer was

fatallj
stabbed by Charles Johnson, (colored.) Both were
drunk.
The British steamer
Dacia, arrived at Key West,
Fla., yesterday, having completed laying of the
new Havana cable.
THE BICYCLE.
THE MOOSEHEAD TBIP.

The Globe says there is much interest
being man*
ifested among wheelmen regarding the proposed
tour to Moosehead
lake, Maine, next July, under
the management of F. A. Elwell of this
city. Many
names have already been handed in as members of
the party. Among those
already pledged to go aie
F. H. Johnson of Brockton, who is the
only wheelman, except Mr. Elwell, who has been on all the
Sanford
Lawton, secretary of
♦
n'f*8u,r8i 0*
Lan*8on ot this city; W
wei2Pnill8fiel?
H.
McCormack cLuv
of the Citizens’club of New York.
A. C. Marsh of Springfield and
many o hers. The
down-east tours of previous
years have not proven
as successful as
they might, owing to the poor condition of the roads, but for the
coming trip a route
haa been selected that will take »n far
better roads,
and in other ways the
manager has availed himself
or experiences of former years to add to
the comfort
and enjoyment of his
party. In nearly every town
along the route preparations are being made for
some kind of an entertainment for the
wheelmen—
balls, receptions, races, excursions, etc.
THE CYCLOMETEB FIGHT.
As has been
previously mentioned Mr. C.H.
Lamson of this city has invented a
cyclometer for
measuring the distance travele&by a bicycle. It Is
constructed on the cam prinolple and Mr. Butcher
of Boston has patented one
that, it is claimed, works
on the same
principle. An item appeared in a
a
^eefa«° to the effeet that there
fi«hfc in the courts to
Utlil
settle who had the \UT®*y
best claim to the idea. The
Butcher meter have a patent but it
is different in make from
tbe Lamson meter. Mr.
for a patent on his bat has not
yet received aPP1l®d
it. In the same
paper with the item
waa an it6m to the effect that a firm
a11
dealers
against selling
S*?1.1?6*as
affair*’
it was an infringement.
Mr
the
no
that
paper
1m80P
J*rite8
legal actions
taken*
also said in conversation that
caBe bad been entered at the patent
k
*^ence
the proprietors of the other meter and it

24

16

3
0
0
0
0
1
3
1
O
8

SUMMARY.

pire, Pingree.

OTHER GAMES,
AT PHILADELPHIA.

Philadelphia.

0 2 6 0 3 1
1 3 x—15
Bostons.0 03000020
5
AT

before the

confident that
!SirSd*.JHe.la
will decide the matter in

matter would be

he has proofs that
his favor.

NEW YOBK.

New Yorks.O 00000000 1—1
Providence.0 00000000 0—0
At Orono—State College, 10;
Central Institute, 5.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY LEAGUE.

meeting of the Cumberland County League
was held in this city Saturday night and was attended by representatives from the following six
elnbs, which will comprise the league: Portland
Reserves, of Portland; Presumpscots, of Cumberland Mills; Boots and Shoes of Portland; Unions,
A

Yarmouth; Saocarappai of Saccarappa; Deerings of Deering. A committee conflating of c. W.
Small, J. M. Godlng and F. E. bow was ohosen to
arrange a schedule, and it is expected the league
will open May 20th. A set or medals will be
played for. The pitching roles of 1884 were
adopted.
Probably the games here will be played on the
of

Portlands’ grounds.

OVEE THE FENCE.

McGunnigle was caught uappiDg on first base
Saturday in great shape by Phillips. Pope got the

threw to Philips who held it and the runner forgot and played off the base.
The incident
brought down the house.
Warmer weather would enhance the interest in
at Portland. Every playing day thus far has
n so cold that both
players and spectators have
been positively uncomfortable.
the
Biddefords this afternoon
*
^Rrocktons playa number
*n Biddeford.
from this city will
Quite
hall and

Cies

go out.
In a recent game between the Kansas
Citys and
an®8* O’Brien of the former club distiuguishf ^ knocking a
out of a tree on a
boy
bard drive to centre field.
The Seven Pines defeated the Red Oaks 17 to 16.
m 10 innings
v

Saturday.

The Boston Herald says the following in regard to
kiod ot base ball criticism. It
may have a local
significance: Whenever tb© Bostons are defeated,
seven ont of ten Bostonian base ball admirers exclaim, -What is the matter with the Bostons?”
They are no good,” etc., etc. The same clubs that
defeated them
may defeat the Providence, Chicagos
or New Yorks, and it is
hardly noticed. The above
exclamations are a severe strain on one’s patienoe.
Somehow or other Bostonians seem to expect the
Bostons to win every game. The team has never
been organized that can do it.
club
TJe organization of a New England league
in Haverhill has aroused
fresh interest in the national game in that
old
The
city.
Haverliills, high
a

school

nine, Bradfords, druggists,

shoe-cutters and

hatters, have all reorganized, or are moving to
place teams in the field, and there is every prospect of the interest being sustained throughout the

season.

The Reaolutes (colored) of Boston, have
arranged

and secured the following games in
sr»triP.
Mame: Brunswick, June 13; Biddeford, June 15;

S»JUnel6;
4

?ro®kfcons

WaterviUe.Jnne lv; Belfast,

and

Portlands

were

photographed

just before the game on Saturday.
They make a
fine looking
group.
The Portlands will play four
in this city
games
the present
week, three of these will be league
games and one an exhibition game. On
Saturday
they will play a league game in Biddeford.

^amBOU

■9®*tlme

13

10

E.

Earned runs, Colby 6, Bates 5; first base on errors, Colby 7, Bates 4; first base on balls, Colby 2,
Bates 2; cal'ed balls, Colby 77, Bates 79; strikes
called, Colby 7, Bates 9; double plays, W. Goodwin
and Webber, Gibbs and W. Goodwin, Walker and
Atwood, Putnam and P. Goodwin; passed balls,
Colby 2, Bates 4; time two hours 15 minutes; um-

v

™

IB. TB, PO, A.
2
2
2
O
2
2
0
4
2
3
2
3
|1
2
2
6
15 O
10
0
17
O
0
2
0
0
0
2
2 10
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
6

—

avCI rexarkana, Ark., a railway
postal clerk, has been arrested for stealing from
the mails. His thefts are put at f6000.
By the capsizing of a skiff at Six Mill Ferry, Pa.,
on the Monongahela
river, Saturday night, August
Kuse and Mrs. Gubenel and her eight year old son
were drowned.

USS&

B.
2
1

9

s
A

Agent

Railway matters.
General Passenger and Ticket
£landers.
the

Boston & Maine railroad, has puron Clifton street, and will make
£ew h(lui8e
Malden, Mass.,
his home.
the east-bound pool lines at
a8e^1 of
a despatch from Commissioner
uinff, Friday, saying that the Grand Trunk would
on

2~9M£TJ°^y®d

report ita business to the pool pending
the meeting of the Central Traffic Committee.
The railway anlhorities controlling the lines of
road between St. John and Boston are considering
the advisability of putting on a fast train from Boston to St. John as well as the Flying Yankee on
the trip from St. John. It is proposed to make the
distance in fourteen hoars, and thos eclipse all
former records in eastern railway travel.
Tbe workmen in the Maine Central car shops are
actively engaged in patting tbe passenger coaches
of the company in condition for the summer campaign. There aro now fifteen cars under treatment
In the shops or at tbe entrance awaiting their turn.
They go in grimy and weather beaten, coming ont
apparently as good as new. The four Pullman reoltning chair cars purchased last year are bere.
The chairs have all been torn out and the regular
car Beats substituted In their places.
Those who
ought to know say that the Maine Central rolling
stock is the finest that can be found on any New
England road.

THE BATH SHOOTINO AFFAIR.

Young Hodgdon Committed to Jail la
Befaalt of 910,000 Bail.
(From

Regular Correspondent.)
Bath, May 9th.
James
was arraigned before
Hodgdon,
Judge Millay this morning, and, after a short
hearing, was held in 910,000 bail, in default of
which he was carried to Wiscasset
by Marshal Crocker this forenoon.
Apparently his mind is beginning to discharge its duties and remorse is taking possession as rnm yields its sway.
His sister, Mrs.
Brown, accompanied by her cousin, visited
him at the jail this morning before he was arraigned. The scene between brother and sis-

SUBURBAN NOTES.

at present some eight or nine passenger cars
belonging to the Old Orchard Beach branch in tbe
shops to be repainted, besides the nsual allowance
of freight car work.
At the last regular meeting of Seaside Lodgo the
officers elect for the ensuing quarter were duly inW. C. T., C. N. Trestalled by Deputy A. A. Cole:
fethen: W. V. T., Elva Tilton; P. W. C. T., Edwin
Emma
Upton; W. B. S., Eliza
Cobb; W. C., Mrs.
Dyer; W. F. S., Jiina Small; W. T., Everett Plttee;
W. M., Frank Richardson: W. D. M., Lottie York;
W. I. G.. Mrs. Mary C. Young: W. O. G., Miss
Maggie Pilisburv,
B. F. Wbitnejr says if the Ferry Village people

afford accommodations free of cost, a (50.000
manufactory of the W hitney boot” will be established there, and he would dike the lower part of
the new Pythian hall.
The young ladies union fair netted (50.

Deeriag.
The Portland Water Company are ereetlng a tank
on Forest Avenue, near the store of George JefTord,
for supplying the street sprinkler with Sebago. The
town of Deering will soon establish a drinking
fountain on tbe avenue.
The high school entertainment netted (65.
Mise Nellie Sawyer is president, and Mr. Harry
Haskell, aecretary of the Young People’s Parsonage Seoiety which has 65 members. Tbe object is
to raise money to buy or build a paisonage.
The Deering Railroad Company will lay steel rails
from Morrill’s to the foot of Green street.
There are 600 citizens of Deering liable to mili-

nuu guuuiu ubto uocu

Company

court coat*.

quarter of the Good
Ed Gammon; V. T., Carrie
Alice W. Loring; F. S., BiB. Merrill: Marshal, Frank
Dennison; Chap., Rev. A. A. smith; I. G Burton
Mayberry; O. U., Charles Allen; L. H. S., Nellie
Smith. There have been nineteen initiated, three
expelled and six withdrawn daring the last quarter
making a net gain of thirteen.
North Gorham.
While O. G. Carver was trimming down pans on a
lathe at the pail mill Wednesday, a pan broke and
flew into many pieces, one of them striking him in
the under lip, cutting it so badly that the doctor
was called to sew it up.
John Allen, a painter, who lives alone on the
Floyd farm, on the road leading to White Rock,
was robbed of $20 one day last week; the thief entered the house iu the day time, while Mr. Allen
was asleep, and took money from a vest hanging
over the lounge where he lay; also a small sum from
As far as is known, no due to
his pants pocket.
the burglar has been|dlscovered.
Monday morning, about I o'clock, an alarm was
given that a Are was raging at Goff & Plummer’s
mills. Their keg mill was burned to the ground.
Some 1000 powder kegs and 600 white lead kegs,
together wi h all the machinery, was destroyed.
Joseph Fogg, a caryenter, lost about $100 worth of
tools, which were in the bnildtng.Loss about $2600.
It is reported that the company have ordered a new
lot of machinery, and doubtless will rebuild. The
cause of the Are is unknown.
A late report says
there was no insurance on the property.
next

sential respects.
Since the first Introduction
of Sebago water into this oity, the supply to
the higher levels of Mnnjoy has been far from

adequate, varying greatly during the course of
each year, so that many times we have been
at tbe mercy of conflagrations should they
happen, and it has been almost an every-day
experience to be annoyed by failnre of water
(or domestic uses.
This has been the case
with the Munjoy section of the oity beyond
any other.
At length, the past winter, after an unusuwater famlBe, tbe [feeliogs of the
ally severe
people found expression in tbe petition referred to in the commnnicatioh.
The petition is
addressed to our oity government, and asks
that application be made to the fortlaud Water Company to meet its contract with the oity
td$furnish tbe amount and volume of water
needful to supply the higher elevations of

Mkunjoy Hill.

Section first of said contract is a covenant
with the city, withont charge, to furnish at all
times to public buildings, school houses, and to
extinguish fires, etc., such amount and volume
of water as may be needful.
Section third containe special provision for
Bramhall and Munjoy hills.
The language of
the contraot is:
"A reservoir, or reservoirs
shall be constructed en Bramhall or Munjoy
hills of the capacity of 16,000,000 gallons, and
the higher elevations of Bramhall and Munjoy
shall be supplied by a standpipe, or by gravitation directly ftom the main, eto.
The petition follows the substance of this
section, and aBks for a supply by stand-pipe
reservoir, or by such other contrivance as may
be expedient. Tbe petitioners did not proceed
blindly, but believed, and still believe, that if
necessary the company should run an untapped pipe to Munjoy from some point beyond
the city limits.
With relation to tbe waste of water in the
city, the figures given by the company are, if
accurate, astounding. Nevertheless, the terms
of the contract make it plain that it was contemplated in the beginning that the heights of
the city might have to be supplied by special
means.
With onr average water pressure,
when anything, at ten pounds, we are certain-

THE ROLLERS.

3; BIJOU 0.
Alameda at Bath was once more the scene
of a polo contest Saturday night after a rest of
three weeks. The newly organized Bijous appeared, with Hammett in the cage, Smith, Dunn, Williams and Foster in their old places and Tommy
Cotter of the Walthams as first rusher. On the
Alamedas Morse played goal and Lincoln in Roberts place. Cotter got the first rush and Dunning
the first goal in 3 minutes. The same order took
place iu the second goal after lVz minute’s play.
The third rush fell to Vaughan and after 10 minutes play, Dunning secured the goal and game. Tbo
The

game was exceeuiugiy ruugu xur ooxwouu.
BENEFIT TO-NIQHT AT POKTBAMD SINK.
To-night the employes at Portland rink will have
benefit. Mr. John Trott, the pleasant ticket
agent, Mr. Claude Leavitt, who has charge of the
skate room, and the skate boys will share the receipts of the evening and there should be a large
crowd present. For attractions there will be an
exhibition of fancy skating by Jack McAndrews,
alone worth the priro of admission and an acrobatic
exhibition by Ney and Creary. This in addition to general skating should draw a crowd.
a

<

J

BIJOU.

the Bijou, there will be a ladies’ skate
To-night
check complimentary party; to-morrow night occurs Manager Whittier’s benefit;
Wednesday, a
ladies’ floral party, on which occasion ladies will be
presented with a bouquet and skates will be free,
Thursday, a polo game between the Bijous and
Woburns; Friday, a ladies’ complimentary party,

Saturday, a ladies’ skate check complimentary

and

necessary to depict the results of a refusal to
labor. Indolence in a people is always fol'
lowed by the nation’s downfall. The fallacy
of looking in disdain upon those who labor is
fast disappearing in civilized communities, so
that no greater praise can be given any one
than to say that be is a self-made man.
System in labor is necessary if permanent
success is to be sought or achieved. A definite
object must be kept in view. Another thing
to be remembered is that we can’t get anything for nothing. Hosts of people are to-day
trying to achieve success while making no outlay. The youth who skims over his books and
makes it a point to pasg his recitations is trying to get something for nothing.
Energy must be devoted to a chosen porBnit,
and this is abundantly illustrated in the examples of successful men everywhere.
Mr. Seiders gave a clear and pointed review
of bis subject, of which the above points may
furnish some little idea. In closing he said:
He who on tbe battlefield turns defeat into
victory is a great general, but be who in civil
life rises above adverse circumstances; who
builds again on the ruins of his failure; who
comes out of his defeats
with increased
strength and courage; and wrests success at
last from a reluctant lortune is a greater general. Let us, then, os our motto and watchword, have constantly before us. as though
they were painted on the vaulted heavens In
letters of gold, the words, "Faithful Labor
and Success.”
At the close of the graduating exercises, a

music AND DRAMA.
COMPLIMENTARY.

The concert tickets for the concert complimentary to Mr. Ira Stockbridge, will be sold at 9 a. m. today, the numbers being given out at 7 a.m. Our citizens should give Mr.Stockbridge a packed house on
this occasion,not only on account of the efforts he has
made to present a splendid line of entertainments
but also on account of the talent which will appear
on this occasion, comprising W. H. Fessenden, the
tenor; Llchtenberg, the violinist;Miss Rose Stewart,
soprano; the Germania and Temple, and Philomela
Ladies Quartetts.
NOTES.
next

Raymond will appear at Portland Theatre in his
piece "For Congress.”
Carrie Swain will be here in "Cad, the Tomboy”
next week.
Boeworth Post netted $200 from the performance
of the "Yankee Artillerist.”
Mr. Joseph Wheelock will support Miss Fanny
Davenport in "Fedora”, playing Lons during her
California • jgagement.
Hon. George tf. Boker, author of "Francesca da
Rimini” has just finished another play for Mr.
Lawrence Barrett.
It
is
entitled "Glaucns”,
and is founded on Bulwer’s "Last Days of Pom-

reception of the alumni was held at Institute
Hall. About fifty of the alumni were present
and effected an organization. Remarks were
made by Rev. Mr. Perry, Dr. Herbert Merrill,
and Geo. M. Seiders, Esq. An abundant banquet was provided, which added to the enjoyment of the evening, and those present dispersed well pleased with their reunion.

new

1)611.”

The New England Fair.
A meeting of the officers of the Eastern
Maine Agricultural Society and the Trustees
of the New England Agricultural
Society was
held in Boston, Friday to arrange the details
of the New England Fair, which is to be held
this year at Bangor, in the first week of

Mr. James O’Neil and Stetson’s "Monte Cristo”
company will begin today a fortnight’s tour on the
eastern circuit.
Edwin Booth and Mme. Ristori, supported by the
latter’s English company, appeared in "Macbeth"
at the Acaueuiy of Music, New York, Saturday
night before the largest audience that ever witnessed a dramatic representation in that
Every seat ana aisle were occupied, and over 30J peowere unable to obtaiu admittance.
Booth and
Ristori were recalled several times at the end of every act, and cheers were mingled with applause.
The reoeipts were over $6000.
Mme. Ristori sails

city.

Sep-

ple

for Europe

on

following

causes:

--WARDST
DISEASES.1 2 3 4 6 6 7

Accidental..

!

Consumption.
Chronic abcess.

Diphtheria.
General debility.
Heart disease...

----—
—

11—
1
—

—

1

—

—

lflam. of bowels. I
Kidney disease.

1

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

-J
—

—

—

—

—

—

1

—

Pneumonia.
Stillborn.
Typhoid pneumonia.

—

—
—

1

—
—

—

1

—

—

Unknown. 1
Water on brain.

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

1

—
—

—
—

1
—
—
—

—
—

—

—
—

1

Totals. 3223113

1
2
l
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The representatives from Maine
Mr. J. P. Bass, President of the Eastern
Maine State Fair; Mr. F. O. Beal, General
Superintendent; Mr. J. D. Fenderson, Superintendent of the Cattle Department, and Mr.
Ezra L. Stearns, Secretary. Ex-Gov. Hyde of
Connecticut, in the absence of President Loring, occupied the chair, and a long time was
devoted to the consideration of the premium
list, as this is the first occasion since the formation of the New England Society in which foreign competitors are to be contestants for
prizes, and as this has been the method adopted in certain classes at former shows this will
prevail in a somewhat novel form this year.
tember.
were

Wednesday.

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the city for
the week ending May 9th,fcwas 15, from the

HO OUKI1

hr. seiders’ address.
After a reference to the lives and work of
his former class-mates, the speaker annonnced
that bis subject would be "Labor und some of
its relations to success in life.” It is not

entering a summer league.
1 he Tauntona have won the second medals in the
League, defeating the Somervilles in a tie game.
A new league has'been formed in Massachusetts,
composed of the Woburns, Bay States, Globes and
Peabodys. They will play four games iu every series, two games in each rink, two games per week
for five weeks.
The prizes will be cash purses,
$ LOO and $50. The games will be limited to a half
hour, the clubs winning the most goals in that
time to be declared victorious.
The Falmouths went to Richmond Saturday night
and played the club of that place, defeating them
in 15 minutes by three goals to 1.
Toe features of
the game were the remarkable stops of Fickett in
the goal, and of McBean and Burns of the Falmouths.
|

Haydns will give the oratorio of "Saul”
Wednesday evening.

1UUUIUJ

Daring the programme appropriate music
was furnished by the Cumberland Band.

ceived
The Lewiston rink will be reopened this week under the management of three Massachusetts parties, one of whom we understand is W. E. Carter,
A new polo
of the Woburn Skating Academy.
team has been orgauized, including several of Masendeavor
to
will
sachusetts* best players.
They
make it the strongest in the State, and contemplate

The

uu

Benediction.

W. H. T.’s, and the exhibition of fancy skating by
Prof. Caviss, there will be an exhibition of acrobatic feats by Ney and Creary. Skating will be
continued until 11 o’clock. Tickets should be obtained at once as they are having a ready sale.
Complimentary or package tickets will not be re-

8T0CKBRIDGK
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Essay—"Home”..Cornelia F. Merrill
Oration—"Room at the Top”.Frederic H. Frost
Presentation of Dlplomaa-F. E. Parlin, Principal
Address—G. M. Seiders, Esq.

NOTES.

For Manager Whittier’s benefit Tuesday night, in

Bijous

v*

Greeley Institute.
The graduating exercises of the Greeley
Institute occurred
at Cumberland, Friday
evening. Two pnpils were graduated. The
following was the order of exercises:
Prayer—Rev. Mr. Perry.

party.

between the

**««

await the new arrangement! and hope for their
success.
M. A. F.
Portland, May 9th, 1886.

at

game

Depart-

communication does not accurately state the
position assumed by the petitioners in some es-

ALAMEDAS

polo

to the Committee on Fire

published in the Pbhs of [Saturday,
May 8th, certainly contains indications of Intent on the part of the company to attempt to
improve the poor and unreliable supply of water to the top level of Mnnjoy Hill.
This Intent and tbe efforts made by the company to
carry it out will be duly appreciated by all
residents of that portion of oar city.
Bnt the

Charles Bibber met with quite a severe acoident
Wednesday. While chopping wood at the door in
the morning the axe slipped, and striking his foot
completely severed twa of his toes.

addition to the

ui

ment,

Yarmouth.

and

the

Maujar Water Supply.
To the Editor of the Press:
The communication of the Portland Wt ter

The citizens of this village are trying to have a
shoe factory established here.
The Lefebvre Connell .case was settled by the payment of (100 by Lefebvre to Connell’s father, with

THE

with

As a consequence of the vigilance of the officers in carrying ont Mayor Wakefield’s orders all.the rum-shops dosed their doors at 6
p. m.,and remain so over 8nnday.
In the first reports several errors were made.
Harriman who assisted in the arrest was a police officer of the night watoh and had not yet
quit bis beat. Tbe prisoner is [not so very
"young” being nearly 10 years of age, "27”, in
yesterday’s issae was a typographical error

Saccarappa.

AT

was

nerved.

duty.

ON

and it

has taken a little nourishment. 1
-The patient’s daughter, Jalia Wayland, of
East Somerville, Mass., and her sisters, Mrs.
Jordan of Charlestown, Maas., and Mrs. Edden
and son of Boothbay, arrived yesterday afternoon and are helping the sufferer
for whom
all that loving hands can do is being done for
her comfort.
Mr. Ira Hodgdon was sitting apparently almost distracted with his dual grief.
The
daughters seemed cool and capable of giving
the best of care to their sick parent.
Young
Hodgdon spoke of the kindness of the police
officers before leaving and seemed in quite a
rational mood although still some'what un-

will

Names of oncers for
Templars are W. C. T.,
Humphrey; Secretary,
na Mitchell; Treas., F.

affecting

greatest difficulty he coaid speak.
He besought his sister in heart-broken accents to save his mother’s life; after a short
interview he was permitted in charge of an officer to visit his house where his mother’s low
condition was all that prevented bis seeing her,
something |he begged hard to be,allowed to do
before going to jail.
A Press reporter visited the afflicted family
this evening and was admitted to the siok
room by Mrs. Brown. Lying on her left side,
with haggard features, partly covered by a
bandage, was the sufferer.
Nearly all day she has been under the influence of an opiate bat was then awake and in
fall possession of her faculties.He asked several questions andmade one or two remarka.Mrs.
Hodgdon moved nneasily;occasionally as if in
pain. Her pulse was 76, regular and fall. She

are

|

Peter Lumsden.
The Scotch Sportsman Who Is Now fins
ning in Afghanistan.

our

ter was most

Cape Elizabeth.
It if estimated that Mr. E. J. Harmon’s strawberry bed at Ferry Village, will yield this year
from 800 to 1000 botes.
Neddie, a little son of James P. Allen, bad a very
narrow esoape from death Friday, by falling from
tbe stone abutment on Front street, Ferry Village,
cutting a severe gash In his forehead.
Mr. A. J. Koblnson, Cape Elizabeth, has been
commissioned as sealer of weights and measures by
the selectmen.
The Sentinel hears there are quite a wumber of
applicants for vacancies in the custom house bj various parties in town.
They are doing quite a rushing business at the
Boston & Maine shopB in Cape Elizabeth. There

tia

PORTLANDS.

Earned runs—Lawrences, 1.

Eugli*b

Penobscot—D. H. Sawyer.
Pembroke—A. W. C. Anderson.
Robbinston—Supplied by E. W. S. Platt.|

Boston, Tuesday.

10,—-Much
the

Batonche.
gagement
Ottawa, May 10.—The feeling here over
the news from the Northwest today is intense.
The papers have issued extras, giving accounts
of the battle, the
offices
newspaper
were
crowded all day and the fight was tho sole
top-

Deer Isle -M. G. Prescott.
East Machias—D. Smith.
Eastport J. D. Smiley.
Edmunds-Supplied by L. B. Witheo.
Ellsworth-J. H. Osgood.
Franklin—C. L. Banghast.
Gouldsboro—Harry W. Norton.
Harrington—F. L. Brooks.

Representatives

May
over

at

Bucksport Centre—R. M. Wilkins,
Calais—J. J. Haley.
Cutler—Supplied by E. A. Carter.
Caatine—V-P. Wardwell.
Columbia Falls-Supplied by F. G. Wltham.

Milltown—B. S.
Machias—T. H.

(

Via Clark’s Crossing, May 9. j
We left camp at 6 o'clock this morning, leaving all supplies and tents behind. We marched seven miles without seeing or hearing
anything of the enemy. The morning was bright
and warm. Suddenly there came the sound of
a steamer’s whistle,
blowing continuously, and
as we
drew nearer we heard the sound of
heavy firing on onr front, in the direction of
the-river. We poshed ahead, and soon came
«pon two houses near the bank of the river,
whieh here is very precipitous.
Au advance
party of rebels were met, who fired and then
retired behind the house towards the hollow.
A Gatling gun was brought to bear on
them,
but they ran into a house near the church of
St. Lament, which was also fired upon
by the
gun, when they ran out into the bash. Battery A came up by this time with a rush, and
got into position, sending several shells after
the rebels, and the Grenadiers then
advanced,
marching steadily into action, and deployed
into line, continuing to advance in
skirmishing
order till the church was readied, when a
priest came ont of the house waving a white
flag. Gen. Middleton and hie staff advanoed
and shook hands with him, when three other
priests and five sisters of charity came out.
Father Maulin informed ms that a s'eamer
arrived at a point a little above L;.
he, at
B.30 a. na., when the rebels imrm-i ,v.
commenced firing upon her from both banka. She
shortly after struck on a mud bank, but swung
clear again, and just before our arrival passed
the Crossing.
He also said the rebels had six
killed and twelve wonuded at Fish Creek.
The Grenadiers then advanced,
skirmishing
through the brush on the right of the trail, a
uauiDg gun Being pushed forward down a declivity toward Batouche, and is now plainly
visible in tbe valiey below.
Here the battery
nr.limbered on the top of a ridge, sending
shells into the enemy, and while doing so were
almost surprised by a number of rebels, who
crept up through tlje brush, not being discovered tilt twenty yards distant.
They made a
rush for the guns, firiBg and yelling as
they
ran.
Capt. Howard, formerly of the United
States Army, who operates the Gatling gnn,
saw the danger, and ran the gnn a conple of
yards in front of the battery, and opening fire
literally mowed the rebels down. Those remaining, turned and ran from the gun. Reaching the shelter of the brush, they opened fire
again, and how Howard escaped from injury
was marvellous, as the bullets were
fljiug all
atound him, but he gallantly maintained his
position, and the rebels, unable to stand the
terrible fire, returned io the pits constructed
in the ravine running from the river. Our
loss is one killed and seven wounded.
The
rebels’ fire gradually ceased, bnt the
troops
however, kept up a scattering fire along the
line, gradually slackening until 4 o’clock,
when only a few dropping shots were heard.
No more of our troops have been hurt.
William Bruoe, lately a prisoner of Riel’s
forces, bat who esoaped Tuesday, was brought
in by scouts.
He says Riel’B force is a little
over 400, half of whom were ou the other side
of tho river when he left.
He also BayB that
when ammunition was served to the rebsls
there was only one keg of powder, and that
was damaged.
Bullets are also scarce.
The
women and children bad been sent to the other side of the river, and the
prisoners are well
so far as he knows.
The firing has now entirely ceased, but
may
be resumed at any moment. No news has
been received from the steamer, bnt she keeps
blowiDg her whistle, hence it is oonoluded
that she is sale. The sound apparently comes
from 2 or 3 miles down the river.
0.30 a. ui.—A body of rebels have just
opened fire from the Bluff near the river on onr
left front evidently ou onr
skirmi6hiDg line.
They have fired three villages,but are shooting
too high. The Winnipeg
battery are Bhelling
houses in the distance, where large numbers of
rebels are gathered.

cock Hall, Rev. F. J. Haley in the chair, was
addressed by Dr. B. K. Pierce and others.

so

State Neither Side

Was Victorious.

local

deacons’ order.
Committees on tracts, temperance, bibles, benevolent causes, education and statistics re-

BUCKSPORT

How

trial.

Washington—To be supplied.
Westport—Supplied by Stiliphen,

Miles.
9
9

..

Pay-

on

Brewer—W. W. Marsh.

■reeling in Oned Spirit*—The Swelling in
the Throat Increased.
Nbw York, May 9.—After his dinner today Geu. Grant felt in first rate spirits, and
partook of his luncheon with an increased
appetite. He rested for a while and then relumed work on his book, which he kept np for
nearly two honri. The swelling in the throat
has very perceptibly increased, though the
palu remains aboot the same. Dr. Douglass
will remain ail night as nsual
Nbif York, May 10.—Gen. Grant slept tally
■even hours Saturday night, hnd when the
four doctors of the staff met in consultation
this afternoon they found the General's coudition was. if anything, improved, but the cap-

spots

Gen. Middleton’s Forces Give Battle to the Rebels.

Bangor—1st church, A. S. Ladd.
Bangor—Union St.,C. B. Besse.

GEN. GRANT.

oerous

RIEL’S REBELLION,

readmitted. It was voted to hold the conference next year at Wlnterport.
W. B. Jack-

Fall.

Sim.

WESLEY.

Our correspondent writes that the mumps
and whooping cough are raging in Wesley.
River driving has now fairly commenced on
the rivers in this county.
H. H. Qray, Esq., of Millbridge is quite sick
at his father’s home in this place.

Seminary.

son was

LATE

The Samoset Manufacturing Company has
been organized at South Berwick, for the man
ufacture and sale of
petroleum products,
bleaching, toilet and other soaps, and other articles such as petroleum may from a constituent of, with 8200,000 capital paid in.

The Appoiut-

tueuts.

remedy known for Coughs.

Most valuable

Hunting of

Russia

Mousam Lodge of Odd Fellows of Kenncbunk celebrated its fortieth anniversary Friday by a street parade, dinner in the hall,
speeches by Messrs. Burnham, Joshua Davis,
Freeman Merrill ana others, and in the evening a concert by Chandler’s Band, followed by1
a ball.

EAST MAINE METHODISTS.

Hoarseness,

CALAIS.
A five year old daughter of Mr. J. Donovan
was playing around a bonfire on To
night
when her clothing caught fire. Belifiwas
saved by a boy named Marks, who is only six
years old.
The Kennebec Framing Company are getting out a house for Ralph Warren, Esq., of
Watertown, Mass., that will bo one of the
largest houses in New England when completed. It will be three stories high, and each
floor measuring 11,470 square feet, or about as
large as twelve common two story houses.

™^0,Ter5

Ellsworth.

A Feeling of

FAIRFIELD.

Thuuauav Mobninq, at *2.60 a
year: If paid In advanoe, f 2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
**** k large circulation in
every part
nrViwf
vi,or
*1-00 per square for first insertion
tod 50 cents per square for oaeh
subsequent lnser-

at

The Congregational chnrch at Buxton Lower Corner has been extensively
repaired, and
was re-dedicated May 1st. Rev. MriVtobinson
of Litchfield, former pastor, preached the ser-
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mon.

less, 76 oents; one
week, *1.00: *60 oents per week after.
Steclal Notices one-third additional.
“amusements” and “AUCTION
®2AJ° P«r square per week; three Insertions
or leas, $1.60.

Conference

MONDAY

BUXTON.

“square.”

fim »eek:

going

on

*1v6..0„per
di4i? or
week
after; throe insertions
legs, *1.00, continulng every other day after first week, 60 oents.

ME.

Dr. Reod treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
hsir to; all esses that are given up as incurable by
the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. 1 will
take their case to treat and cure them. I find about
four fifths of the cases given
up to die can be cured,
■xamination at a distance by letter, with their
full name and place of residence and one 2 cent
•tamp and $2.00, Examination second sight and
•oniultatlon free.
Ofllce hoars 9

VOL. 22.

DATLY

Alaska mining Vo.
The Alaska mining company has been or-

ganized with the following officers:
President—Philip O. Woodbury.

Treasurer—Francis W. Hunt.
g
Directors—P. O. Woodbury, Jesse P. Eddy, F,
W- Hunt. Ellery W. Hunt, and Wm. E. French.
16
j Capital, ¥500,000; paid in ¥200.

(From Smalloj’t Letter to tbe Tribune.)
Sir Peter Lumsden is probably as good a
man as could bave been found for tbe difficult post he holds ou the Afghan frontier.
A haul-headed Scot is the description hla
friends delight to give of him. He is flftyslx years old; the son of a soldier and himself a soldier from his yonth upward. His
life has been spent in tbe east He served
daring the Indian mutiny, then in the China
war of 180#, where ho contrived again to
bear a share in ail the multifarious fighting
that went on. Then be rose to be a majorgeneral in tbe Indian army and member of
tbe Indian council. In tbe latter capacity
his experience of civil affairs was wide.
Since he has been in charge of the Afghan
boundary commission, the government have
leaned on him with complete confidence, and
there is but one account of tbe completeness
with which he has jnstified it. He journeyed
to the scene of his labors by way of Tiflii,
leaviDg London at tbe beginning of
October, meeting that Russian fire-brand,
Prince Dondoukoff Korsakoff, en routs,
breakfasting with him—it must have
a
been
grim meal—and arriving on
the Afghan
frontier by the first of
November, the appointed date. General
he
met as he traveled. Ths
Zelenoy, also,
Russian commissioner, instead of going on
with him, betook himself to 8t. Petersburg
for further orders; a step which, followed
as it was by bis unexplained and prolonged
absence, ought, I think, long since to have
opened English eyes to Russia’s real purpose.
Dir reier mmsuen none

upon his

tne less

entered

work; spent fire months amid the

and almost Artie cold of those Cenhills, surveying the whole country
between the Mnrghab and Heri-Rud. Hie
armed escort does not exceed 400 men. Like
the mighty sportsman be is, be relieved hi*
labors with the theodolite by much shooting
of pheasants. His private letters describe
the sport as better than anything known in
England. His reports to the government,
meantime, were models of soldierly and diplomatic correspondence. Terse, lucid, and
always to the point, say those who have
read them. He states facts, expresses hi*
opinion on them, never argues; gives results and not processes, accepts the full responsibility of his view, and stands ready at
any moment to act on them. Over the Afghans he speedily acquired an Influence, and
even won the confidence ot that most suspicions of peoples. Between him and the
fire-eatlog Muscovite colonels descending
through the desert upon Afghan lands there
is perhaps but one point in common. They
may both be trusted to give a good account
of themselves when it comes to fighting.
snows

tral Asian

Feeding

Eskimo Dogs.

Adventure of a Little Lad with a Starvlag
Wolf ia the Wild North.
Lieut. Schvratka in May St. Nicholas..
The duty of feeding the dogs is often intrusted to the boys, and it is no easy work.
The most common food for the dogs is walrus skin, about an inch to an inch and a
half thick, cut in strips each about as wide
'as it Is thick, and from a foot to eighteen inches long. The dog swallows soma
of these strips as he would a snake; and it ia
so tongh that when he has swallowed about
twelve pieces, it is no great wonder that he
does not want anything more for two days.
Sometimes they at the food up into little
pieces inside tb*- igloo, where the dogi cin□ot trouble the n, and then thiow it oat on
the snow; bat this is not altogether a good
way, for then the little dogs get it all while
the big dogs are fighting, for these big body
fellows are sure to bave an unnecessary row
over each feeding.
If pieces too large to
swallow at a gulp are thrown out, the large

doffS 091. thp. fond* and an hAt«A»n tha kiv
dogs and the little dogs, the Eskimo boys
have a hard time making an eqnal distribution among the animals.
One winter night, I remember, while on
our sledge journey, returning to North Hudson's bay, Toolooah was feeding his dogs
with no one to help him. He was on his

knees near the igloo door, and throwing the
bits to the various dogs, the heads of which
were crowded In the entrance.
One big dog,
after it had received its share, having driven
all the other dogs away, seamed determined
not to leave.
Teoloaah grew angry, seised
his stick and rnshed out after it to settle
matters. Bat he came rushing back even
faster than he went out, seized his gun hurriedly, and as hastily was gone again. Before we could surmise what it meant a shet
was heard, and in a few seconds more Toolooah came crawling in, dragging a big wolf
after him, its white fangs showing in Its
black mouth in a way that made us shudder.
This was the big dog Toolooah had been
feeding, but it did not understand the customs of the Eskimo dogs well enough te
know that It must stop eating when only
half satisfied; and this ignorance cost it its
life.
_

The Sea Serpent Within the Gold-

Gate.

en

[San Francisco Post.l
There is much excitement along the water
front in this city and on the opposite side of
the bay. The great sea serpent, with whieh
many newspapers readers are familiar, has
arrived and is lashing the waters of the harbor with his 60-foot tail. There is no mistake about it this time. J. P. Allen of the
Bank of California and other gentlemen residing in Alameda have seen him, and that
settles it. According to Mr. Allen’s statement, he and the others were standing at
the stem of the ferryboat Garden City on
her 8:30 trip over one morning, and when
the steamer was at a point between the Alameda wharf and Goat island a black monster was suddenly seen to lift a 10-foot neck
out of the water, surmounted by a head resembling that of a serpent and crowned with
two huge horns. The mouth, which was
open, must have been two feet wide, and
displayed rcfcvg of sharp teeth. The monster
carefully surveyed the passing Bteamer, and
then flippf)

tho

at.

aama

lima hrinwln.

UU

tail, which must hare been 50 or 80 feet
long, up into the air and then down upon

the water with a whack which sent the spray
and foam 15 or 20 feet into the air. He repeated this performance several times at intervals ol a few seconds, and when last seen
was making a bee line for the Alameda bath*
off which some fishing boats were anchored.
On arriving at this city, the gentlemen
spread the news, and an active lookout has
since been kept for his appearance.
The Foal OUcea.
The patrons of the post offices at Camberland Mills, salary 8521, and Hew Gloucester,

salary 8389, in Maine, bave petitioned the poet
master general that the present postmaster he
retained. These petitions were forwarded by
the Republican incumbents.
The patrons of Scarboro post offloe have petitioned against a proposed change of site.
The patrons of the North Windham and
North Yarmouth offices, have petitioned fer
the retention of the present postmasters.
The following Democrats have made applications for appointment as postmasters in Cumberland county:
Portland, 83.000, John J. Lynch, J. 3. Palmer.
Otisfleld. 892, Chaa. F. Hancock.
Sebago. 8253, Ed. L. Parr.
South Windbam, 8580, F. H. Freeman.
North Bridgton, 8560, H. G. Kimball.
North Gorham, $169, C. W. Shaw.
•
Knightville, 8199, Jc*n S. Dyer, Geo. C. Mountfort.
Gorham, 8940, S. K. Johnson, Theo. D. Edmunds.

Harrison, 8437, M. Jordan.
Sale

On

of Domestic Uesdi.
the 14th inst., Bliss,

Thursday,

Fabyan

& Co., of [New

York, offer at public sale
through Wilmerding, Hoguet & Co., 20,000
packages of domestic goods. These goods comprise the entire stock of many of the leading
mills of the country and are of a great variety.
Catalogues will be ready ou Tueeday, giving
full particulars as to qualities and terms of sale
For further information see the advertisement
in

another column.
Real

The

Estate Trnailtn.

following

transfers of real estate in title
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
*•
laST^^T"
Arabs.1« 3. Palmer

Kn0wl“
to

*• B‘

Samuel Bell, land,

gl aad
coniiderattet*.
Falmouth- Samuel Boll to D. F. Palmer, land.
81 and other considerations.
Samuel Bell to D. F. Palmer, land.
81 and other
•*
consideration*.
Windham-Isaiah Lord to L. W. Sawver Un<i
land
"onwyer,
and building*. $1900.
Harps well George L. Garland to Ida sT Rgiu*
and WUliani P. Bauey, land and
buildings.
$1 and
*
other considerations.
other

JdLK

i

But information from that source will he
chiefly misinformation which he had much
better disregard than follow.

PEEHS.

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 11.

The Plymouth Epidemic.
A correspondent of the New York Times
has made a very exhaustive examination to
ascertain the cause of the epidemic which
has been raging since the first of April in
the town of Plymouth, Pa., and his investigation seems to Bhow pretty conclusively
that the principal cause is bad water. Plymouth is a town of 10,000
inhabitants, and
is built partly on the mountain side and
partly in the valley. Years ago the water
supply was drawn almost entirely from wells
which abounded throughout the village. As
the town grew the supply from this source
became inadequate and recourse was had to

We do not road ftnocymocs letters and comm tin•ataone. The name and address of the writer are In
all eases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication bat as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve oomuuuioations that are not used.

As the poets say, the robins nest again,
the Mugwump bird is still without a
home.
but

“Sham reform is the mud mortar of politics” and the present administration is the
New York tenement house of America.
Joe Mackin of Chicago and Capt. Short of
New York are both living at their own expense. This is a cold spring for justice.

the mountain

of

Philadelphia is getting considerable free advertising in the Massachusetts newspapers.
The Mexican government has annouuced
to the Mormons that they can come there if
they like, but they must obey the laws,
which do not allow polygamy.
Several Democratic clubs of Massachusetts have-endorsod the nomination of Pillsbury. It is understood, however, that this
will not prevent its coming before the Senate.

The answer to tho question of the New
York Ilerjld, “Is one Democrat as good as
another?” depends on circumstances. Under ordinary circumstances be is. But if
Secretary Bayar J happens to knew his wife’s
father, or if Patrick A. Collins happens to be
his friend, he is a little better.

Keiley concluded to run the risk of a frigid reception at the Austrian court and sailed
Friday. It must be a great relief to the
President and Secretary of State to get him
off their hands. He clung to them like a
leech, and all efforts to shake him off before
he was filled were vain.

The Argus says that it was only against
national sumptuary laws that the resolution
of the Democratic National Convention was
directed. Everybody possessed of an average
amount of intelligence knows better tban
that. The resolution was put in to conciliate the Germans of the West and was directed as much against State sumptuary laws
•a

Q nr a

inct nof

n

The Democrats in the thirty-fourth Illinois
district having been caught napping and taken into camp naturally
enough feel mean
about it and are looking round to see if the_
cannot discover some irregularities. Such as
they report having found do not seem to
amouut to much, even if they exist. The
fact is the Democrats were outwitted in a
perfectly legitimate manner, and they have
probably lost a United States scnatorship in
consequence. The best thing for them to
do now is to shut up and not cry
baby.
Hon. Nathan Cleaves has lately been to
Washington. His mission, it is reported,
was to persuade the President to
issue a
commission to Tabulator Chase. In this he
seems to have been
successful", as Mr. Chase
is said to have received his commission on
Saturday. Mr. Cleaves’s position on “the
count out” is defining itself.
Has Mr.
Chase a letter from Mr. Cleaves which
would throw light on this question? How
does Mr. Cleaves stand on the collector
question. Is he for Mr. Bradbury or him
self?

sources.

Current Comment.
THE

The tribute to the Hon.

William

TOWN.
Waterville Mail.

What is the difference between
cert and a

held in that country. Mr.
xuoums was
peculiarly nttecl to represent
the United States at Stockholm. He was
familiar with the language, acquainted with
the country and its institutions and popular
With the conn and people. His recall was
one of the worst blunders of the administrais

tion.

The New England meteorological society
ask the people of every New England town
to observe the thunder storms this summer
and note down the facts, such as time when
rain begins to fall, direction of the wind,
duration of rain and any thing else that

nomenon.

The Argus says It knows Judge Cleaves
would not accept the collectorship over Mr.
Bradbury’B head. But supposing a hot fight
for the position were waging between Mr.
Bradbury and another Democra!, and supposing the administration should be in doubt
which gentleman to appoint, might not Mr.
Cleaves be willing to sacrifice himself to preserve harmony.
The acceptance of the office under such circumstances might uqJ be
its acceptance over Mr. Bradbury’s head. A
few lines from Judge Cleaves saying he
would not accept the office under any circumstances would set at rest ali the “idle
gossip” in the matter.
Mr. Latbrop who has been appointed
minister to Bussia is another of those unknown men whom the President and Secietsry Bayard seem to have a great fondness
for sending abroad. He is said to enjoy a

good reputation

as

a

lawyer

in

Michigan.

He has filled no public position, and therefore hiS appointment to an nmminont u nn.
Billon as minister to Bnssia, and so
important a one

\po

in case of war with

England,
hazardous experiment. It

looks like a very
would seem that the Democratic party
might furnish men enough of known ability
and experience to fill so important offices, to
make it unnecessary to hunt up such unknowns as Phelps and Keiley and Latbrop.
In the House of Commons

to

night Sir

Stafford Northcote will move a vote of censure of the Gladstone ministry.
It is quite
elear that there is a strong popular opposition to the government’s arrangement with
Bussia concerning the Afghan difficulty, and
the Commons will
undoubtedly be somewhat affected by it. It is not probable,
however, that the government will be overthrown. It has already passed through crises
graver than the
present one. A change of
ministry at the present time would very
likely lead to war and the English people are
evidently not anxious for war. Their blustering just now is for the purpose of covering a retreat which the great majority of
them are

only

too

ready

to make.

The President is quoted as saying that he
wishes the newspapers would give him information concerning candidates for offices
In advance of their appointment.
This
would seem to indicate that the President
does not read the Mugwump or Bepublican
press. If he had he would certainly have
known all about Pillsbury aud Chase, for
surely both these men were advertised as
thoroughly by Bepublican aud Mugwump
newspapers as a patent medicine. So was
Keiley before the administration sent him to
Austria. Had the President been in the
habit of reading these newspapers he could
not possibly have been ignorant of the career
ot these three men. Perhaps it is the Democratic papers he expects information from.

gift

con-

PULL.

Norristown Herald.

Secretary Manning

has issued an order
on the Treasury building

that the wires
must come down by June 30. The only
wires Manning will permit about his office
are political wires, and these he wants to
pull himself.

SprlDgBeld Union.
The Boilton Record tell us that the Mugwump. is a bird that roosts too high to be
brought down by such missiles as hard
We don’t believe the Mugwump
names.

wiil ever be brought down by anything.
It
has gone up.
SOMETHING ROTTEN IN NEW YORK BESIDES
TENEMENTS.
Boston Traveller.

Tnere is something rotten in the State of
New York when an attempt at assassination
in broad daylight, so horrible in all its details as that made by Short upon Phelan in
the office of O’Donovan Rossa, and which
came so near being successful, goes
unpunished.
A

QUESTION FOB HIS SUPPORTERS TO ANSWER.
Boston Journal.

An old-fashioned

Democrat in the oldfashioned Democratic town of Thomaston,
that
the letter of Dr. EverMe., complains
ett regardiog Mr. Pillsbury “breathes bitterness and prejudice throughout.”
He also
a;ks the question if the President did not
occupy the 6ame position during the war as
did Mr. Pillsbury. We trust the Post will
answer the question.
AN

IRISH-AMERICAN SPEAKS.
Boston Sentinel.

DR. DOREMUS

not

obliged

dance

to

attendance

on

the

Couucilmen from their respective wards,
lest they might lose their jobs. The truth
is, and the sooner the workmen know it the

better,

the

small, selfish, pugnacious profess-

ional politicians who coutrol the Democratic
machine in this city, and in all the large
cities, are their worst and most dangerous

enemies.”

Personal and Peculiar.

TO

-ow-

LET.-Without board at 98 Pleasant St.,
High, three sunny furnished rooms on
For particulars
floor, gits, steam and water.
8-1
enquire at oil Congress St.

TO
first

AMMONIA IN FOOD,

near

THE ROYAL
TION

BE LET—Unfurnished roomB at the St
res
Julian Hotel, No. 196 Middle St.; good
taurant connected with house.
Apply to R. W.
13-7
UNDERWOOD, Janitor.

TO

THE

IN

BAKING

IaET—The largest and best second floor for
business in Portland, line elevator with motive
power, making the room about equal to first floor,
over Woodman, True & Co., now occupied by Lord,
Haskell & Co. Possession given July 1. Inquire of
2-tf
GEO. W. WOODMAN.

TO

POWDER CONTAINS IN ADDI-

THERETO, TARTARIC ACID AND AMMONIA.
AMMONIA GAS IS OBSERVED NOT ONLY

LOST AND FOUND.

THE

IT is

ROYAL BAKING POWDER when
heated, BUT EVEN IN BISCUITS MADE

My

d vance.

shows

examination

Powder is

that

Superior Baking
better than the Royal Baking Powder, because:

1st. It is compounded of better and
2d, It yields

larger amount
satisfactory manner, in

more

wholesome

pin. Finder please leave it with Geo. U.
8-1
LIBBY, City Treasurer’s Oflice.
and

Lost.
Case Gold

ingredients.

of Carbonic Acid Gas and in

a

Watch.
The finder
Hunting
will be suitably rewarded by leaving the
LADY’S
at the office of
JONES &
No. 1 Galt
same

a

3d. It is

sold

honestly

as to

tained

full net weight,
SHORT WEIGHT.
New York,

#

The Cleveland

weight.

while

R. OGDEN

WANTED—By
BOARD
wife, in pleasant location,
utes walk of
Hall. Address
City

TO

D., LL.D.,

dtf

to B0ST04 SAVED
Those who for any reason feel they must make a
little money go a great way» in this year’s purchases, will go to Boston and visit 0. W. SIMMONS & CO., 32 to 44 North Street, before
choosing this season’s clothing.
The only suit for strong, healthy, growing
boys is the guaranteed indestructible and imperishable one. which they sell so many of to
Boston lads. It is THE BEST suit made.
You can often SAVE YOUB FABES TO BOSon the purchase of a single snit, or light
TON
,
I weight overcoat. G. W. SIMMONS & CO., are
I now closing at retail the great wholesale stock
I of Knowles & Leland, and it is generally conceded that no such clothing bargains for Men,
Youths or Boys were ever before offered in the city of Boston. Men’s Complete Suits
of the undoubted value of $8 $10. $12, $14, $16, $18 and $20, we shall offer to
close at $2.58, $2.87, $3.59, $3.75, $5.19, $6-88, $7.83, $8.34. $9.40, $9.68 and
$11.22. Boys’Saits and Men’s Spring Overcoats in the K. tc L. stock are offered
in the same ratio.
In their Cnstom Department they are making suits to order from THE VERY
FINEST IMPORTED ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN GOODS, AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES.
Cabs, Herdics, and Hansoms, which yon will find at the Depots, will bring yon to
their store without charge.
If you have not seen their new Catalogues of G. A. R. Goods, Polo, Base Ball, Foot
Ball, and Bicycle, send your address. They will mail either one you desire. Address

&. I SIIllS k CO., 1 to 44 North tat, hk
eod4w

SPECIAL SALE OF ART GOODS
I shall commence on Thursday, May 7, the
sale of my entire stock of Art Goods,
-CONSISTING OF-

Artists’ Proof Etchings, Engravings, Photogravures, Photographs and Water Colors. A choice line
of Bric-a-Brac and Artistic Frames, and a general
line of Artists’ Materials. These goods will be sold
at greatly reduced prices.

STUBBS,

Y.Jr

iAiPi

FOR

8 AJLE—Or exchange for city property, a
good farm of about 200 acres, pasturage and
tillage, including 40 acres pine, oak and hemolock
timber lands.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48% Exchange St,
9-1

FOR

SAJLE.—Fancy Goods and
FOR
Stock with fixtures, in the thriving
store

Millinery
village of

Saccarappa;

centrally located, less than one
mile to Cumberland Mills, six miles from Portland,
rent low, will be sold at a bargain. Inquire of E. S.
9-2
MERRILL, 487 Congress St., Portland,

ART STORE.
dlw

Chairs,

P. O. BOX, 1476.

9-1

8 AJLE.—A new and desirable two storied
dwelling with all modern conveniences; has 13
rooms finished in hard wood and heated with
steam,
has nice stable and lot contains 9000 square feet is
oflered at a bargain. Apply to JOHN C. PROCTER,
Exchange St„ MOSES H. FOSTER, 13 Preble
8-1

FOR

St!

___

8AJLE— The “Ferry Park House,” at
FORFerry
Beach, Saco; fully furnished, safe
air and

bathing,

pure
pnre water; good drainage;
steam cars pass the house with station at the door;
will be sold low. GEO. J.
GOODWIN, 42% Ex-

change St.

8-2

on

corner
one

near

Apply

street.
street.

to J.

GREAT REDUCTION

large new barn.
main

Price $3000. a liberal sum
W. H. WALDRON, 180

mortgage.

on

SL___

can re-

Middle
8-1

SALE.-The Atlantic House at Old Orchard Beach, 3 story, about 30 rooms, large
lot, centrally located, 5 minutes from depot, will he
sold very low. Apply to GEO. I. GOODWIN, 42V2
Exchange St., Portland, or GEO. F. CALEF, Saco.

FOR

_8-2
SALE—Strawberry plants;
FOR
Seedling, $3 per thousand, G. W.
Me.

Crescent

Peering,

eod2dp&wlynrm

a

office assistant or bookkeeper.
No. 208 Daaforth St.

WANTE
Hotel;

Photographs.

ell
20
acres
tillage land, situated at Dunstan’s corner, West Scarboro, 9 miles from
Portland,
3 miles from Pine Point Beach, 1 mile from Depot,
by N. S- GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
6-1

HALE—Cottage and garden lot 50x100
FOR
feet, eleven nice
newly papered and
situated at
rooms

painted,

Woodford’s Corner,

lord’s St, two minutes walk to'the
cars; near the salt water. Inquire
of MRS.

on Woodsteam or horse
on the premises

ALLEN._

D—A first class head laundress at City
none other need apply; good wages
80.

WANTED—An

HALE—Agood 2-tenement house, located
within 5 minutes walk of City Hall; contains
16 rooms; Sebago in each tenement; good cemented
cellar; good lot adjoining; will be sold at a bargain.
N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
6-1

FOR

GOSS,

227 Middle

second-hand
WANTED—A
to
vacant lot
move

a

GOSS,

merchandise of any kind. W.
property
227 Middle St.5-1

house, containing

lots on
Pearl
lots and

—Eggs

for

St., Portland.

2-2

FOR

8ALE—Summer cottage on Eoho Point,
Great Diamond iBland; best location in Casco
Bay. Apply to CAPT. TO. W. SNOWMAN,
Steamer John Brooks.
23-4

FO

K

schools and
Gorham Normal
17 acres of land; fine orchard of
800 trees; strawberries, raspberries and other small
fruits; large house with shed and stable attached,
all in perfect repair; canse of sale death of late owner who had fitted it np as a permanent
home; fine
scenery, healthy location, an excellent place for a
gentlemen’s country residence, and will be sold at a
Easy terms. Apply to E. W. GUPTILL,
Gorham,
17-4

Bargain.

Me._

For Sale.
of 37 acres with house, barn and out
in
East Bearing, known as the
buildings
Graves farm; also 8 acres on Graves Hill; also 30
aores of tin' her and wood.land in Falmouth, adjoining farm of Mr. E. Lang on Presnmpscot river.
For further partionlars inquire of Committee
SUMNER BARBER,
PETER GAMMON,
SMITH BARBER,
Falmouth, Me.apr28d2w&w2t!8

dtf

FARM

t>

a

FARMS FOR BALL

Apples, Apples, Apples

BANKERS'BROKERS,
CHAS. DONALD & CO.,
Devonshire St.,
Boston.

ORDERS

79

FOR

Queen

Street

STOCKS, BONDS AND GRAIN
Promptly executed

LONDON E. C., ENGLAND,
Will be glad to receive consignments of
in England.
Cash advances made if required.
Write for Catalogues and market re-

in the

Apples for sale

Boston, i ew York, Chicago and other Markets
BEST INVESTMENT SECURITIES
Always on nand.
Correspondence solicited.
ap 122

ports.

mohl7_

eodlm

*

Notice to Applicants for Police

Appointments.

CABBAGE PLANTS.
Thirty thousand Early Cabbage plants for sale by
KENDALL. & WHITNEY.
diw
may4

<12m

Examining

Board will hold an adjourned
meeting for the examination of applicants, in
the Aldermen’s Room, at the City
on
Monday evening, May 11, at 7Vi o'clock.
C. W. GODDARD, Chairman.
my7dtd

THE

Building,

|

Spring St.

to

G.

M.

7-1

painters and carriage
trimmers at Z. THOMPSON’S, Union Street,
Portland.
6-2

WANTED—Carriage

FOR

SACE—A first

FALMOUTH SKATING RIKA,
Cor. May and Rauf orlh Sts.
Open Every Aiternoon and Evening.
The best of musie always in attendance.
Admission: Afternoons, Gents 10 cts.. Ladles

confectionery,

on a large thornewspaper
connected selling over
1000 papers per week; owner leaves the state on
aooount of sickness or he would not sell, and $700
bnys it if applied for at once. JAMES F. HUNT.
14 State St., Room 43, Boston.
11-1
a

free. Evenings, Gents 15 els, Ladles 10 cts. Skat®
Checks 10 cts. The management reserves the right
of admission to all objectionable parties.
W. De WOLFE, Manager.
may7dtf

MACE— The best

little cigar, tobacco,
FOR
stationery and periodical store in Boston, has
route

PORTLAND

week which may be increased; this is
chances of a life time, don’t miss it and
it. JAS. F. HUNT, 14 State St., Room

OPEN

a

large newspaper

selling

1500 papers

over

WANTED-Smart young man to take charge
"l
of branch office of a large manufacturing
and

comnanv

soil t.hnir un/vtn

nn

cnmmiaainn

nfR/»a

established 3 years, sales $6000 to $8000 per year,
profits large; no capital required; only a cash deposit for stock carried. Address BOX 416, Belfast,

Me._6-1

to know that Miss E.
WANTED—Customers
Hanson, dress maker, has removed from 81
Oak
to 13
between

St*,

Prospect,

Oak and Casco
Sts., where she will continue to do dress making at
room or in houses to suit convenience of customers.
Best of references given and prices moderate.
6-1

persons in want of good reliable help to call at my office, also 3 cooks
wanted, laundry women for hotels and girls for private families#iris of all nationalities wanted at
once at the Portland Employment Office, 626 Con6-1
gress St. MRS. J. FPL if. Cut this out.

WANTED.—All

in

every County
in the U. S! $1.26 samDles free.
WANTED.—A
$75 per
man or woman

month, salary
stamp.
Tabel, Chicago, III.2-4
commission.

or

Send

Paul

to
to the People’s
on
see the best
the city at popular prices.
Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday. Admission 5, 10, 20,
25 and 36 cents. An entire new company of Star
Artists each week.
29-2

go
WANTED—Everybody
Theatre
Exchange St., and

show in

St., City.

22-4

_

WANTED—Ladies
ple and easy;
ladies and

for entirely

new

43, Boston.

or

year round; distance no objection; salary
from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing.
J. FOWLER
& CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117.
15-8

7

One known as the McLellan farm, owned by Mrs.
Wiggin, containing 50 acres of tillage, pasture,
orchard and wood land: well watered; brick house
with wooden out buildings; near depot, ohurches
and schools, at Gorham Village.
The other, known as the Codman farm, owned by
Mrs. Devine, oontains 50 acres of tillage and pas
of
ture with an orchard
250 apple trees; 1
mile from the village; building of wood; a nice eider
mill. These farms will be sold at great bargains.
G. D. WEEKS,
Apply to
April 1,1885.
Gorham
*pr2
dtl

PHILADELPHIALAWNMOWERS
The “Philadelphia” is the best
Mower manufactured.
Prices reduced for this

Lawn

I5SS5B:

newspaper delivery route, horse, wagon, harand in fact everything
ness,
necessary for
carrying on the business: investigate this, it will
pay you. JAMES F. HUNT, 14 State St., Room
43, Boston.
n-i

PRATE ( BECKS, lO CENTS.
P. 5. The management reserve the right to refuse all objectionable parties.
dec31dtf
C. H. KHOWLTON, Manager.

SACE.—In Boston, Roller Skate patent

Easteri New England League.

FOR

and all tools necessary for their manufacture
stock of skates on hand partially finished, the only
roller skate in the world which can be used as a
parlor skate and an ice skate; also with above all
apparatns, tanks and solutions need in silvering and
nickel plating; this is a rare chance to Invest a moderate sum of money In a business sure to return a
of 100 per cent. SAMUEL G. CURRY 45
[ilk St., Boston.

Srofit

Lawrences
Haverhills
I

SACE.—Half Interest in a manufacturing business iu Boston, long established, business of the Holmes Furniture
Manufacturing Company, man wanted with a capital of at least $1000
to look after the finances and the offiee business, will
money; contracts now on hand will
for months; one machine Is earning
on a contract $10 a day and will earn it the year
around. SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 MilkSt., Boston.
own

employ the mill

_11-1

over
above all expay $60 a
penses provided the family is not a large one; will
pay all expenses for a man and wife and 150 a
I month clear profit the year around. $1000 cash down
easy,terms for balance of $600 SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk St., Boston.

_11-1

MACE—One of the best fish and oyster
markets in Beaton, doing a large and profitable business;
splendid fixtures, insured alone for
$400; also sells large quantities of fruit and vegetables: sickness positively the cause of selling; will
be sold at a great raerifice.
J. SMITH A CO., 242
8-1
Washington St., Boston.

Biddefords

SACE-$1300 buys neat, genteel, pleasant and good paying business in Boston. A

FOR

first-olass fancy goods store on one of best streets.
The store, location, stock and everything is all that
could be desired. Parties wishing business should
not delay applying in person or oy letter for par7 1

SALK—8800—Photograph Studio, all
FOR
complete, first class, long lease 6 years, very
low rent, $8.00 a month. Finely located city of
10,000 little ways ont, splendid fixtures, first class
patronage, everything complete for business, owner
goeB west

cause

BEAtJDREAU

of sale

and

must

sacrifice.

Above Games
Games called at 3 p.m.

great sacrifice; lodging hona
fnmitnre, tapestry carpets.
plash parlor set, fine dining room and
kitchen, everything In first class order throughout;
Price only *1200: call soon.
HILL & CO., 178
6-1
Washington St., Boston.
a

W.

CITY HALL

COMPLIMENTIRY CONCERT,
to IRA C. STOURBRIDGE.
Tickets sold at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Monday Morning, May 11, at 9 o’clock. Numbers given
out at 7. Tickets, including reserved seats, 60 and
75 cents, according to location.
m y8d4t
f !ITV

A nVRRTIMEn VIVTN.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice of

UPON

Portland Soldiers and Sailors' Monument

No. 55 RBOIDWAV, NEW YORK.
(Members consolidated Stock and Petroleum Exand sell on the Exchange all active
Railroad and other Stoexs in lots of

change) buy

Associa-

tion, that the city will convey to said Association,
the lot in Market Square upon which the old City
Hall now stands, withont cost;
Notice is hereby given, that the City Council will
give a hearing to all parties interested In the above
petition, at the Common Council Room, on Wednesday May 13th, 1885, at 7.80 P. M.
Per order, GEO. C. BXJRGESS, City Clerk.
Portland, May 6th, 1885.
may7dlw

CITY OF PORTLAND.
PROPOSALS.
to the underPROPOSALS,
SEALED
signed and endorsed “Lumber for Sewer Dewill be received at the
Clerk’s
addressed

partment,”
City
Office, until Saturday, the 16th Inst., at 12 o'clock
M., for furnishing Hemlock Lumber on Kennebec
Street, this City, as follows:
4760 feet B. M. 4”x8” in multiple* of 6’ 10."
2680

7660

ROBERTSON,

Hearing.

petition of John Marshall Brown,
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
the

"

•'

3x6

«•

3x8,18•• feet lengths.

28,675
44,590

BANKERS & BROKERS

MAY 26.

-

an Asm

E1NANUIAL.

BELTON &

Admission 25 oeut*.

myll_d6t

*

SALE—At
16 rooms, all B.
FOR
nice

Portlands’

the

on

Grounds, In Deerlng.

GUS

CO., by John Smith, Jr., 187
Washington St., Boston, Maas.8-1

Portlands,

vs.

MAY 15.

FOR

Boston.

Portlands,

vs.

MAY 13.

FO

handle his

Portlands,

vs.

MAY 12.

li-1

R MACE—Best Grocery Store in Boston for
the price; Milk trade alone pays the rent and
all expenses; sales average moro than $300 a week;
trade is all cash; $1000 invested will pay a man easily $30 a week net; will Bell stock at cost, fixtures at
appraisal aad add $150 for the good will; less than
$ljQ00 will be required. SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45
Mirk St., Boston.
11-1

the State of Maine and prices lower than ever before. J. F. MERRILL, Nos. 115 and 117 Kennebec St., foot of Preble.
11-4

entirely new,

painting,

photograph

no glass, ladies and young girls in city or
country can earn $12 to $20 per week, work sent
by mail and furnished all the year round, distance
n<#objection, no canvassing, no stamp required for
reply. Address PIONEER MANUFACTURING
CO., Box 5098 Boston, Maas._
24-8

Wanted.
A man of first class experience as corn processor.
Address with reference.
may7d3t HOWARD W. SPURR A CO., Boston.

«

••

3x10

3x12

To be of first quality, strictly free from wane, rot,
shakes or bad knots and true to dimension; the first
four of the above items to be delivered between the
23d Inst, and the 7th of June, prox.; the balance
before July 1st.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
all bids.
For further information apply at office of City

Civil Engineer.
Chairman Committee

DAVID BIRN1E,

on

Drains and Sewers,

mays

dtd

CITY

OF PORTLAND.

eod3w

Maine Medical Association.
riWE thirty-third annual meeting of the Maine
JL. Medical Association will be held at City Building, Portland, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, June 9th, 10th and 11th.
my9dlm CHAS. D. SMITH, M. D., Secretary.

The present low prices permit purchases
on moderate margins, and

$50,

$100,

$200,

ORDERED,

$500

$300,

Can be invested now in some of the active stocks,
with every assurance of very profitable results.

Fall Information sent free.
eod3m

mar2

Board

os Mayor and Aldermen,
May 4th, 1886.
that the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order, for three weeks successively, In the Portland
Daily Press and Daily Eastern Argus, that it Is the
intention of this Board to construct sewers in the
following streets: Walnut and Willis streets, and
Montreal street above Willis street; Oak street, between Prospect and Cumberland streets; York street
between Brackett and State streets; Charles street
between Ellsworth and Congress street*. And this
Board will, on Monday, the first day of June, next,
at 7.30 o’clock p. m., at the Aldermen's room, City
Building, hear all parties interested therein, and
thereafter this Board will determine if the public
Interests require that the said sowers be constructed
A true copy of the order.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

In

BONDS.

Wanted lnmediately.
young
A RELIABLE
business; must be
Address

Pipv r.r.BBir'a ABBtcv

the milk
good milker. Reference
V. H. SOULE,

man
a

mayOdlw&wlt

to awlat in

Woodfords,

Me.

Desirable Securities on hand for
Investment of April Dividends.

Wanted.
A

N experienced saleswoman for cloak departuiou» aw uijiuiiUAX )K

AUjJIV

lmj

mayOdlw

WANTED.
GOOD live lint class agent for the sale of

A

lubricants

throughout

the

State

of

oar

Maine.

With the right party, a libera 1 arrangement will be
made. Address
THE WM. P. MILLER CO.,
100 Greenpoiut Ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y.
dlw

myO_

WANTED.
Parties to purchase the right to
manufacture in
the State of
Maine an entirely new Tool, used
by every wood andiron worker in
the country.
Nothing like it ever
before offered on the market, and
protected by four patents.
This is an opportunity seldom
offered to establish a surely safe
aud profitable
manufacturing
business. Address

PREBLE HOUSE,

PORTLAND.
SM&W

mayO_

mo JLET.—Store Nos. 22G, 228, 230,232 Commercial St., corner Union Wharf, possession
given June 8fch. Apply to W. H. SHURTLEFF&
9-2
00., 2Va Union Wharf.

TO EET—Furnished cottage

for the sammer,

centrally located, for a family without
dren; references desired; also for sale, second
baby carriage. Address H. G., Frees Office.

chilhand
8-1

Stairs rent at 200 Spring St,,
TO JLET.—Down
be
from 9 to 1 o’clock.
8-1
EET.—A pleasant rent of four rooms,
venient for two persons without children. No.
TO
19 ELLSWORTH
seen

con-

conveniences.

Apply Room 6, No.

May,

I,ET—House at No. 15 Tate Street; also two
TOrents
Salem St. Inquire at No. 47 BRACKon

KTT

6-2

ST._

I. ET-A pleasant, convenient tenement
rpl*
A Western part of city.
of DR. S.

SYLVESTER,

Inquire

No. 10 Brown St.

in

_6-1

TO

LET-House No. 116 Oxford St., down
TO tenement
of eight rooms, gas and sebago

stair
and
WEBB, at

good large yard. Enquire of JAMES
Webb & Cushing’s, No 81 Cross St., Portland, Me.

_1-2
1.ET—Having entirely stocked onr stable

TO

with new and elegant carriages, we are now
prepared to furnish first class teams at reasonable
rates. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, Proprietors, City
Hotel Stable, formerly Robinson’s, 35 and 37 Green
St.

29-4

LET OK EOR SALE—A cottage with
ell and stable and one acre of land,—a nice
home for somebody; very pleasantly located in
Gorham; one mile from Sebago Lake; pure air and
ALFRED WOODMAN, at Woodpure water.
man, True & Co’s.
ap28-2

TO

TOJLET.

ORES mtbo Thompson block, No*. 117, 119
121 and 123 Middle street, a few do ors below
the post ofilco; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street Portland, Me.
1anl4dtf

SI

PINE HYGIENIC MATTRESS!
MAKES

price7$io.oo.
J.

H.

GAUBERT,
and Manufacturer

303 Middle St.,
mar27

Portland,Vie.
dtf

Home for Aged Hen.
annual meeting of this corporation

the
THEelection of officers and the transaction offorother
business will be held at the Home,
ing, May 14th, at 7.45 o’clock.
H. F.

maySd6t

Thursdav^EvenFURBISH,
Secretary.

a. m.

till 1 p. mfor

BOARD OF

PORTLAND

TRUST C0MP4M,
INTEREST
which

are

payable at specified

demand,

ou

dates.

the

purpose

of

T. CUMMINGS.
Inspector of Milk.

Ordinance

HEALTH.

on

Hemltb.

Section 30.
“No permit to empty any privy
vault shall be granted between the first
day of July
and the first day of October, and no vault shall be
emptied between these dates, except by express order of the Board of Health.”
Section 32. “Any person violating any of the
provisions of the foregoing section, shall forfeit and
pay to the use of the city, not less than three dollars nor more than twenty dollars.”
The provisions of the foregoing sections will be

strictly enforced.

DEPOSITS

ALLOWED ON

received subject to check

to the end that each

CITY OF PORTLAND.

186 middle St., Portland, me.

or

By order of the Board of Health,

J. W. DEERING, Mavor.
April 22d, 1885,ap23d2awtfTh&M

LEGAL TRUSTS ACCEPTEO AND EXECUTED.
First class investment securities, suitable for Savings Banks and Trnst Funds,
constantly on hand.
mayl
eodtt

Woodbnry & ttonltoo
BANKERS,
Cor. Middle and Exchange St.
Choice Securities, suitable for Savings Banks and Trust Funds,
constantly on hand.
eodtt
jan23

J. B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,
218 Middle
Sterling
Lai,rale4-

anil

GENT LEMEN, ask your dealer for these shoes
and you will get a pair equal to
any $5 or $6 shoes
in the market,
in Button, Congress and Lace,
broad and narrow toe, best of
material, perfectly

finished, every pair guaranteed.
SHOES for BOYS are same styles

The

an dm

82.30

ale rial,

warranted the best school or
working shoe in the
market for the price.
If your dealer does not
them take no other, but send address on postal
card for fnll directions for measurement and how
to obtain them. See that my name and
warranteeia stamped on bottom of each shoe.
Brockton, Haa.

keep

W,.LVn®OIJGLA8’

Street.
Exchange

Continental

and

aaIrl at ninot favAvn.

ble rates.

Traveling and commercial letters of
credit issued, available in all the
principal cities of Europe.
Investment securities bought and sold.
eodtf

Jan31

BONDS
Rockland.0a&4s.
Ko.PacifloGold.Cs
4s
Anson.

Bath.6s a 4a £
Maine Central. .7a & 5a
P. & O. R. R
6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
NO. 194 HlDDliE STREET, Portland.
January 1.1884.

lanldtf

of Dr- Booth* Worm Remedy removed 20 large worms from
my ohild live years
oldGABRIEL DERR,
Brakem&n P. A R. R. R.
I

CHAS.SGHASE,
successor

to

C. A. B. IROBME & C’O.,

WHOLESALE DEALER

IN

Plaster in; Hair, & Drain

Pipe,

COMMERCIAL WHARF,
PORTLAND, HE.
Sy*The only place In Portland to buy the Cele
5

brated “COBB’’Lime.
marSl

d2m

NEGOTIATED.
holding paid up
Policies with the old Mutual Life
PERSONS
who may wish to
ble
Life

or

Endowment

or

other relia-

companies
dispose of same or
negotiate loans thereon, may do so on application t

W.
aprl

D.

LITTLE,

31 EXCHANGE NT.

NOI.D ETEKYnilERE.

PRICE !Mc.

C. H. GUPPY & CO., Gen.
Agents,

ap28dtf

—

LIME, CEMENT, FLUSTER,
NO.

persuaded to try Dr. Booth’s Worm ReraIt removed 24 large stomach worms from one
and 17 from another.
H. CASTNKR,
Pittston, Pa.

was

i1.'*

child

—

Good for Catarrhal and Lung Affections, Hay
Fever and Asthma, Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

from 9

janlOeodtt

THE

Cleanest, Purest, Sweetest and [Health!*
stBedin the World.

fact,

H.

E.

LET-At Oak Hill, Scarborough, the place
formerly occupied by Dr. Joseph Sturtevant,
deceased; house 9 rooms and good outbuildings,
with or without land; a good farm and a desirable
summer residence.
Apply to SETH L. LARRABEE, No. 396 Congress 8t.6-1

cart, of suolf

registering dealers in milk.

*•

MARKET SQUARE.6-1

12

a

statement may be registered in a book kebt for the
purpose: and in default of so doing, said pereon or
urm shall forfeit the sum of twenty dollars to the
use of the city, to be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction.”
The inspector of Milk hereby
gives notice that he
will be m attendance at the Office In the Ward
Room, at the City Building, during the month of

Swan & Barrett

FOR

all modern

follows:

mayleod2w in

ST.7-1

RENT—House No. 100 Clark St., containing two tenements; has sebago water in
each kitchen.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48ya Ex6-1
change St._
*■

FOR SALE BY

as

"It shall be the duty of each person or firm, now,
hereafter engaged In the business ef selling milk
within the limits of the city, to file Annually with
the Inspector, a statement of his (or her) name, residence and place of business; or if he (or she) sells
or

milk from

First National Bank Stock.
Merchants National Bank Stock.
Traders National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock. —
Cumberland National Bank Stock.
Maine Central R. R. Stock.
Portland City 6 per cent Bonds.
Ohio County and City Bonds.
No.PacifloR.R.6s.

LIT.

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head awe week far 25 cents, paid in
advance.

can

THEwhich reads

STOCKS AND BONDS.

—

City of Portland.
Office of Milk Inspector, Ward Room, )
City Building, Portland, May l, 1885. J
attention of all Dealers in Milk is oalled to
the second section of the ordinance of Jan. 12,

1878,

First Rational Bank Bniiding.

TO

May 7th, 1886.
Notice ia hereby given in accordance with the
terme of the above order which ia made a part of
thla notice.
GEO. «. BURGESS, City ClerkJi
Qmy7d3w

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
gg, Exchange Stree|.

Proprietor

season.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
way4

EVENING,

ADMISSION

SACK—$600 buys a oomplete wholesale

FOR
robes,

no

girticulars,
and gentlemen in city
WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive light, easy work at home
all the

RINK,

Block, Middle Ml.

EVERY

__11-1

work, sim-

photograph painting or
glass;
young girls can easily and agreear
uly earn large income by working on our samples at
home; work sent by mail any distance and provided
all the year round; no canvassing or previous experience necessary; large demands for the work. For
address CARLTON & CO., 76 State St.,
16-8
oston, Mass., Box 6162.

SKATING

Mlorer Bro*.;

a

of the
$400 takes

one

SACE.—Lodging house in Boston on
West Rutland Square, elegantly furnished,
FOR
first class salesman at 518 CONWANTED—A
GRESS ST.
pets, furniture and bedding in prime order, house is
6-1
full and will
month
and

on

HALE in Deering—iy% story cottage containing 8 rooms, good cemented cellar, wood
house and barn; in aores good land well
adapted
for gardening; located on Meadow Road about two
mnes 11 om i-ortianu;
Duuaings in tnorongh repair
and heated by furnace. For further particulars
apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange St., or
J. J. THOMPSON on premises.
29-2

ST., PORTLAND.

dwelling house

on

PALMER.%

St._5-1

BALE—House: 9 rooms, large stable, all
In perfeot repair, 16000 feet of land,
FOR
apple
and

Middle

PHOTOGRAPHER

7-1

Street._

FOR

Hatching from the great
FOR
egg producers "White Leghorns,” J. Boardman Smith strain at $1
per 13, also a limited
number of Plymouth Rock Eggs at $1 per 13 for
sale by C. K. HAWES, Buzzed
Hill, Cape, or 177

can-

ADMISSION Vo*-"The management reserve the right to refuse admission or Bkates to objectionable> parties,
marledtf
BERT C. WHITTIER. Manager.

SACE—A wholesale newspaper route, the
best one in Boston and sold for no fault; 3
horse wagons etc.; been run by the present owner
for years, who has other business and cannot attend
to both; a rare bargain. $1000 a year easily made
andjoan be inoreased; $2200 bnys it. JAS.F. HUNT
14 Stare St- Room 43, Boston.
11 -i
class fruit,
FOR
stationery and periodical store
route

Afternoon

ternoons.

INHUEDIATEEIT—A
FOR
WANTED
cook at CAMPBELL’S Home Restaurant,
153 Federal

6-1

HALE—The well known BAKER HOUSE
situated in the thriving village ot Yarmouth,
Me., is offered for sale on easy terms. This house
has been kept by the present proprietor for 16
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
Inquire on the premises.
0-4

HALE

4

105

H.,

experienced cook at No 99
State St. References required; call between
9 and 11 a. m. MRS, L. T. BROWN.
81

BALE—Or exchange; 2 story house,
and stable, store where F. O. is kept, and
FOR
of excellent

churches, public
school; consists of

Members of the Boston and N. Y. Stock Exchanges)

A.

steady employment.

mediately.

FOR

FOB

TOWER, GIDDINGS & CO.,

Address T.

YI7ANTED-A situation by a steady workman of
II
the right kind, can run an Elliott Machine,
stitch or trim carriages. Address 86 Clark St.
8-1

HALE.—Double seated Carriage in perfect order cheap for c^sh, also a double barrel cun, breech loader, very little used. Inquire of
G. M. TOLFORD, 286 Congress St.
7 1

SALE.—The “E. P. Weston” place, so
called, situated at Gorham Village, withiu few
minutes walk of Portland & Roohester depot,

mar28

as

_8-1

’7-2

St.: 2 on Grant St.; 4 of these are corner
situated upon the side ot the hill with a
splendid
view of the city of Portland and the
surrounding
country for miles. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS,
489 Congress St., Portland.
2-2

REFUNDED.

514 CONGRESS

man

a

required.

FOR

v

GermauCornttctuovep kills Corns & Bunions
Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye—Black and Broivif, 60c,
Pike's Toothache Drops cure In l Minute,25c
Rheumatic Fills are a sure cure, Me.

of good address,
.—By young
WANTED
speaking English and French, situation

and Open Buggies. Concords. Village Carts. Exdi ess Waclow
tor
cash
or
on
ons, etc.,
easy terms of payment,
also a largo stock of Harnesses.
E. E. LING. SILVER ST.,

BALE—House

-op.—

_

WANTE

8-1

8ALE.—Phaetons, Top

on

$5 to $10 per day made by live agents
vassing for us; Apply at Studio.

8-3

D—Everybody to know that Wm.
Morton, the Florist, has removed to 129
Pearl St., where they will find a fine assortment of
cut flowers and plants, at the lowest prices in the
•
8-1
city. Funeral work a specialty.

GROSE,

lots in Deering, 3
FOR
the south side of Lincoln St.; 6 lots

Satisfaction Guaranteed

a case

Hale's Honey tifogroatOoag-icure,!I5c.,50c,o!$i
(i loim’s Sulphur soap heals & beautifies, 26c.

settle the same before
CO.,
please
; first day of June next or they will be left with an
G. H. IRISH. J. W.
attorney for collection.

no

Portland._

short time only in the price of

MON EY

ac-

&
the

acres

9
the south side of
Woodfords Corner, Deering; lot
street,
66 feet front on Lincoln street, and 65 feet front
on Pearl street, and contains 12,278
square feet.
Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress street,
2-2

Now at $6 per doz., former price $9 perjdoz.

Fever, Malaria, and Epidemics,
Plasters
use
Collins’
(an
Electric Battery combined
/ELECTRICV\
1N
a
Porous
’'-t
with
A,'
Plaster) and
**ASTE“w laugh at pain. itSc. everywhere.
MTh&w2w
my4

pereons having unsettled
WANTED.—All
counts with the late firm of G. H. IRISH
to
call and

8ALE.—Farm 2% miles from Portland,
something
FOR
136
good land, small river through it,
WANTED.—Ladies,
perfectly simple and easy,
cuts 80 tons of hay, good story and half
house,

BALE—A cottage
FOR
finished rooms, situated
Lincoln
at

PANELS,

-a

employers,

ery

on

corner

D. DEXTER, No. 480 Cotigress
g-l

FOR

Now at $4.60 per do*., former price $7 per doz.

Rheumatism, -Neuralgia, SciatColds, Weak Back,
\\\ \ I P / ica. Coughs,
nnVM iPl/i/Ls Stomach, and Bowels, Shooting
Numbness,
V'/gp' Fains,
Hysteria, Fe’Z' vmale Pains, Palpitation, DysLiver
Complaint, Bilious
■'“5* Yi ? -- pepsia,
^

WANTED.—A

on

HALE—Small fruit plants, fruit trees,
eto. Catalogue free. J. W. ATKINS, Portland, Me., Box 593,_
5-1

FINELY FINISHED CABINETS

For the relief and prevention,
the instuntit is applied, of

live salesman to sell to Grocers
in Maine ana New Hampshire, good salary
and expenses paid to an energetic man, must furnish references from previous
none but
an experienced man need address HENKEL BROS.
30 and 32 Pearl St., Paterson. New Jersey. 8-1

Open every

§

oughfare;

Street, ®PP- the Park.
and Evening. Runic EvEvening, Wednesday and Saturday AfFederal

corner

P.

and Panel

ob-

9^1

FOR

Desirable building lots
the
people to know that I have
FOR SALE—
of Danforth and Brackett streets; 2 lots
WANTED—The
removed te Nof. 115 and 117 Kennebec St.,
Danforth St.,
of Clark street; 2 lots
IO TO 1000 SHARES.
and that I have the largest stock of Refrigerators in
Clark:
lot
Gray St.,
Gray and Clark

or

a

can

we

FOR

quote

life-time of

IV
it

ANTED.—A t»w gentlemen boarders
tain board at Nb. 11 MYRTLE ST.

we

BALE—Large cottage at Old Orchard,
suitable for a boarding house; will
exchange
for other

for

of
at

or

Clark’s, 482 Congress St., opposite Preble
House, and have a guess on one of the solid silver
watches to be given away weekly.
9-2

and gentlemen,
will buy
HALE,—One Hall Fire Proof Safe, nearly
WANTED—Ladies
cast off clothing and carpets;
pay cash.
FOR
Please send postal. Address MRS. 8., 166 Danforth
new; Letter Press,
toves, Stool and Office
etc. Address

retained, capital required about $3000, rare chance
a good paying business,
W. P.
investigate.

advantage of obtaining Strictly First Class
Photographs at Popular prices, and therefore

that it did not relieve at
once.”—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.
und
Chemical
Potter Drue
Co., Boston.

W#

SALE—Ledge rock for cellar walls, and
stone chips for filling, on Green St., between
Cumberland and Portland Sts. J. DUNPHY.
y-1

for

the

suffering.”— Itev. Dr. Wiggin, Ik/s ten. “After a
long struggle with Catarrh the Radical Cube has
conquered.”—Itev. S. III. Monroe, Lewisburg, Pa.

>

FOR

can

for SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.

“I have not found

SALE—House in the pleasant, healthy
village of Gorham, Me.; first class modern two
Story residence, twelve rooms finished larm* am.
Die connected, buildings are on uigh ground, oorner
lot on two streets, small orchard, choice fruit, and
surrounded by fine shade trees; short walk to Portland and Rochester Depot, churches,.State Normal
and High Schools, and only ten miles from Portland; a very desirable residence in nice order, ready
for immediate occupancy; for anv further
particulars. please address HOUSE, P. O. Box 62, Gorham,
Maine.
9.4

BALE.—An established Shoe Store 6
FOR
miles from Portland, present manager
be

To meet the demands of the times, we have determined, for a short season, to give the pnblio

we

persons to buy 50c worth
WANTED—1000
clothing
gentlemen’s furnishing goods,

Ira F.

__5-1

Cabinets

Treatment with Inhaler, $1.
Complete
only absolute specific
know oV'-Med-

WANTED—A

as

SKATING PARLOR,

B I I O l?

SACE—A milk route of 36 cans, principally family trade, the best equipped route in
Boston, has been run for years by the father of the
resent owner who is a young man and has other
usiness; this is well worth $3600, but will be sold
if apolied for at once for $2800 to close the estate f
JAMES F. HUNT, 14 State St., Room 43, Boston'
11-1

car

pear trees, Sebago water; west end of the
city;
will be sold at a great bargain. W. H. WALDRON.

diate relief and permanent cure of
every form of Catarrh, from a aim
pie Cold in the Head to Loss of
Smell, Taste and Hearing, Cough
and Catarrhal Consumption. Complete treatment, consisting of one
bottle Kadical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one
Improved Inhaler, in one package, may now be
had of all Druggists for $1.00. Ask

a

•

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in
advance.

Waists.

SQUARE

be accommodated
private family at
*
6-1

SALE.

FOR

4. B. BUTLER, Mo. 247 Middled.

Balsamic Distillation
THEofGreat
Witch-Hazel, American

have found in

.8-1

IaET—A gentleman can
with board and lodging in a
No. 117 OXFORD STREET.

We offer this week a very large variety of Boys’ Shirt Waists. These
we have had mannfactnred especially for us, from styles and material of our own selection. We have them laundried and unlaundried,
In sizes to fit boys 3 to 13 years old,
The prices on these waists have
been fixed at a small advance above cost so as to insure a rapid sale
of them.
We also otter a superior line of Gent’s Night Shirts, in sizes 14 1-3,
15, 15 1*3, 16, 16 1-3, 17, 17 1-3 and 18. These are completely made
of Wamsutta Cotton, and full in length and breadth. Price only 90
cents each.
Full lines Gent’s and Boys’ Unlaundried Shirts at SOc, 75c and $1.00
each. The best fitting shirt in the market.
Special values in Bed Spreads.
Full line Shetland Shawls very cheap.
Complete assortment of Ladies’ and misses’ Jerseys,
The best value in Ladies’, Gents’ and Children’s Hose at 35 cents a
pair, to be found anywhere.

Pine, Canada Fir, Marigold, Clover
Blossoms, etc., called Hanford’*
Kadical Cure, for the imme-

we

and
within ten minA., Press Office.

_

myG

gentleman

a

a

DOREMUS,

bookkeeper, clerk
or salesman;
good references furnished. Address A. H., Press Office.
9-1
situation

woman

the ROYAL CANS WERE

M.

WANTED—A

and

advance.

Boys’ Shirt

CONGRESS
my7

ap20dtf

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in

cans con-

Prof. Chemistry and Toxicology in "Bellevue
Hospital Medical College)”
Pro£ Chemistry and Physics in the
College of the City of New York."

J. T.

CO.,

BOARD.

1884.

July 11,

BLAKE,*

Block.

consequence of which less pow.
der is required to produce light bread material.

more

Wednesday between Boyd St. and
Sweeteir’s Bleacbery, an old fashioned gold

LOST.-On
coral

Cleveland’s

young man to learn the drag
business; also young man as porter; must bare
best of references. Apply at once to C. H. GUPPY
& CO., Druggiats and Apothecaries.
9-1

ENT ERT AUtlMN Til.

CHANCES.

BUSINESS

SMITH._

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head one seek for 25 cents, paid in

THEREFROM,

CATAR R H

“The best

BROWN
6-1

TO

ONLY PURE GRAPE CREAM OP TARTAR, BICARBONATE
OF SODA AND A SMALL PORTION OF FLOUR, WHILE

The Irish jaunting car, wijich has been
under the ban since the Phoenix Park tragedy, has again come into favor, the Piince
of Wales having used one on his recent visit
•
to the lakes to Kiltarney.
Among the customs decisions of the Treasury Department of the past week was one
to the effect that clothing and other dutiable
articles brought into the United States by
persons residing on the Candian frontier,
who visit Cauada for the purpose of purchasing the same, are not entitled to free entry as personal effects. This will be something of a blow at the retail trade of Montreal and Toronto.

Times.

at 58

:<
IjET—House at the seashore, at Scarboro
Me., accessible from Boston and Eastern Railroads; boating, fishing, shooting and beach bathing.
For particulars address EVERETT SMITH, 85 Ex29-2
change St., Portland, Me.

In analyzing samples of Baking Powder purchased by myself
of a number of grocers in New York City, I find that
CLEVELAND’S SUPERIOR BAKING POWDER CONTAINS

His other ventures have also pros-

“The

rooms

ST.

Sexton, the biiliardist, is a man of grave
and thoughful mien. He is said to be economical, and has saved no inconsiderable
sum of money out of his winnings with the
pered.

EET.—Very pleasant

O

Phelps has leased the house in
London occupied by ex-Minister Lowell,
Sir Arthur Sullivan, the composer, will
start in June on a tour through the United

cue.

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head one week for ‘25 cents, paid in
advance.

DET-Two desirable rooms on first floor,
suitable for doctor’s office; excellent location.
8-2
Address P. O. BOX 1313, City.

Minister

States to California.
General Grant and his daughter, Mrs.
Sartoris, have both had the unusual amusement ot reading their own obituaries.
The officers on the Garnet refer to Captain Skrydloff of the Russian corvette Strelok
as Captain Skedaddleoff.
The Princess of Wales is an expert angler
and during her recent stay at Conramore
succeeded in landing a twelve-pound salmon.
In the High License bill before the Pennsylvania Legislature there is a provision that
no mau Bhall have an interest in more than
one licensed saloon.
Senator Dawes will start for the Indian
Territory next week in company with Senators Ingalls, Morgan and others, to investigate the system of leasing Indian lauds.

WANT*.

advertisements are inserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in
advance

ap22

“We would like to know what has the
Democratic party of Boston over done for
the workingmen that it should claim their
votes? When the city was under Republican
rule, there were as many men at work and
they received as good pay as they have under Democratic rule; and then they were

Rooms TO liBT.
Brief

_______________

attracts attention.

Specialists are to study
the hight of the clouds, the character of the
lightning flashes and velocity of the wind,
and it is expected that a comparison of re
suits will considerably increase our knowledge of a very imperfectly understood phe-

a

lottery?

THE WIRES HE LIKES TO

W.

Thomas, Jr., which we publish in another
column, comes from one of the most influential tapers in Sweden and undoubtedly
correctly voices the esteem in which Minis-

QUESTION THAT TROUBLES AN ORTHO
DOX

_

■

being brought

1

The chief objection which its opponents
have urged against prohibition, namely, the
difficulty of Its enforcement, seems tb apply
in no less degree to license. The experience
of Boston is in point where notwithstanding
the existence of an energetic Law and Order
League the license law has been so notoriously violated that the friends of temperance
have had to ask the legislature to create a
special police force for the enforcement of
the law.

ter Thomas

water

into the town Irom them and stored in reservoirs. At certain times of the year these
springs ran dry, and then water was pumped
into the reservoirs from the Susquehanna
river. The people, however, had a strong
prejudice against the water from the river because it was contaminated with sewage from
Wilkesbarre, and the most of them refused
to use it and resorted to the old wells. For
about ten days before the epidemic broke
out the reservoirs had been supplied from
the river and a large part of the population
had been getting their water from the wells.
The town is absolutely destitute of sewers,
and the sewage is left to soak into the soil. It
is easy to see, therefore, that these wells
mast necessarily have become contaminated.
There is a warning in this epidemic which
ought not to be disregarded' by the Inhabitants of towns and villages in
Maine.
The
ignorance or carelessness in regard to the water supply in country villages and in districts where the houses are
more isolated is astonishing.
Wells are dng
wherever it is most convenient, frequently
without any regard whatever to the character oi the surroundings, .In the farming
districts hundreds of wells can be found in
so close proximity to the barn yard that the
drainage from the manure heap mast inevitably find its way into them. Frequently
the sink drain runs so near the well that
more or less of its contents is deposited in
it. We venture to say if the State hoard of
health could make a tour of ail houses in
this State they would find that a large per
cent, of them were obtaining their water supply from sources so located that they could
easily be contaminated with poisonous matter from one or both the before mentioned

A despatch tells us that Wolseley was received at Suakim with great enthusiasm.
They were glad te see him get out alive.
The firm of John Wanamaker & Co.

springs,

miSCELLANEOVS.

dtf

Portland.

IMS
Heady for Instant Use.

“Rich as gold leaf and wondrously cheap.” -Herald.
USED WHEREVER GOLD ADDS BEAUTY.
It is very easily applied with a orush, and may be
used by the most inexperienced amateur.
RUBY’S GILDING is valuable for Gilding Household Ornaments, Furniture, Frames. Photographs,
Cornices, Baskets, Fans. Decorative
&c.
A €Rm«l’a llair lSrunla in each Hoi.
There are many worthless imitations of this Gilding and tho only protection is to ask distinctly for
RUBY’S GLIDING and refuse all substitutes.
Sold by all Dealers in Art Materials.

Painting,

NEW YORK CHEMICAL CO., 3 East 4th St., N. Y.
mays
eod2m

; her agitation,

1 >1 {KSS.

IHK.

Strange, Gould, Lanagan, Wade, Boston & Maine
Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run
out of the eity.
Auburn, Willard Small & 0*.
Angusta, J. F. Piero#.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J.O. Shaw.
Blddefqrd, F. M. Bnrnbaif.
A. L. JeUersou.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cnmberlaud Mills jr. A. VerW.
Damartiscotta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Frveburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.

Farmington,

1). H. Knowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J&s. H. Irish & Co.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandrer & Estes.

Long Island, JVM. Glcndenning.
Livermore FallB, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas,
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Roekland, O. S. Andrew#,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saocarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & (Jo.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Ttiomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Farinonth, A. H. Seabury.

(Every Other Saturday.)
In the year 186- I was a member, I am so
still, tjiough now only as special partner, of
the firm ot Down & Uo., jewelleis and silver
smiths, not Jar from the corner of Oxford
and Recent streets, LoudoD. Our house
was an old aud well-established one, baviog
been in existence since the latter part of the
last century.
It was a bleak November afternoon at a
little past 2 o’clock, that the Earl of N-,
one of our most respected customers, entered the shop and asked to be shown some
diamond necklaces. We did not, of course,
keep a large assortment of such expensive
articles in setting, purchasers generally preferring to have the diamonds they selected
set according to their own taste or fat cy;
but at that time we had two in stock, which
the earl, afier examining, requested to have
sent to his house iu R-square, for hu
wile, the countess, to examine an J perhaps
select from. He added that it would be a
favor if they could be sent to her that afternoon, as she waB at home and disengaged.
In view of the value of the articles,—ihev
amounted to in the neighborhood of £3,000
—I felt uuwlll’ng to trust them to the care
of an employee; so as soon as some other
necessary matters had been attended to, I
hailed a can, and with the jewelry in my
_possession, both necklaces having been
placed for convenience in one case, I or
dered the cabman to drive me to the earl’s

residence.
and that I was obliged to wait Dearly half an
hour betore the countess was at leisure to
receive me, owing, she graciously said apologlzingly, to an unexpected matter of importance that had detained her. The examination of the jewels, conversation as to resetting, and otljer matters connncted with
purchase, consumed the time till nearly 5
o’clock, so that when I ieft the house it was
quite dark; and effer getting into my cab
and being rapidly driven to our place of
business, I found my partner and the' clerks
had departed f^r thet night, and the safe
locked,-oiily a book-keeper and the watchI was about to
man being left behind.
open the safe and deposit the jewels in it,
when it suddenly flashed across my mind
that in my haste to catch a train that morning I had accidentally left my keys at home.
1 was living with ipy wife at that time in
R-, a few miles across the river out of
the city, in a rented villa, having been lately
married and not as yet decided upon a permanent residence. The villa was located
in what is now a thickly settled neighborhood, with water, gas, police, and the various city conveniences; but at that lime,
nearly 20 years ago, it was rather sparsely
settled, and was what might, be called a re-

tired neighborhood.

Here was a dilemma. It was already past
the time at which I usually lelt business io
walk to my train, the only one which would
take me direct to my home for an hour and
a half; I knew that my wife, who is at limes
rather nervous, would be anxious if I did
not arrive by the usual train; I dared not
leave the jewels without locking them in the
safe, and my partners resided at quite a distance and in the opposite direction from
mine; besides, I might not find them at
home if I went in search of their keys.
What 6hall I do? I must decide quickly ;
so, after rapidly running over the case in my
mind, I determined to take the jewelry home
wiih me, thinklDg the risk for one night
would not be great.
HailiDg, then, another cab, I wa3 hurried
off to the Victoria station, just arriving in
time for my train; and duly arrived home to
meet with a glad greeting from my wife, and
At

.1

A

*.

t, A aaa a/\a! U ha a
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awaiting me.
During dinner my wife recounted to me
her day’s experiences. She had been to the
city shopping, and the conversation ran in a
light vein on various subjects, ull ihe servant waiting upon us, a mau whom I had
lately engaged, having brought coffre, and
placed cigarettes and a taper before me,—

my wife a'ways liked when we were alone to
sit at a table with me over a cup of coffee
while I smoked au after-dinner "cigarette,—
left us; when, knowing the feminine fondfor .diamonds, I
ness
produced from
an inside pocket the
jewel case; and
while my wife was admiring the necklace,
with bright eyes and many au exclamation
at their beauty, I recounted to her the events
of the afternoon in explanation of my bringing the diamonds home with me. She had
just clasped one of the circlets around her
neck and was standing before the piergiass
in full blaze of light to enjoy the etiect, when
a slight tap on the door near her, immediate
ly followed by the entrance of our servingmau, caused her to start, put her hand to
her neck, and utter a nervous exclamation,
which might well have attracted attention to
the necklace, aside from the brilliant effect
naturally produced by the jewels them-

selves.
The man hatf only come to ask leave of
an hour or two; and though I felt annoyed
myself at his unexpected entrance, yet X
could see notbtng in his aclion to complain
of, or anything startling iu the affair, and
laughed at. my wife’s very apparent nervousI should say here that the case, holdness.
ing the other necklace, rested upon the diniug table, but happened to be closed.
During th.- evening after replacing the
jewels iu the case, and safely reluming the

pocket we read and
the library; and at about

same to mv

awhile in
rose to

couveised
11 o’cn ck

retire.

Just before ascending to our apartments,
however, at my wife’s suggestion, and iu
her company, I went about the lower stoiy
of the house inspecting the doors and windows to see that all was secure, though
Hsually ) had left the duty to a servant.

Everything seemed securely .fastened except
one window, which, opening to the floor
from

a

small roam

called for convenience

the conservatory,—though displaying rather
a meagre assortment of flowers, opened on

back piazza and thence to a small garden
with a low wall enclosing it. The catch,
was deas it is called, upon this window
iective; ana oy a siigoi jarring easily uecame
loosened, bo I secuied ihe wiudow as I
thought by inserting a nail in the fastening,
My wife did not seem to think it secure
even then, but I laughed at her apprehena

afterward, a- about 11
o’clock, as I have said, we retired.
My wife’s dressing-room opened off mine,
and while she was disrobing, the thought
occurred to me that perhaps our man-servant,—-I have said be was new iu my service
—might be templed by the glittering jewels
He had
he had seen iu ihe dining room.
been spending the evening out; what might
he not have told about these jewels! Wbat,
too, if some oue in the city has watched m.v
movements, and perhaps followed me here!
I ’•emeinbered several servants passing, to
sions; and shortly

and from The
N-’s.

room

while I

was

at

Lord

Reflecting iu this vein it suddenly occurred to me that X had seen iu the bureau
of the room I occupied a case of cheap brilliants that my wife had worn not long since
in some tableaux given in aid of a charity.
She had appeared as one of the maids iu
waiting to an Indian princ3SS or some such
role. Wbat if I should put the necklace belonging to that set into the jewel case and
conceal the real diamonds between the mattresses of my bed?

A good idea, thought I, and immediately
acted upon it. I then placed the jewel case
with its comparatively worthless contents,
beneath my pillow, and locking the door
leading from my room into the ball, letired,
and almost immediately, and without again
seeing my wife, fell asleep. I slept souudly,
for I had been very busy during tne day and
was much fatigued.
Rather earlier than usual I was awakened
next morning by feeling a cold draught o
air upon me, and at once leaped from tin
bed on discovering that ihe door which 1
bad fastened on retiring was open.
Calling loudly to my wife I pulled frou
the bed the pillow beneath wh.ch 1 hat

placed

the jewel
It was gone!

using my foartli bottle and [it would take bat
little argument to persuade me that my health
is fully restored. I should liko to widely circulate the fact of its wonderful curative
Phoba C. i'.uop.
powers.”
_

“Out on a fowl,” said a fly as he alighted
a duck’s
Deck and was carried across the

pond.

evening.

baking powders
there is none with a better reputation for puri
ty and reliability than the Congress Yeast
Among the

nothing about the loss, making
excuse about being obliged to be in the

I said

city that morning before the usual time, aud
desiring an early breakfast, as an excuse for
awakening them, was soon on my way to
the cily, where, after safely
depositing the
jewels, I sought the services of a well known

yeast

many

or

J8@22c;

Powder.

18@2Ccj

RMNCIAL AifMCOMMERCiAL

and shrewd detective, who had at one time
Portland llnily Wholenaie lTXitrket.
done some work for our firm, and stated to
him the entire circumstances, retaining his
POBtulnd, May 9.
services in the matter; for
The following are to-day’i closing quotations of
though the loss
was trifling, I did not wish the
culprit to es- Flour, Grain, Provisions,
tit rain
cape if he could be secured.
Mour.
At the same time I realized, as the deteciSuperhno ana
High Mxd Corn 62@63
.3
low
60
grades.
25@3
tive suggested, that it might be a more diffiX Spring and
2So2 do, oar lots. 60@61
cult case than it would otherwise prove,
£.% Spring 6 00@6 25 Corn, bag lots,
63@64
from the fact that the
Oats, car lots.
Spring
48;#49
thief, whoever be Patent
Wheats.6
75
lots....
00@6
Oats,
bag
49@60
might be, would at once by daylight detect
IMeal
Michigan Win.62@63
the worthlessness of his
plunder, and wonld
ter str&lgbts4 76@5 00 Cottonseed,ear lots 28 OO
never attempt to
Oo roller....6 b0@6 76
dispose of it;.
ottonSeed.bag lotaSO 0
And the detective never did find a clew to
St. Louis WinjSackedBran car lot.
tex straight.6 25@5 60
2100@22 00
the matter. During that forenoon he went
l)o roller...6 76@G 001 do baglots22 00@23 00
to my house, inspected the premises and asWiowr Wheat
I j£ids,car lots. $22#24 00
certained that the window could be
atenta.6 00@6 50} do bag lots 23@$26 00
opened
Produce*
Provision*.
from the outside with little trouble, in spite
Fork
Cranberries—
of the manner in which I had
supposed it to
Cape Cod 15 00@17 001 Backs. .16 60i616 00
have been made fast; he also informed me
Maine.. 12 00@13 001 Clear.... 16 00(5)16 60
that the key of my room—the lock being of Pea Beans
175@1 861 Mens.13 60@14 00
Moalums....l
65@1 76 Mess Beef.. 11 60@11 00
simple pattern—could readily have been
Ex Mese.,11 50# 12 00
German medl 40#1 60
turned from the outside by a burglar withYellow Eyesl 90@2 00
Plato... JJl8 00@13 60
out injury or noise.
He also rigidly exam- Br Onions# Dx3 25# 3 60 Ex Plate. 14 00#] 4 60
Irish Potatoes 66@65c Hams
ined the servants, especially the wailing
lo%@lle
Eggs 4? dox .,, 12#14o Hams,covered i 3 @14o
man, but could find no good grounds for susLardTurkeys
20@23i
pecting any of them. There had been a Geese,
16@171 Tub, # lb 78
sharp rainfall the latter part of the previous ChickonB,
16@lbl Tierces..
7%@ 8
all
8
@9
night, and any footprints which might have *owl,.16@18c
Meed*.
niter.
!
been made in the garden we e totally oblitCreamery.23@25!Ked Top.2 12#2 26
erated, So he was obliged to confess he had Gilt Edge, V6r....23#26o I Timothy.1 76@1 86
Choice.20# 22c Clover.
found no clue to the matter, and could ouiy
10% @1 lc
KaiMiUR.
tell mo he would keep a sharp lookout for Good....15@ltto!
75 3 26
Muscatel.2
Store.10@12o
any evidence beering upon the case.
Ohene.
ILondon Lay’r.2 75# 16
after
the
Vermont....
10
Ondura......
I, however, shortly
10@13
discharged
@13
@13
'Valencia.6%@10%
waiting man, as his very presence seemed NYFact’y..lO
i^iffiar*
Orange*,
to disturb my wife, whose nerves appeared
6 60@7 00
granulated # lb ....6% iValencia
to have undergone a shock from which they
Ex largeca7 00#7 60
i5x*r*U.6y8'
did not readily recover.
i*fe.
i Florida,-4 60®)6 00
uu
ixiuonuxu...
qtiiii
My wife being in this state I thought that W-xi, yci
:/gc* Shore.. .3 25 33 601 Palermo .3 25®3 75
change of air aud scene would restore her [! L’geBanknew2
5033 00 !
l<esa«nK.
completelv. It was near Christmas, a verv
n*. .3 60(34 00
luirtii..2 25 32 75 i
busy lime with us in the city, but I made a English Cod, 4 5036 00 Palermo.3 60.5:4 00
Pollock.176@3 00i
Ap3>2e«
short trip to the continent with her; and
1 76322 61Green, ^ bbl 2 6033 00
Haddock...
was rejoiced to see that in a week or two
Ha'.e
1 7532 251 Evaporated ^ ft
8@11
her natural health and spirits had apparentDried Apples.... 4
Herring,
@6
Seal
Slieod
Fbox
so
14@18
4%®6
been
absent
as
ly returned;
having
Jong
No. 1.
OH.
12@15
as my business would permit,
returned
wj}
Kerosene.
Mackerel, $>bbi.
&
home, arriving at dusk one evening early in
Bay No. 1.18 00320 00 Port. Ref.P’tr
@8%
the new year.
Bay 'To. 2.10 00(gl 1 60 Wator White
9%
bore
1.18 00321 00 DovoelfrilPt.
gl2%
I noticed that my wife on entering the
No. 2
10 00^11 60 Pratt* Astral,
£12%
house showed signs of returning nervousLarge 3.... 8 00@ 9 60 Ligonia
9%
3 00£ 4 00 Silver V/hite yjii
Medium
9
ness; and when she insisted that I should
2 5033 60 Centeuial.
Small
examine the fastenings of the doers and
9% |
windows before retiring she seemed especial&riilroad Reccipf^
ly concerned about tbe window through
Portland, May 9.
which the thief had entered. For myself, I
Received by Maine Genual Railroad, for Portland I
thought nothing of the matter; in fact had 48 ears miscellaneous merchandise: for connection
long ago got over the excitement of the bur- road*. 89 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
glary, and had often laughed to myself at
SB idee and Talls w.
the disappointment the thief must have unrue following are Portland quotations 011 Hides
dergone, as well as congratulated myself on ana
Tallow:
my happy thought in exchanging the jewels.
Ox and Steer Hides 90 lbs weight and over 6%cg>ft
Nevertheless, that night, whether it was •Ox and Steer Hide? under 90 ibs.0 efc* ft.
from the novelty of being at home again, or Cow Hides; ail weights .8 c|> ft
4
Bui: find Stag Hides, all weights
tor whatever reason, I slept lightly, and was
cp ft
skins. 10
ft
suddeuly awakened by hearing a slight noise Oatf
Skins....
Sheep
76c>£ each
in the room, and at the same instant seeing
60c each
LambSkins.,,,...
a figure clothed iu white, which I at once—
Light and Deacon Skins.25 to 36o each
Rendered Tallow ....*•••...
6cF ft
it was brilliant moonlight—recognized as my
wife, going out or the door into the hall.
Btoek .TSarket,
By some instantaneous reasqping, or was
The following quotations of stocks ar* rooe ved
it
it flashed across me she was

case.

With trembliug bauds I next dashed apar
the mattresses; and there as 1 had placed
them on retiring, were the real jewels, as
safe and as brilliant as on the night before
My wife was by this time beside me, hal
hysterical, and my first duty was to calu

...

...

....

.....

...

..

..

intuition,
walking iu

daily by telegraph:

her sleep, though such a thing
had never to my knowledge occurred to her
before; and that to cry out ^and awaken her
suddenly might eause her to fall down the

stairway, which was directly opposite my
door, or might have some other injurious
effect. I recalled having read that in such
it is best

BOB r OS

8TGCJ&6.

Portland, Saco& Portsmouth R. R ...121@121%
i. 'J:..' 4. if......
71
Eastern Railroad. 62
Now York & New Eng..
19%
Belle Telephone....
202%
Boston <& Maine....
....177%
Boston & Albany Railroad.
177%
Franklin Company, Lewiston. 93%
Boston & Maine R. 7s, 1894, reg.. 1 3%
>

■

to leave

randa.
I had barely time to escape to my room
slip off the clothing I had so hastily donned
but a few minutes before, and cover myself
with the bedclothes, when she entered, and
retitiug, seemed almost in a moment to be

•yinm

Vork j^tock and

AEouey JflLarlre**

Goeemn-ent Securities:
.ited States bonds, Ss....
.,,. 1(12%
do
.311 %
die
do
4%s, rog
io
do
do
4%e,eoup-. .112%
do
do
do
45, reg.<.122
.122
do
do
do
4a, coup
PixiJfio 8a, *95
.....*.127%
The following are the closing quotations Stocks.
......136%
uhstago & Alton,.....
..

....

.....

...

& Alton
Chicago, Burr &

Chicago

■

er can

judge

well

as

as

myself.

I have since related these facts to several
med'cal men, but without receiving from
them any satisfactory solution, farther than
that in times of strong excitement persons of
nervous

temperament

are

naturally

more

lastiDgly affected than others;
in my wife’s case, a predisposi-

strongly
and that, as
tion to somnamubuliem, though latent for
years—1 learned from my wife that she had
occasionally walked in her sleep when young
but had long since been supposed completely cured, the family having supposed the
and

disorder to have passed away with childto the results I
have narrated. With regard to the recurrence, they regarded the return to the scene,
where it was first enacted, after temporary
absence, a reasonable ground for its repeti-

hood-might

have tended

tion.
To complete my story It is scarcely necessary to add that my wife on awakening was
entirely unconscious of the occurences of

night; and when together that morning
visited the scene of her wanderings, and
took from the pump-box the jewel-case, c nsiderably the worse for nearly two months’
exposure, no one could have been more surprised than herself.
A few words more and I am done.
I
shortly afterward purchased the estate on
which we now reside; and, removing here,
at my wife’s request, sought out and re-in
stated the man I bad so unjustly suspecied
and discharged, and he remains with us to
this day, a most trusty servant.
For some time by the advice of my physician, I made no allusion to the affair of the
diamonds in my wife’s presence, fearing
that reference to it might induce in some
manner to other somnambulistic wanderings,
but a3 time passed and no recurrence took
place, the fear gradually wore off and to-day
my wife herself frequently tells the story to
our children of how careful she was once of
their father’s diamonds.
the
we

Quiucy.

Objection*!
No intelligent person who ha
on

Your

Can’t do it.
tried Brown’s Iron Bitters has any objection*
to present against this prince of tonics. Mr_
Claasoii, the weii known druggist, of First
and Chippewa Btreett, New Orleans,’.sajs: “I
my sales increasing daily. Have not
heard as yet a single objection. Brown's Iron
Bitters is a valuable acquisition to druggists.”
The weak, the dyspeptic, the rheumatic and
the sufferers from languid livers, find in this

find

medicine all they need.
Josh Billings saye:
"The best medisin I
know for the rumatis, is to thank the Lord it
ain’t the gout.”

Pythagoras believed that man ascended from
the heao. He probably would have regarded
Bostonians as cannibals.

Scott’s Emulsion of Purk Cod Livkb
Oil with Hypophosphitbs, as a remedy foi
Consumption. Dr H. J. Pratt, Hontello,

Wisconsin, says: “After

a

thorough test of

ovei

tw) years, I voluntarily recommend Scott’s
Emulsion to those afiicted with consumption.”
When is an infant like
When he’s a-roarer.

the morning

light?

marriage and Health.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 5th. 1883. Mrs. Lydia
E. Pinkham: “As is frequently the cases witt
mothers who have reared large families, I
have been a great sufferer for years from com

plaints iucident

married life. I have triec
number of physicians, and th<
to

the skill of a
virtue of many
as

an

medicines without relief, anc
experiment 1 concluded to try yours.

assure you that the benefits I have derived from it came not because of any faith ]
had in it, for I had but slight hope of any per
can

416.

Hogs—Receipts 8,600 head; shipments 3500 hd;
strong; rough and mixed 4 10@4 36; packing and
shipping at4 30@4 50; light 4 20@4 50; skips at
3 8u@* 20.
Sheep—receipts 1600 head shipments 1220 head;
steady; common to good shorn 2 60@4 26; wooled
3

60@4 36._

Oil market.
9—The market for Refined Oil is in
moderate demand; sales at 6@614c ^ gal for 116
test; 8y2@9y*o for Centennial and Beacon
ght (160 test). Case Oil is held 9y»@loyic ^ gal,
tins included. Naptha is steady at 10@liy2c, as to
gravity. Parafine, standard 26 gravity, at 22, and
other brands at 13c,

Boston,May

gl20

Domestic markets.

(By Telegraph.)
new York, May 9.—Flour is rather more steady
but quiet; sales 10,400 bbls; State at 3 60@6 00;
Ohio at 3 76@5 90;Wesern at 3 50@6 00; Southern
at 4

20@5

00.

Wheat l@l»/so higher and very strong with a
moderately active trade reported;No 1 White nominal.

cnlaa

(Min

@1 04; 872,000

O Ba.) fn.

do

July

Tnn..

1

f\91 A

04%@1t>5%; 290,000

1

bush do August at 1 06%@1 06% ; 40,000 do for
September 1 07%; 8000 do No 2 Spring for July
at 1 00%; receipts 118,600 bush.
Com ys@%c higher; Mixed Western spot at 57@
68%c; do future at 66%@68c;sales 160,00'J bush;
receipts 64,000 bush.
Oats a shade better;State 4£@53c; Western at 41
@50c. sal#s 125,000 bush, including No 2 for May
40% @40%c;receipts 57,00 bush.
Beef steady.
Pork firm; new mess 12 60.
Lard higher.
Butter quiet; Western at 10@26c;

State 14@22c.

Sugar quiet.
Molasses steady.
Petroleum weak.
Freights dull.
Spirits Turpentine quiet at 32%@32%c.
Rosin steady at 1 0Y%@1 10.
Tallow steady at 57/ac.
• Coffee
steady.
Chicago, May 9—Flour is firm; Winter Wheat
4 80@6 26 for Southern: 4 20@5 00 for Wisconsin
and 4 25@5 00 for Michigan, soft Spring Wheat;at
3 c0@4 26. Minn. Bakers 3 60@4 60: Patents 4 76
@6 76; low grades 2 G0@3 00. Rye flour at 3 80@
4 00. Wheat is higher; May at 88ya @90% c, closing 90; No 2 Spring 89%@90%c; No 2 Red 1 00@
I u2; No 3 at 89%@90c. Corn is higher at 48%c.
Oats easier at 34%@34%c. Rye is higher; No 2 at
72c. Barley is nominal. Pork is higher at 11 z6@
II 80. Lard higher at 6 8E@6 87^a. Boxed Meats
steady; shoulders at 4 35@4 40; short rib 6 76@
6 80; short clear at 6 16@6 20.
Receipt*—Flour 30,009 bbls wheat 78,000 oesh,
corn 167.000 bush,oat? 129.000basb.ryo 20,000 bu,
barley 16,000 bash.
Shipments- Flour 24.000 bbls,wheat 146,000 bu,
corn 692,000 busb.oatsJ 77,000 bush,rye 19,000 bu,
b&rioy 10,000 bush,
St. Louis, May 9.—Flour market is firm; XXX
3 65@3 76; family at 3 90@4 00; choice at 4 45@
4 60; fancy4 80@6 20. Wheat firm; No 2 Red at
1 07 bid cash; 1 07% asked May. Corn steady ;No 2
Mixed at 47@47%c cash.
No 1 White a
Detroit, May 9.—Wheat strong;
*
1 04%; No 2 Red at 1 03%. j
bu;
Wheat—Receipts 2,300
shipments OOObtsh.

FERNANDINA—Ar 8tb, sch Nellie Shaw, DinsFannie E Wolston, Hinckley, from

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.

BRUNSWICK—Ar 8th, sch J

York.
SAVANNAH
man, Norfolk.

D

New

Ar

8th,

sch

the

$60

forest city steamboat co.

Baltimore, to load for Marsala.
BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, sclis

TIME TABLE.

J F Merrow, Chase,
and Jennie F Willey, Chadwick, Kennebec.
Cld 8th, sch S G Haskell, Baton, Port Royal, SC,

leave Portland for all landings on Peaks',
Little and Great Diamond Islands, at 6.46,
8.00 and 10.30 a. m., and 2.16, 4.30 and 6.10 p.m.

WILL

(and sailed.)

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, barque Skobeleff,
Tucker, Matanzas; brig Angelia, Mitchell,Trinidad;
schs Kensett, Curtis, Sagua; Nellie Lamphor, Kel-

Sunday Time Tabic.

Kennebec;

E C Allen, Meady, do.
Cld 7th, ech H R Sturgis, Spear, Portsmouth.
Cld 8th, sch Everett Webster, Baker, Bath.
Newcastle, May 7—Passed down 7th, sch City of
Augusta, for Baltimore; 8th, brig L Staples, for

J,eare Portland
3.30 p. m.

Cardenas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 8th, ship James Nesmith, Howard. Dublin.
NEW YORK—Ar ytb, schs Leonora, Bonsey, and
Storm Petrel, Whitmore, Ellsworth; Alcora, Nerwood. Ellsworth; Empress, Richards, Rockland;
L D Wentworth, Phillipps, Providence; Rowena,
Gott, do.
Old Oth, barques Mary G Keed, Warren. Rio Janeiro; Vesuvius, Eldridge, Pensacola; brig Edith,
Turner, St Pierro.
8TON1NGTON—Sid Oth, sch Lookout, Reed, lor
Calais.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 6th, schs Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, Wilmingion, NC; Wm G R Mowrfiy, Motz,

POWDER
Pure.
Absolutely

This Pawder never varies. A marvel ol purity
stength mtk wholesomeness. M ore economical than
the ordinsnf kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with Aa as attitude of low test, short weigh alamor phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans
Royal Bah»g Powdeb no., in« Wall 8t.t N. Y
mar7

ilvr

Portland-

1

I

LINK

........

..

..

........

..

...

Metropolitan Elevated.“.120
Manhattan Elevated.... .. 92%
New YorkjElevated.140
orthorn Pacific common....
17%
Uregon Nav.T.... 75
Pittsburg A Ft Wayne.131
141
Pittsburg.
Mail
Pacific
65%
Pullman Car. 119%
...

....

Richmond & Danville.

48

Reading

15%

St Paxil Sc Omaha.
20%
do preferred.
72%
Union Pacific 6s...115
do L. G. 7s.....105%
do sink fund 8s.
118%

Mining Slock*.
New Yobk, May 9.—The following] are
ing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
New York

the clos-

9.50
Colorado Coal.
Homestake.11.00
Onta io .19.60
4,00
Quicksilver.....
do pret
.22.00
...

Horn Silver. 1.85

16.37

Plymouth

1 30
Standard..
Sierra Navada.115
Con. Cal. & Va. 166
6 60
de& Norcross
Rodie.
160

Opbir....

......

125

..

*

aliforiua

Mining

blocks.

<Uy Telegraph.)
gA« P& an cisco, May 9.—The folio wing are the
•losing official quotations of mining stock? to-day:
Chollar. 2
Gould & Curry. 1%
Hale & Norcross.t.
6%
Best Sc Belcher....
2%
Savage. 3%
1%
Navajo
Yellow .laoket.
2%
Crown Point.
1%
Ophir. 1%
Bodie.
1%
...

..

—

Eureka.

8
1

State

at
and further information
First National Bank
Middle and Exchange Sts.
J. B COYLE, JR., Gen. Manager.
di

28
30

.25
Pulled—Extra.. 25
20
Superfine.
Sol..12
Combing and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.34
31
Fine delaine.
Low and coarse.28
Modium unwashed.
24
Low unwashed...20
10
California.
Texas ..A.15

@29

@ 31
@ 26
@ 30

@33

&

16

@36
@37
@30
@25

@22

@ 24
@25

corner

no3

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CU

(IpinroA

do for Bath.

BOSTON—Ar 8th, eehs Florence P Hall, Keller,
Amboy; Brilliant, Farnham, Bangor; Atalanta,
Bradbury, Rockland; J B Stinson, Stinson, Green’s
Landing.
Ar 9th, sobs Jas R Talbot, Crocker, Mayaguez;
schs Sarah E Hyde, Murphy, Barrington, N8; SE
Liyde, Murphy, do; Mary F Smith, Kennedy, and
Minnie Davis, Davis, do.
Cld 9th, barque Reynard, Emery, Portland, to
load for Sonth America;
schs Nellie Woodbury,
Hodgkins, Bahamas; Pride of tho Port, Parsons,
Barrington, NS; Nellie G Davis, Davis, do; Stella
M Kenyon, Pendleton, Windsor, NS; Henry Crosby
Stubbs, Bangor; George M Adams, Standish, Bath;
A C Parker, Lee. Kennebec.
Sid 9th, barque Arthur C Wade.
GLOUCESTER—In port, schs Titmouse, Kingsbury, Boston for Bath. Fannie Hodgkins, Tibbetts,
do for Bootlibay; Planter, Collamore, do for Friendship; Tena A Cotton, Creamer, do for Kennebec.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 8th, scbB Alfaretta Campbell, Campbell, for Rockland; R L Kenney, Sbaw,
Ip8‘ich fordo; Nautilus, Perkins, Boston for do;
Diadem, Thorndike, Rockland for do.

Mutton market.
Boston, May 9.-The following were to-dav’i
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &o:
Pork—Long outs, 14 25@14 60: short cuts 14 61
@16 00: bucks §16 00@16 50; light backs 14 00^
§14 60; lean ends 14 00@§14 60; prime mess 15 OC
@$1D 60; extra prime 11 60@12 00; mess, §13 2f
@13 50; pork tongues at 14 00@16 00; Westeri
prime mes pork §12 60@13 00.
Lard at 78/s@78Ac -p lb for tierces;8Vic for 10-lt

8V4@8VaO

for 6-lb

1T0

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

«

BEST THING KNOWN

™

Nuidwich

washing^bleaching
KM HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
yell designed to mislead. PEARLENE is the
[>NLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
ilways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.
febl3
eod&eowly

and
Island.. New Zealand
Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
tbe 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the shore named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not oonneot fbr San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly or
Japan, (Iklna, and Sandwioh Islands, New Zealand
Australia.
For Freight,

Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General East
ern Agents,
E. A. ADAMS Ac CO.,
113 Slate Street, Car. Broad St., Mo.taw
Jtf

feb8

FORTH.

Cld at St John, NB, 8th inst, schs Hannibal.Kimball. New York; Pushaw, Wall, Vineyard-Haven.

V

SPOKEN.

27, lat

12 S, Ion 28 W, ship J B Thomas,
Lermond, from San Francisco for Bristol.
April 1. lat 13 S, Ion 34, sch Helen G Mosely,
Holt, from Brunswick for Rio Janeiro.
March

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

The Favorite Steamer

Elegant New Steamei

JOHN BROOKS and
TREMONT
will
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRF

Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m„ and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded tbat they
secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inoonvenlence of arriving In Boston late
at night. Throngh Tickets to New York, via the

;

S«EW YORK.

Commencing Monday, May 18,
the steamers of this Co. will leave Portland at 5 p.
m., (instead of 6 as heretofore) or after arrival of
Boston trains, every Manday, Wednesday and
Friday. Shippers of freight will please takg notice, as same cannot be received after 4.30 p. m. on
days of sailing.
J. B. COYLE, Ja., Gen’l Manager.
my4dtf

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT CO.
On and alter Monday, May 4, 1885, the elegant
and staunch steamer

CADET

dljr

will leave Franklin
2.30 and 5.30 p. m.

PINKEYE.

EAO&

Wharf at 0.30, 9.30 a, m., and

Leave Cushing’s Island, at
6.15 p. m.
Leave Peak’s Island, 7.00,
p. m.

C.46,10
9.45

a.

a.

m., 2.45,

m., 3.00, 6.45

(Sundays excepted.)
J, B. COYLE, Jb., Manager.
my4dtf

..

Khaetla.New York..Hamburg .May
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool... May
Servta.New York..Liverpool.. .May
Polynesian.Quebec —Liverpool.... May
Newport.New York. .Havana
.May
Helvetia.New York. Liverpool... .May
Oder.New York. .Bremen.May
Furnessia.New York..Glasgow ....May
Belgenland.New York..Antwerp.... May
Schiedam.New York. .Amsterdam. May
St Germain.New York .Havre
May
Muriel.New York. .Bermuda.. ..May
City of Puebla.New York..Hav&V CruiMay
Circassian.Quebec.... Liverpool...May
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.. May
City Washington. ..New York. .Hav&VCruz May
.New York..Cienfuegos ..Jue
Santiago.
..

..

palls; 8Vt@8%c

12
13
1^
14
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
20
21
21
23
23
28
\

—

DB.W WILSON’S
Unparalleled success in the cure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most difficult complicated cases
within the last four years is the best evidence
Of his Skill that needs only a Trial.
Ladies’
Periodical
Regulating Magnet
Working Wonders W hout medicine.

His

foi

3-lb pails.
FroshBeef—Fair Bteers 8J4@8Vfcc$'lb;1light steen
at 8@8ttc; choioe at 8%@c9; choice heavy hind;

is

Ladies’ suffer no longer, call and investigate, no questions asked but your
every ailment, ache or pain is faithfully

....

{

|
I

}

M-A-UUSTJa
PORT OF

..

CSfConsultation and Examination Free from 9
a. m.

to 8 p.

apr30dtf

m.

*r

•2 ail

SAILED—Brig Ysidora Rionda; schs Ralph Sinnett, Blanche Hopkins, A Hammond, and others.
SUNDAY, May TO.

NO. 410 FORE

ICE

Pleurisy,
Whooping-Cough,
Lung Fever, and all diseases of the

2
3
4

In order to enricb
b Eh SJWno biooa, ana thus
jfl'V "
0H 8 | F H
9 I
fresh vigor to
CELEBRATED ^"Wan enfeebled system,
b

fvi

ffiiV
w

&

h

^

^impart

stimulate

digestion
national

for

tion.

A gain to appetite, vigor and
is
invariably

to
follow a
STOMACH^& found
course of this deservH
popular tonic
9 lT BT S* 9^.^P edly,
which is, moreover,
9 R I fgt B-*

a

reliable preventive of malarial fevers.
all Druggists and Dealers generally.

was

examination.
Sch Addle M Bird, (of
Rockland) Cushman, 26
days from Matanzas for Boston, put into Dutch Island Harbor 8th inst with head of maiumast and
bowsprit sprung, and foresail gone, having experienced had weather.
The fishing schooner Charles
Haskell, of North
Haven, recently ashore at Sauuy Hook, was damaged to the amount of §800; insured.
Repairs were
made at New York.
Sch Clias H Morse, before
at Tanashore
reported
gier Jsland, Va, floated off after throwing over 1968
cakes ice.

FI8HE RMLEN.
Ar at Gloucester 8th
inst, sch Grade C Young,

Rockland, bound

south.

There are 196 sail in the southern mackerel fleet
at the present time—90 from
Gloucester, 25 from
Portland, 9 from Boothbay, 11 from Boston, and
bO from other ports.
OOJIESTIt PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 8th, ship Alameda, Nickels, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 4th, sch Clara L Dyer,
Rodeo, UUlla.

sale

mayl__FMW&wlmnrm

MOTHERS!
LOOK INTO THE MERITS OF THE

SOLAR TIP

SHOES!

TOM BOYS. They
will be A G BEAT SAVING
In MONEY, and your boys
will be pleased. None genuine
without trade-mark and John
Mcndell & Co.” on each pair.
Beware of iinitutiouH with
names
sounding similar to
Solar Tip. THERE IS NO
DISAPPOINTMENT with

IFOR

ex-

6th, but the leak could not be
found and the vessel will have to be taken out for

For

by

ging.

from

and

THESE SHOES,for they aro an good ar we
represent them* and your dealer will say so too.

Dr. Laville’s Remedies
aro

the most certain for the

cure

of

Gout and Rheumatism

Sold by Druggists generally. A descriptive
Bent by the agents: E. FOUCKRA
CO., 30 North William St., Now York,
dec8
diawl yM

Sampblet

DIKIGO MINERAL WAThit.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water
improves
it; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful.
Delivered daily, cool and
refreshing from the spring.
Our improved cans will
keep the water cool from
ob to 48 hours; use of cans tree; water
per gallon
10 cents.

RIJlVDiE'k r
PranfeMn*

tf28

BSCOS.,
41(1 Fore Street,
<ltf

6 qn.,
8

10

$4.00 each.
$4,50 ••
$6.50

KENDALL A WIISTNEl’.

From PHILADELPHIA

Erery Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boeton, 3
p, m. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate ot
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

Passage Ten

Dollars.

Hound

Trip SIS,

Meals and Room included.
or

passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON,

31dtf

70

Agent,

Cong Wharf, Boston

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Steamers leave Franklin' Wharf, on Wednesday,
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Retaining leave Pier 38
River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satnr
J, B. COYLE, <JR., Oen’l Ag*t.
days nt 4p.m
dtf
sss.21
East

ANCHOR

Detroit, Chicago, MMlwaakeo,
Cincinnati, Hi. Ixouia, Omaha. Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Dearer, San Franciarc
and all point* in the

Caiadn.

Northwest, West and Southwest

HOTEI

DIRECTORY

Embracing the leading

Hotels at which the Daiia

Pbjess may always be found.
AIUBIIKIS.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Pr
prietors.
BATH.

SHANNON’S HOT. U—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.

BATH

BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprie-

tors.

BOLSTER’S HULLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor,
BOSTON.

QUINCY HOUSE.—J. W. Johnson, & Co., Proprietor.

•

AMERICAN HOUSE,
ProDrietora

Hanover St.—L. Rice & Son.

BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field. Proprietor
HIRAM.
MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pugsley, Propri-

etor.

CORNISH

United States mail Steamships
Sail from New York for
OUASUOW VIA IjONDONDERBY,
EVERY SATURDAY.
CABIN FARE, S«0 to $80.
SECOND CLASS, $30,

Liverpool and Queenstown Service,

Steamer “ClTV OF ROUE.”
Sails WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3, JULY 1,
And every fourth Wednesday thereafter,
Cabin Passage. $60 to $tOO, Second Class, $35.
Steerage by all Steamers, $15.
For passage or further information apply to
HENDERSON BROTHERS, New York,
or T. P. IcGOWAN, 139 Congress St, Portland.
d3m
mays

Proprietor

CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardner, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLDWORTH.
HANCOCK

To the Railroad Commissioners
of the State of Maine.
Boston and Maine Railroad Company, a corporat ion duly established by the laws of Maine
respectfully ask permission to locate, construes and

f|1HE
X

maintain a branch railroad track from their main
line in Cape Elizabeth te the manufacturing establishment in said town owned
the Kerosine Oil
Company in accordance with plan hereto attached
and as provided by seotiou 18 of chapter 61 of the
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine.
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD,
by George L. Lord.

by

Boston, May 2d, 1885.

On the foregoing Petition, Ordered: That the petitioner caused to be published a true copy of Baid
petition, and this order of notice thereon, in the
Portland Daily Press, a newspaper published a
Portland, in the county of Cumberland, four days
successively. The first publication in said paper to
be at least seven days before Thursday, the fourteenth day of May, A. D. 1885, on which day the
undersigned Board of Railroad Commissioners will
be in session at the office of the Kerosene Oil Co.,
in Cape Elizabeth, at three o’clock in the afternoon,
for the purpose indicated in said petition.
A. W. WILDES,
Railroad
)
JOHN F.
Commissioners
D. N. MORTLAND,
of Maine.
)
Dated this 4th day of May, A. D. 1885. apr7d4t

ANDERSON,}

VILLAGE

LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury

HOUSE—George Gould,

EASTPOBT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H.

Proprietor.

Proprietor
Buckram.

LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby & March, Proprietor
MAC III A*.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E, Stoddard, Proprietor.
MECHANIC FALLS.
COBB’S HOTEL —P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NORRIBEEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danfortb, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Comer of Congress and Green Sti,
J. W. Robinson Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Comer of Middle and Union
Sts.—.1. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.- J. G. Perry
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson
Proprietor
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegln, Proprietors.
RAYMOND VILLACSE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCARAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, ProprietCJ
NKOWUEUAN.

COBURN HO SE—Robert W.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
wm KDGAR, 0. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON. Superintendent,

eo«

Rnmford Falls and Backlleld RailroadSummer Arrangement in Effect Sept. 9tfc
1SS4.
Connections via Grand Trunk KaS»
ft????????-???iway leave Portland for Buckfleldan
^3Canton at 7.36 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
an
""“Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 a mu
and 9.45 a. m. Stage connections with p. m. train
for Turner, Chase Mills, West Sumner, BrittonT
Mills. Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumford Pall
L. L. LINCOLN. SupL
JanSldtf

MAL\E CESTRAL RAILROAD
and Connecting Steamboat lines.
On and after MONDAY, Oct. 90,
1884, Passenger Trains leave
Portland ns follows:
For
Bangor. Fllaworth, Bar Bwktr,

Vaaceboro, Hi. John, Halifax, and I bo
Province., Ml. Andrew., HI. Mtepbea,
Aroostook County, 1.25 p. m., vt» Lew.
iatoa, and 1.30 and (11-16 p. in., via Augusta;
tor Kanior A Piscataquis It H., (11.14 p,
m
for Hkowhrgan, Belfast and Baxter,
l. 26, 1.30, (11.16 p. m.; Waterville, 7.00 o.
m.
1.25, 1.30. (11.16 p. m.j for Angasta,
Hallowell. IJardiaer and Brunswick.
7.00 a. m., 1.30, *6.16, (11.16 p. m.; Bath,7.00
a. m., 1.30, 5.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.16 p. m.; Kocklnnd, and Knot dc Liaccln K. B., 7.00 a.m., 1.30 p. m.; Aabara
and l.ewision at 8.16 a. m., 1.25, 6.06, p. nj
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m., (11.if
p. m.; Farminglon, Phillips, .71 aameatk,
Wiathrop, Oakland aad Nertk Anson,

1.26 p. m.; Fartuiagtoa via Braaswlck,
7.00 a. m.
*Tho 5.16 p. m. train for Augusta will run throng
to Waterville on Saturday only, returning on

COMMENCING MAT 1,1886.
81'EAnEB
CITV OF RICHMONB
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY at
11.00 p. m. after arrival of night train from Boaton, foi Rocklnad, L'asline, Deer Isle, Hedpwick. Houth West Harber, Bar Harbor,

Dllllbridge, Joaespoit and .Vlachiasperl;
or parties ror last three named points desiring to
do to can proceed by rail to mt. Desert Ferry
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor

by Ferry Boat and connect with the Rich-

moua mere, iu» u uues uoi run w ,ui. ueeert
on Eastward

Haines, Proprietor

BLANGARDS
OF

IODIDE

IRON

PILLS,

the Academy of Medicine of Paris,
are
recommended by the Medical Celebrities of the World for Scrofula, (tumors, King’s
the
evil, etc.J
early stages of Consumption, Constitutional Weakness, Poorness of Blood, and for
and
stimulating
regulating its periodic courac.None
unless signed“Blancard, 40 rue Bonaparte,
aris.”
Price 50 cents and 91 .OO per bottle.
E. Fon&era Ac Co., N.
Agent* for the U.
H. Sola by Druggists generally.
decSdlawlyM

especially

faniline

Bibles at 1-3 and Old
I
f/T.
at less than
£*//-/[) L
/ Y / Testaments
J A 1 -3 the prices of the Engt
Fg
liah editions, and equal
t M l r-\
to the English in type,
/
//At/Lj/ jw
LJ/Lj L L/ If paper, printing and aecu<gi
in
MW racy. First agent sent out
f-.

nr/rtvn-.

V17)

t D JV reports

an

order at every

two weeks. Rare
cvr/xir JVfa>< for
chance for agents to make
gpf
$1.00 for out*
^_ Jw money. Send liberal.
T

niyjj

m

At* Terms vert
The Henry Bill 1>uIk Co.,
Bonoich, Conn,
dtfelO

without

the

u»e

of the

! kaife. WILLIAM READ (M. D.f
M.
j Harvard, 1842) and ROBERT
! READ (M. D. Harvard, 1876), Evan.

mlCnred
, ,,,,

A\»
n.

III I lO
r! I

H.iwr, 175 'Fremont SI., Boston,
treat FIUTH-A, PU.Ka, AND
DISEANE*
OE
THE
AI,li
RECTUM without detention from
business. References given. Send for
11 a. m. to ,4

\ pamphlet. OtHee Hour*,
I i LLU p, m, (except Sundays).
r

feb!2

wtj

Boston.
Limited Tickets, flmt nnd second eluas, far
in tke
Province* on snle m
all points
reduced rates.
PAYSON TUCKKB, Gen’l Manager,
r. E. BOOTHBY, Gen 1. Pass, ft Tiaket Agt.
Portland Oct. 16.1884.
ap26dM

Portland

Line.
audJWoreester
ROCHESTER

PORTLAND &

R. R.

of Trains.

On
Monday, Dec. t»lh
■ NS4, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. m., and
14.55 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. m. and 11.16 a.
Portland
at
1.15
p. m. and 6.40 p
m., arriving at

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and lipping at 7.30 a. m, and 14.55 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, a
For

14.55.

For Rochester, Spring vale, Alfred, Wat,
erboro and Maco River, 7.30 a.
ns.,
Re14.55 p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. na.
turning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. na.
11.10 a. m. and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.40 a. m., 1.16 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Oorbam, Maccarappa, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at
7.30 a. m., 14.55, 0.40 and (mixed) *0.30
p. mThe 14.55 p. in. from Portland connects at
Ayer Juact. with Uoosac Tnnnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New lfork via Norwich Line and all rail, via
Mpringtleld, also with N. Y. Sc N. E. R. R-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Month and
with Boston A Albany R. R. for the West. □
Close connections made at Westbrook Jaae;
tion with through train of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk ransfer, Portland, with through
rank R. R.
trains of Grand
Through Tickets to all points West and South
of
H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Pork
be
had
S.
may
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.

J W. PETERS.

BOSTON

&JAINE

R. R.

PASSENGER SERVICE
In Efrect Monday, December 15, 1884

Western Division.
PORTLAND
AT 6.15 A. HI.-Way Trains for Old OrchBiddeford,
ard, Nrco,
Kenuebunk,
Kennebunkport, Grem Falla, Dover,
Exeter, Manchester and ('oncoid, (rk
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Lowell
and Boaton, arriving at Boaton 10.45 a.
TRAIN* LEAVE

At"5*45

A. HI.—Way Trains for Old Orchard.
Biddeford. Kenuebunk, Keuuebunkport, Dover, Great Falla, Keck,
eater, Alton Bay, Exeter, Lawrence.
Hlancheater and C oncord, (via. Lawrence,)
Lowell and Boaton, arriving at Boaton
1.15 p. na.
AT 1.00 P. HI.-Express Train for Maco, Biddeford, Kenuebunk, Kennebunkport,
Hover, Great Falla, Roche-ter, Allen
Bay, Exeter, Lawrence. Lowell and
Boaton,arrivingat Boaton 5.00 p. na.
AT 3.30 P« HI.—Way Train for Mac#, Bid*aco,

deford, Kenuebunk, Kennebunkport,
Dover, lire at Falla, Kecheater, Alton
Bay, Hlancheater and Loncord, (via. New
Market Junction.) Exeter,
Lawrence,
liowell and Boaton, arriving at Boaton,
Sp. na.
AT 5.30 P. HI—Way Train for Kennebnnk,
Kennebunkport, and ail. intermediate nations.

TRAINS LEAVE RONTON FOR PORT!
LAND
Moraine
9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.30 p. n.
trains leave
Mrnnebunk for P.rriuM
7.33 n. na. and Dover for Portland 0.00

SUNDAY TRAINS
Leave Partland for So.ton and Way In
lion, m 1.00 p. m. Leave Boolon fa*
Partland at 0.00 p. m. Leave Portland
for Dover and IVay station. 1.00 and
3.00 p. na.

Eastern Division.

Approved by

yg

s

trip!

KE I l l(MM<: Leaves Machiaspert every Monday and Thursday Morning (or Mt. Desert Ferry,
and there conneeting with trains (or Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves tht Ferry same tarenoon for Portland via all landings and eennestlng
with night Pullman and early morning trains for

LIKTH.

d2w

tnay2

flesh,

which arrived at New York 8th
from Liverpool, had on board the crew of .Nor
barque Harmonie from Pensacola for Loudon, which
was fallen in with
waterlogged and men in the rig-

Vineyard-Haven,

invigorant,

ough digestion

Ship Lucille,

at

the

assimilation, and
consequent nutri-

don, Smith,

diver

with

Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, which, hy infusing energy into
the operations of the
stomach,
promotes,
insures thornay.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Cushing,

flagging

CREAMJFREEZERS.

qt., $2.00 each.
••
$2.60
$3.00

Throat, Chest and Lungs, when

GREEN’S LANDING, April 8—Sid, schs Cordova,
Allen; Sarah Franklin, Barter, and Eldora, Goss,

a

WHITE MOUNTAIN

ed times without number by the timely use of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure
Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,

For sale bv
other remedies fail.
HENE7, JOHNSON & LOED, Prop’s, Burlington, Vt.
dec2&
eod&eowly

HARRISON, MASH'S

RATES

—TO—

y26tf

Spring Waier,

Mineral

FROM

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

naugb, Porto Rico.
«
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, Mch 23, barque Willard
Mudgett, Staples, Hong Kong.
Ar at Barbadoes Apl 24th, sch Warren Adams,
Colcord, Demarara; Mary Lord, Smith, do; 26th,
Grace Andrews, Andrews, Montevideo.

STREET,

FOR THE CELEBRATED

Donovan, Boston.
Seh Grace E Stevens, Stevens, Boston.

Sid fm Buenos Ayres Mch 28, barque T K WelBarbadoes.
8ld fm Havre 6th inst, ship Lizzie Moses, Cox,
New York.
Passed Lundy Isle 7th inst, ship Josephus, Rogers
San Francisco for Sharpness; Levi G Burgess, Johnson, do for Cardiff.
Ar at Demarara Apl 22,
brig Mary E Pennell,
Mitchell, Boston.
At St Jago Apl 30, barque Hancock, Eaton, for
New York next day.
Sid fm Havre May 6, ship Lizzie
Moses, Cox, for
New York.
Ar at Port Spain Apl 24, sch Wm Beazley, Kava-

importers

Also, General Managers for Now England,

Summit

Saturday

For Slew Fork.

Port land, He,

Steamer Forest City,

Grampus, from Franklin

UQIJ0K8

kind*, in the

Depot

m.

Erery Wednesday and

JCJJL-r

B, STANLEY 4 SON,

Arrived.

Sch Grace

J

From BOSTON

For freight

m in

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
—JO* IAL* *TS“

PORTLAND.

Blake.
Sch Annie D Price, Nightingale, Bath—N Blake.
Sch Aiida, Lindsay, Bar Harbor—N Blake.
Sch Tiara, Chatto, Brooksville—N Blake.
Sch Cook of the Walk, Lewis, Wicasset—master.
Sch Pearl, Andrews, Port Clyde—N Blake.

amined by

v

WINES &

NEWS.

Sch Mag2ie Ellen, Littlejohn, Kennebec, to load
for New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Blanche HopkinB, Tuunell, Ivennebee, to load
for Philadelphia—Kyan & Keleey.
Sch David Sprague. (Br) Titus, Wostport, NS.
Sch H H Havey, Bickford, Bar Harbor—N Blake.
Sch Clive Brauche, Farrell, Ellsworth—N Blake.
Sch C M Gillmor, Teal, St George—N Blake.
Sch Shepardess, McFarland. South Bristol—N

FROM

«•

JL4.UA.

& oon.

Boston.

January 9,1885.

Swift’s Specific is entrely vegetable. Treat is! on.
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
or 159 W. 23d St., N. Y.
janld&wlynrm

...

Sargent.
Sch Yale, Hodgdon, Newport News—J Nickerson

for Boston.
Passed through, sch

and the horse has done a mule’s work on my far m
since.
James L. Flemeng, Augusta, Ga.

over

Direct Steamship Line.

...

SATURDAY, May 9.'
Arrived.
Seh Willie Seavey, from Western Banks, with
2.500 lbs halibut and 2,000 lbs ood.
Sob Angola, from Boston bound east.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta.
Sch Emperor. Brewer, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Steamer Eleanora, Bragg, for New York—J B
Coyle. Jr.
Barque Elgin, (Br) RobiDson, St John, NB, to load
deals lor Dublin—Ryan & Kelsey. •
Brig Hyperion, Williams, Matanzas, in ballast—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.c
Sch Ralph Sinnett, Pinkham, Norfolk, Va—H R

FROM

A Remarkable Cure of, a' Horse.
In the fall of 1883 I had’a valuable horse [taken
with the pinkeye, resulting in blood poison.
After
nine months of doctoring with all the remedies to be
found in horse books, I despaired of a cure.
His
right hind leg was as large as a man's body, and had
on it over forty running sores.
He was a most pitiable looking object. At last I thought of Swift’s
Specific, and commenced to use it. I used fifteen
bottles. In August last, all symptoms of the disease
disappeared. There have been no signs of a return,

Alii EDUCED

TICKETS SOLD

■Arrangement
and after

Ajri>

PHILADELPHIA

described.

: NLA 0 «it A LAIANAC.
MAY 11.
I
8 20 AM
Sun zisea......4.18 1 UIft>1
wator
m«h
Sun Bets.6.66
\ 8.32 PM
Length of days.. .14.38 H1S™t tWe» I
;8ft 8 in
Moon rises. 2.42
9ft 3in

TICKET OFFICES

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

74

Boston

5?OA

Abyssinia...New York.. Liver pool... May
Amerique.New York..Havre
May
.New York..Liverpool.. ..May
City of Chicago

treal.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Ma>
chias Steamboat Company.

Freight

sale.

ror Cushing’s and rears island.

STREET,

ARRIVALS!

From I.ewi.too and Auburn, 8,36 a. m.,
8.15 and 6.60 p. m.
From tiorhnui, 0.45 a.m. and8.30p.m.mixed.
From Chicago, Montreal and QaebM,
12.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Car* on night train an*
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Mon-

CHANGE OF DAYsTThANGE OFHOUR.

for

COYLE, Jr„
Manager.

INTERNATIONAL S, S. GO.

18 BEATER

DEPARTURES!
For Auburn and l.rwi.tan, 7.16 a. m., 1. a
and 5.20 p. m.
For (lorham, 7.35 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For Uorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

sep8dtf

I

1684,

Monday morning.
(The 11.16 p.m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Snadays included but not through to Skowhegan en
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter er
beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.
Trains are dne in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Angusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor, aad
all intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. m.: the afternoon trains frost
Wateryille, Angusta, Bath, Rockland and LowW
ton at 6.40 p. m.; the night Pal .man Kxprew
train at 1.60 a. at.

various Kail and Sound Lines
taken as nsnal.
J. B.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other eanses,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other preparation for these purposes A
public t rial «f over SO vears duration in
everv section of osr country of Udolpho
Wolfed Schnapps, its nnsolicited endorsement by the medieal faculty and a
sale uneqnaled by any other distillation
have insured for it the reputation of salubrity claimed for it. e'er sale by all
Druggists and Grocers.

On and after MONDAY, Sept. Mb,
Train, will run an follow,

ana

Spain Apl 25, barque Kioto, Clapp, from
Barbadoes, ar 22d, for Delaware Breakwater; brig

Philadelphia.
At Sagua 1st inBt, barque Alice, Dyer, for North
of Hatteras, Idg; brig Sullivan, Guptlll, do; schs
Ariadne, Colby, do; Orrie V Drisko, Drisko, for
Philadelphia.
Ar at Joggins. NS, 30th, brig Ellen M Mitchell,
Paterson, Machias, to load for Great Britain.

ons.

m. from Hurlington and Swanlon, and
ali stations on through line.
OHAS. H. F07B, A O. T.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Oct. 11,1884.ooiatf

5.60 p.

*__

At Port

MEMORANDA'

Canada pulled.20 @30
Do Combing..
@
Smyrna washed.18 @ 20
Cun washed.10 @15
Buenos Ayres..26
@ 28
26
Montevideo.
@ 30
Cape Good Hope...-.26 @29
Australian.32 @40
20 @ 23
Donskoi...
Wool has been fairly active. There is no change
in prices and we see no prospect .of any change. Ir
the interior very high prices are asked, higher that
have been current on the soaboard for sone time
past, and wo do not see how these prices can bo paic
unless Wool takes an upward turn here, which al
present does not look possible.

pails;

apply
Building,

Rooms

Company’s Office,

49.000 boxes, 511,000 bags and 32,000 hhds; receipts during week 4,800 boxes, 58,000 bags and
3.000 hhds; exports during the week 1000 boxes,
22.500 bags and 8000 hhds, of which 6000 hhds,

1%

ffh© Wool market.
Boston, May 9 —[Reported for the Press]—Tho
list
of price* quoted this afternoon:
is
a
following
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX..34 @ 36
Choice XX.32 @33
FineX..30 @31
Medium.30 @32
Coarse.26 @27
MichiganExtra and XX......
@29
Fine.28 @29
Medium.30 @ 31
Common.26 @ 26
Other Western
Fine and X.
Medium...
Common...

tO

..

Adame Ex. Co.
136]
95
American Ex. Co.•.
Alton & Terre Haute.
16%
do preferred.
Boston Air Lino.
89%
Bur.& Cedar Rapids..... 63
Canada Southern. 27%
30
Central Pacific..
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.
80%
&
Del.
Lackawanna.104%
Deere* a li. G...
5%
E. Tenn., Vir. & Ga..
3%
E. Tenn.. Va.f & Ga. prof.
5%
18 %
Kansas & Texas...
36
Houston Sc Texas.
38
Hannibal Sc St. J>.
88
ao preferred.
Hartford & Erie 7s
11%
cake Erie & West.
5%
30%
uoms sc Nash.,.,
95%
Missouri Pacific....
Morris & Essex
122%
Mobile & Ohio.
7

..

nhMkfid

RflcrffAPA

BSP~Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickete.

.;t......»

..

LEAVE

WILL

RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State Street, every Monday and Thurs6
at
for
East
port and St. John, with
day
p. m..
connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews,
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Wind*
sor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle, Amherst, Pictou,
Shediao. Bathurst. Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort
Fairfield, Grand Falls and other stations on the
New Brunswick and Canada. Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
destination.

Thomas

F 1 Merriman, Dunn, from New York, ar 18th; schs
J C Gregory, Gregory, from New York, ar 11th;
Ella M Watts, Stevens, from Demarara.ar 20th, for
Sandy Hook.
At at Barbadoes Apl 15, barque C M DaviSj Trefry, Montevideo, (and sld 21st for Mobile); 4Jhestina
Redman, Dixon, Rosario, (and sailed 21st for Pensacola.
At Barbadoes Apl 29. barque Shawmut, Small,
for Antigua next day.
At Demarara Apl 25, barque Helen Sands, Norton, for United States; brig Mary E Pennell, Mitchell, from Boston, ar 22d; sch Jos Souther, Watts,
from New York, ar 20tb.
At St Kitts Apl 21, barque Lapland, Davis, for
New York 2 days.
At St Lucia Apl 24, sch Carrie E Woodbury, Bryant. for Dnlawarn Rrnn.kwflt.nr.
At Kingston, Ja, Apl 23, ecb Addie G Bryant,
Stubbs, for Mobile.
At St Jago Apl 28, sen Mary B Judge, Norwood,
for New York, Idg.
Sid fm Caibarien Apl 23, barque Formosa, Small,
New York.
At Sagua Apl 30, sch Orrie V Drisko, Drisko, for

a. m., for all lUtlomoa
through line as far as BurliugtOB and Sw»w»n,
connecting at Wing ltoad for Littleton,W*U*Rre.
Johns bury
er, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St.
for all points on Paasumpsic K. R.
station* M
all
for
Leaves Portland 3.0(1 p. m.,
far as Bartlett.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
10.50 a. m. from Harllett and intermediate Me

Leave* Portland S.35

CH-AJNfCrK Ol’ TIME.

WEEK.

PER

TRIPS

ThrnmrVi Tlnlrwta ieemul and

Cole, Apple River,NS,

for

3

•

_____

Commenting Monday, Oct. IS, 1884.

tJrarsd Trank Railway of Canada.

Commencing, Nor. 3,1884.

EDGARTOWN—Ar 6th, brig Minnie Abbie,PlumPorto Rico for Portland; schs Helen A Chase,
Amboy for Boston; Ellen Perkins, New York for
do; Lamartine, Weehawkeu for Newburyport; JenPliiladplnhia

and 2 and

a. m.

WILLARD, Manager.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

BALL AND

mer,

Moulton,

and 10.30

B. J.

Enstport. Me. Calais. Me.. St. John. N.
B., Halifax, N. S. &e.

PAWTUCKET—Ar 8th, schs Orozimbo, Guptill,
and E C Gates. Freeman, Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 8th, sch E G WiHard, Foster,
Rockland for Norwich, (and sailed.)
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 7th, schs Alabama, Warr, Pawtucket for Calais ; Carrie Belle,
Seavey, Kennebec for Wilmington. NC; Grecian
Bend, Leighten, Darien for Hantsport, NS.
Ar 8th, schs Addie M Bird, Cushman, 26 days
from Matanzas for Boston; J M Morales, Jordan,
Gardiner for New York.
VINEVARD-HAVEN- Ar 7th, schs Standard,
Bennett, Philadelphia for Boston; Nellie V Rokes,
Thompson, Bucksvllle for Winterport.
Ar 8th, sch Maggie J Chadwick, Orr, Portland
for Philadelphia; city of Ellsworth, Bonsey, from

nift TVT (Iftrt.AP

WINTER ABKANCEWIENT.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Philadelphia.

Matthews, St

9

at

ap21dtf

Portlaud & Ogdenslmrg O.

$100;

to $60; intermediate $36 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $15, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $26. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.
JelSdtf

Ruth Darling, Chip-

BUCKSVILLE, SO—Sid 6th inn, sch Mattie McG
Buck. Putnam, Areclbo.
WILMINGTON, NO-Cld 8tb, sch Harry White,
Hopkins, Port au Prince.
RICHMOND-Ar 8th, sch Billow, Wood, Rockland.
NORFOLK—Ar 8tb, barque Moonbeam, Dunbar,

Ellsworth for orders.
Ar 8th, schs Mary Sprague,
for Boston.
Passed by, sch Alta V Cole,
for New York,

and

fastest and best

passenger
steamers between America and Europe.
BY mail largest,
second cabin $40
to
Rates: First cabin

Robinson, Otis,

...c.

Wit and Wisdom.

firing

63@65c._

Chicago lAveKaocfc
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, May 9.—Cattle—Receipts 24,00 heal;
shipments 1800 head; stronger; steers 4 90@6 90;
butchers’ 2 76@4 76; Stockers’ and feeders’ 3 90@
5 00; 302 head of through Texas cattle, 835 lbs, at

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. May 10.—The sugar market was
the
transactions
were limited owing to
quiet during
the reluctance
of
plannters to offer their
The
market closed quiet but firm.
produce.
Molasses Sugar, regular to good polarization,
33A@4% reals gold per arrobe; Muscovado Sugar,
common to fair, 3%@4 reals gold per arrobe; Cen92 to 96 deg. polarization 4% @5% reals.
I trifugal
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas

..

..

the

$> hush at the roads;

_

Mat a mas.

more, Boothbay:
New Fork.

ley,

RAILROADS.

STEAMEBM.

W.atcis A. E. AN K0U*

PENSACOLA—Cld 7th, sch Maggie G Han, Nick-

erson.

122%
’-IVs
HL600 bags and 24 boxes were to United States.
.....24
Eriepref
..125
Illinois Central
Freights—Vessels are in demand with upward
Labe Shore.....
63% I tendency per hhd sugar loading at Havana for tho
48% I 1 United States at 2.75^3.00 currency; per hhd
Michigan Central.................
36
..
Sew Jersey ,Central—
sugar from ports on the north coast (outside {pool)
jjoBtiirTi
OR
for United States at 3.12% currency.
Northwestern prof...
..128%
Spanish gold 237.
New York Central.
87%
Exchange quiet; on the United States 60 days
113
Island...
Hock
gold at 8%@9% prom; do short sight 9%@10%
St. Paul...
69%
prem.
104
■it. Paul pref.
Jnton Pacific Stock.«..
50%
*4*W‘4’4£AflflD*ila ci»h
TeJ.
Union
*V*teru
£8%
Sri.

Mexican.
Utah....

The carss of cane—carrying it uader
erai at right angles with the body.

Proliflcs

Eastern do

62@tt5c;

iiavaua Market*

prof...160

..

£

I felt little doubt now as to what had become of the jewel box.
My wife, nervous at
room on the night when she had
been trying on the jewels, had allowed a morbid fear
of roljbery to invest her so complete y that
she in her sleep had undertaken to conceal
the jewels, as she thought, in some more secure spot than beneath my pillow, from
which she had probably seen the corner of
the case protruding. The defective fastening on that particular window in the conservatory must in some inexplicable way
have suggested to her an exit there; for the
rest, indeed for the whole matter, the read-

Potatoes—Northern Rose at
63@65c; Houlton at —@70c

bales; speculation and export 600 bales.’,
Liverpool, May 9—Winter wheat at 7s 9d@8<;
spring*wheat at 7s 3d@7s 6d; California average at
7s@7s 2d; club at 7s 3d@7s 6d; Com at 6a; Provisions, etc.,—Pork 62s; bacon 32s 3d for short clear
and 31s 6d f*vr long clear; lard, prime western 35s
3d.
6d; cheese 68 tsV**"

(By Telegraph.)
New YoRK.May 9.—Money on call continues easy
at 1@1% pei cont, closing at 1: prime mercantile
«»
\ and
paper at 436. Foreign Exchange at

4 88%. Governments are quiet and sti eng State
bonds active and strong. Railroad bouda active and
generally strong. Stock market strong.
of
The Hollowing are to-day's closing quota* :

13yflc.

European Markets,
(By Telegraph.)
London, May 9 —Consols 98%.
Liverpool, May 9—12.30 P M.—Cotton market
is dull; uplands at b 16-16d; Orleans 6d; sales 6,000

...

the person undisturbed, merely watching them to see that
they run into no danger, and leaving it to
natare to restore them to their normal state;
so quietly and
hastily slipping on some
slight clothing and seizing a cloak with
which to envelop her in case of her awakening, I cautiously followed, the brilliant moon
making the house sufficiently light for me
to distinguish her.
Descending the stairs she advanced straight
across the hall and through the library to
the conservatory window, opened it, cros’sed
the piazza, stepped into the garden;and just
as 1 was anxiously considering whether the
risk of sudden awakening would be so great
as that of exposure to the cold night air,
hurriedly crossed a small plot of ground,
and lifting the cover of a disused pump box
—it had been bnilt around one of those garden pumps—peered into it, softly closed it,
and started to retrace her steps to the vecases

at 10@16c.
zjeans—choice large hand picked pea at 1 60®
1 65 & bush; choice New York small hand-picked
do atl 60@1 66; fancy 1 70; small hand-picked pea.
Vermont, it 1 70@1 76; common to good at 1 40
@1 46; *hoico screened do 1 40; hand-picked mediuml 60@ S)1 65,and choice screened dol 80@1 40;
common ao 110@1 20 ;choicei improved yollow-eyes
at 2 00@@2 06; old-fashioned yellow-eyes at 1 90@
1 96; red
1 95@2 00.
Apples—We quote Baldwins at 2 60@3 00; Bussets 2 25@2 60. Evaporated Applos at 6@7Vfco
Hay—Choice prime hay quoted $18@19 00^ ton:
fair to good $
@$18 00; choice Eastern tine 16 00
@$18 00; poor do at $13@$14; Eastern swale 10@
$11. Rye straw, choice, $22 00@$23 00; oat straw
$10@$11^ ton.
uutter—Choice Northern creamery, new
New York and Vermont new dairy at T6@17o;
fancy higher; extra Western fresh-made creamery
at 21@23c; fancy 24@25c; common at
Western dairy, fresh made,at 13@16c; ladle packed
at 10@12c;do fair to good 9@llo: imitation creamery, choice, at 12@l 4c. Afl old butter at 10@12c.
Jobbing prices range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern 10@10Vfec; new 8@10c;
lower grades according to quality: West 9c.
Eggs—Eastern at 14@14ygc; New York and Vermont 14@16%c;Western 13V2@14: South at 13@

Sidneys

on

—

The Diamord Necklace.

A. a

a measure

It was still early, aud I at once repaired to
the servants’ rooms. They were all apparently sleeping, including the man who had
entered the dining room on the previous
some

11M>@12o; eood'do'at ll@HV4e; light lOMifflllc:
good haary fores at 6@6%c;ieoond’quality at oWS
6c; rattles at, 6@6%o; ribs 7@7%c; rumps at 13
@14c;rounds 8Vk@9%c; rump loins at 11@16 K)ina

manent good. I am not a seeker after notority
but I want to tell you that I have been wonderfully benefitted by your medicine. I am now

I suc; ceeded in doing, and having made a hasty
toilet, aud secured the luckless jewels about
my person, descended to ascertain how the
MONDAY MORNING, «AY 11.
burglar had enteri d or c scaped. I found
everything as I had left it till I came to the
THE PRESS,
window of which I have previously spoken
me Periodvjal Depot# of N. G.
at
be
obtained
May
as having a broken fastening.
Fe«#enileii, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodsoon, Robert
That window was open!
Costello. .Gllpatrick, Jewett, McFarland, Starks,
which in

eodly

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 2.00 A. M.i Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Killery, Portamonth,
Nevrburyport, Mnlem, I.yaa and Booton, arriving at 6,30 a. m.
AT S.43 A. in.: For Tape Elizabeth, Men**
boro.

Maco,

Biddeford,

Kennebnnk,

Wells, North und Month Berwick, ConJunction, (connecting for all stationa
on Conway Division), Killery, Portsmouth,
Newbury part, Mnlem, Glonce.ter, RockLvnn, t hel.cn trad Boolon, arrlvg at 1.15 p. m.
P. n.t For Maco, Biddeford. Ken*
1.00
AT
nebunk, Tonway Junction, Killery,
Port.mouth,
Newbnryport,
Mnlem.
Lyuu and Boston, arriving at 5.00 p. ic.
AT 0.00 P. Jl.t (Express) for
Boston and
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at
way

E»rt,

grlncipal

MUNDAITm'aT 2.00 P. Itl.t
and principal Way
Boston at 6.30 p, m.

ton

Express for ooStations, arriving in

LEAVE RONTON FOR PORT.
(LAND
7.30,9.00 n. ut., 13.30 and 7.00 p. ns.,
week dayq, und 7.00
p. m. Sunday..
PARLOR AND PCI.I.itlAN SLEEPING
CAB SERVICE
WESTERN DIV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p, m,
train Portland to Boston; 0.00 a. hi., Boston to
Portland.
EASTERN DIV.; Portland to Boston, Pnllmaa
Bleeping car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
m. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00. 6.00 p.
m.: Boston to
Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week days, 7.00 p. ra. dally.
Pullman slcoping car 7.00 p. in. dally.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Portland depot ticket offices, and at T n ion. Ticket OOlce, 40 Exchange Mi., Portland.
|JAS. T. FlIBBEB, Gen’l Manager.
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MORNING,

GOSPEL

THE

MINISTER THOMAS.

MISSION.

Anniversary Fittingly

It* Seventh

Cele-

CITY AND ViCiWiTY.
SBW ADVERTISEMENTS TODA1.
ENTERTA INMENTS.
League Game—Base Bui I Grounds.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Cream Dress Goods—Millett & Little.
Parasols-Owen, Moore A Co.
Averitl Paints—H. H. Hay A Son.
Look at This—G. D. Weeks.
Bliss, Fabyan & Co.—Domestio Goods.
Samuel G. Curry, Boston—4;
For Sale—House at Woodfords.
Report-Portland Trust Co.
For Sale-Phaeton.

observed as the seventh anniYesterday
versary of this useful institution, which was
founded in this city on the 9th of May, 1878.
About that time Mr. T. H. McKenney the

AUCTION SALES.
Furniture and Carpets.
Mother".

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should albe used when children are cutting teeth.
It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the
ohild from pain, and the little cherub awakes
It is very pleasant to
as “bright as a button.”
taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums,
allays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrb»a, whether arising from teething or other
ways

DeclO

cents

a

bottle.

_WS&M&wlyr

The EFFECTS AFTER TAKING ADAMSON’S
Botanic Balsam are a soothing and controlling
influence over any congh or cold, promoting
rest, allaying the tickling sensation in the
throat, and causing a healthy expectoration.
MW&S&w
May 11
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been reoeived by N. 6. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

Municipal

Court.

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday—Thomas J. O’Neil.

$10

and oosts.

Frank Drake.
and oost.

Appealed.

Assault;

lined

Search and seizure; fined $100

Brief

it has assumed

its

present proportions. Its present quarters are
altogether too small, as every Sunday many
are nuable to get inBide its doors. A year ago
some of oar monied men
bolieving that Mr.
Pearson was doing a good work here and supplying the place of a city missionary, which

Sale—Open Buggy.
Report—Merchants National Bank.
For Sale-Carryall.

Twenty-five

Mr. Pearson as a reformed man and earnest worker with the Portland
Y. M. C. A., and Beform ClubB, found he was
leaving the city to labor at St. John, N. B.,
and persuaded him to remain and establish a
mission in Portland. The mission v,as accordingly started in a few day s in the Mechanics’

work has increased nntil

For

oaases.

Evangelist knowing

and from that day to the present
meetings have been held every evening, for
seven years without a single exception, and the

National Bank.

to

Jolting*.

Fine da; yesterday, The mercury indicated
57* at noon; wind south-west.
The Montgomery Guard’s ball and drill will
oorae off at City Hall May 25th.
Tha workmen are tearing down the old F.
O. J. Smith mansion in Deering.
The value of foreign oxports last week was

99,915.59, including 61,936 feet of lumber.
The Longfellow Circle will met at tho vestry
of Chestnut street church this evening.
Next Sunday the Jesuit fathers cf Boston
will open a mission at the Catholic Cathedral.
The Willis Chautauqua Circle will meet tonight with Miss Mary Mitchell, 20 Bramhall
street.

The conductors and drivers of the horse cars
appeared in their new and neat uniforms yes-

terday.
The Slate street church pew holders are talking of putting a new front on the church at an
expense of 925,000.
We have received the Musical Herald for

Portland did not possess, resolved to come to
his aid fiusncially, and appointed a committee
of which Sylvester Marr, Esq., has been treasand by this means about 5810 have been
contributed to support the good work.
Yesterday at six o’clock a well attended
praise service was held in the Mission, followurer,

ed at 8 o’clock by the sacrament of baptism to
a number of converts by Kev. S. F. Pearson at
the beach foot of Franklin street, where a very

large nnmber of people had assembled

to witthe ceremony. At 10.30 o’clook the Lora's
Sapper was observed in the Mission agd at
half past two the children had their Sabbath

ness

school anniversary. An excellent programme
was presented by the children and Mr. T. J.

Bussell, superintendent, presented the following report: Number of scholars 158, teachers
12; 210.garments have been supplied to bring
children into the school, and four suits of
clothes provided. The financial report showed the school to be in a good condition.
At seven o’clock the anniversary exeroiaes of
the Mission took place in the City Hall.
The
meeting

was

opened bv

singing,

after

which

Rev. Mr. Pearson read from 2nd Corinthians,
fourth chapter. Prayer was offered by Mr.
Pearson who then submitted his report lor the
past year. Daring the year $1685 have been
“xpenried for the maintenance of the Mission.
There have been 627 meetings; 402 persons
have como forward for prayers; 1217 have takThere have been 735 visits
en the pledge.
made by the paBtor, 17 funerals
and
46
baptisms.
After prayer Mr. Pearson introduced several
of the workers of the Mission.
Sylvester
Marr, Esq., treasurer of the citizeDS’ soliciting
was
then
introduced
and
said that
committee,
in soliciting funds for its support he found that
with very few exceptions the business men
were willing to support the work, and further
Btated as a business man and a tax payer that
he considered it a very excellent investment*
for, said he, when we can see humanity elevated and the condition of society bettered as
we have heard these people testify tonight, the
organization that can bring about this good result is worth; the support of all good citizens.
After the remarks Mr. Pearson thanked the
audience for their kind attendance and for the
support of the year and made an earnest appeal for the citizens to rally round the work
and secure more appropriate quarters while an
Instrumental music
opportunity Is at hand.
was rendered by Sturtevant’s
full orchestra
a
and chorus choir of Sabbath school children
of fifty voices.
Second Parish Sunday School.
The sixty-eighth auuiversary of the Second
Parish Sunday school was observed yesterday

afternoon in the auditorium of the church
by the rendition of the following pleasing pro-

May, from the publishers, full of Interesting

gramme:

and valuable matters.
There were 35 arrests last week of which 13
were for drunkenness. Seventy-two names are
on file for appointments to the police force.
The Portland Light Infantry will celebrate
their aaniversary with a banquet at the Preble
House, and a trip to Old Orchard or the
Islands.
The Cadets will be accompanied on their trip

Anthem.Choir
Psalm 100.School
Singing—"Our Jubilee".Schoel

to Concord and Manchester by their veteran
corps. They will give their drill at Manchester.

The marshal has ordered the policemen to
■ote all filth in yards and about houses on
their beats, and order the owners to remove
it.
Charles Goodhue of Saccarappa stole a 925
watch from his brother-in-law Friday and sold
it to a pawnbroker. He was arreBted but ar-

ranged the matter with his brother-in-law.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Fob Sale, To Let,
Boabd and Booms, and Lost and Found, not
exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Pbess one week for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of the Pbess makes it the
best

medium for these advertisements.

>
Personal.
Bev. Father Doherty has gone south for his
health.

Dr. William Wood and family have returned home after their winter’s visit to Washington.

Mr. Isaac Emery and Miss Emery have returned home from their trip to Cnba and Florida.
Memorial Day in Waterviile, will be celebrated this year with the usual ceremonies.
Gen. Hall, of Damariscotta, will deliver the
addrese.
I. B. Hosford, J. H. Conant, H. M. Knowles
of Boston; G. F. Moore, New Haven; C. T.
Spear, Rockland; F, W. Joy, New York; J.
D. Loomis, Springfield, Mass.;
E. Wood,

Brooklyn; F. E. Bramhall, Lowell, Mass.;
were at the Falmouth last night.
The many friends of Mr. Augustus Batchelder will hear with regret of his decsase at
his home on Hampshire street, from consumption. Mr. Batchelder was bookkeeper for his

brother, Mr. Charles H. Batchelder, the well
known dealer in paper hangings under the
Union Mutual offices.
The deceased had officiated as umpire for the Portland base ball
club for several seasons, filling the delicate position with much tact and judgment, and

earning hosts of friendB.

He was twenty-two

years of age.
It is thought that President Cleveland will
accept the invitation to be present at the National Encampment of the Grand Army, to be
held at Portland in June, and sb ho wonld
pass through Boston the hospitalities of the
city are to be extended to him through a joint
committee of the city council, of which the
mayor is to be chairman.—Boston Journal.
Seamen’s libraries.

Rev. F. South worth, the pastor of the Bethel
church, makes the following report of the
libraties placed on shipboard the past month:
861, aboard schooner Melissa L. Robbins, Captain Bibber; 370, schooner Christiana Ellsworth, Captain Ellsworth; 371, schooner Arilona, Captain Rnpert Winters; 372, schooner
Frances M. Loring,
Captain Brown; 374,
schooner Allen LewiB, Captain Fernald; 376,
schooner Idelia Small, Captain Gnstavus Robbins; 377, schooner Georgie Willard, Captain
Maxwell: 378. schooner TTattlo Mand. Gantain

'Mills.
Mr. Soathwcrtli says of this branch of h>s
work: “A baker’s dozen of new libraries have
just been put up; the last numbering 382. We
look back oyer 16 years since entering upon
this work, and calculate an aggregate cost of
some S3,000 for these 9,000 volumes in the
hands of the sailors. They have been generally well placed and seem to be more and more

appreciated.
The Hew Congress Street Stores.
The plate glaBS front of the Sores at 530

Congress street is to be arranged on a plan entirely novel in this city and will afford very
attractive show windows. The stores are to
be covered with a fire proof brick and iron
roofing, entirely separating them from the

houses above. The.front of the wooden building
is to be taken out and a new and handsome
one substituted and the whole building Is to be
heated by steam. The specifications call for a
first-class job in every particular. The building is to be raised by Washington Libby; the
mason work is to be done by Knight & RedIon and the carpentry by John W. Burrows.

They Lost Their Places.
Friday noon fifteen Irishmen employed on
the gravel train on the Portland & Ogdensburg refused to commence work after their
The train was then at work
dinner hour.

shops of the road in this city, and the
men were promptly discharged.
Their places
were filled without delay by French Canadians
The men were receiving
from Saccarappa.
near

the

81,28 per day.
A Reminder of the Past.

In excavating for the cellar of the new Mussey block on Commercial street the workmen
are unearthing the piling of an old wharf. The
wood seems to be in good condition. This is
one of the wharves at which vessels used to
unload
when Fore street was the water
front of the city^nd the place now occupied

by Commercial street

was

Removal

covered with water

Organ Voluntary.

Prayer.
Response—Lord’s Prayer.Ohoir
Psalm

103.School

Singing—"Gloria Patri”.Choir
Recitation,.Mamie Curran

Chorns.By the Children
Reading.Florence Tamer
Singing—"Sweet bye and bye”.Chinese Class
Duet.,,

.Misses Kicker and Dresser

Superintendent’s Report.
Singing—“Onward Christian Soldier’’.Choir
Address

by the Pastor.
Solo.Miss FeUie M. 'Webster
Anniversary Collection.
Singing—“Lift the Royal Standard High”_School
Beuedi tlon.
Mr. R. W. Turner, the superintendent, iu
his report referred to the increase in the mem-

bership of

the school, it being larger now than
ever before. Seventeen scholars had been converted, eleven of whom had united with the
church. There had been four deaths.
The report of the secretary, A. i. Laughlin,
ohniso^
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officers and 56 teachers, a net gain of 50 for
the year. The largest attendance was 427, on

January 11; and the smallest 133, on July 13,
1884, the average being 312. There are 41
classes, not including the primary department,
which numbers 120 children, and the Chinese

department,

in

which

there is
number.

a

teacher for
There were

every scholar, 17 in
formed five new classes, four of which were
made up from the primary department. Five
concerts were held.
The treasurer, W. W. Mitchell, reported the
cash receipts for the year to be 8331.lt, and
the disbursements the same. Besides this, the
Chinese clasB collections were 837.08, of which
832 were forwarded to the American Board.
John D. Latham, the librarian, stated that
there were 530 volumes in the library.
Bev. Mr. Daniels spoke of the importance of

loving God, His Word, house and day, as inculcated in four texts which he quoted.
The decorations of flowers and ferns were
profuse and beautiful. The music was very
fine, especially the solo by Miss Nellie Webster, and the duet by Mieses Dresser and
Bicker, two of the Second Parish’s prominent
vocalists, which received very favorable comment.
Snnveur Simmer

School

of

Languages.

Among the institutions that have grown np
to meet a modern want is Professor Sauveur’s
school of

languages, whose sessions are held ar
a season of the year
which enables teachers
and others to utilize their vacations for the
study of foreign languages under native teachFrom small beginnings the school has
ers.
college

with

corps of twenty-seven instructors, most of them teachers of large
experience and established reputations.
The school is now permanently located
aj
grown to

a

a

of the most charmBurlington, Vermont,
ing regions in New England for a uummer sojourn, where the library and buildings of the
University are placed at its disposal. The
tenth annnal session of the school will commence July 7th, aud end August 14tb.
Iu the
French and German departments there are
soveral parallel courses with fourteen experienced teachers aud sixteen honr3 instruction
daily. Spanish, Italian and modern Greek are
taught by native teachers in graded Iclasses.
one

Anglo Saxon, Comparative Grammar

and the
formation of modern English constitute a new
department in charge of an eminent specialist.
Sanscrit and Hebrew have been added to the
course. As in former years Latin and Ancient
Greek are a part of the curriculum and are
taught by modern methods. The school offers
special facilities for the successful study of
languages, and its reputation is so well established that it draws its patronage from nearly
every State in the Union. We believe there are
many teachers in Maine who will be glad to
avail
themselves of its privileges.
ProfFaulhaber of Phillips Academy, who is well
known in this city, is one of the instructors in
German.

(From

Accidents.
Jeremiah Donohuo nearly severed his fore
finger Friday, at Lang's fish market on Congress street, while cleaning fish for a customer.
Mr. Edward S. Bell’s three years old son was
playing on Oxford street Saturday, and started
to cross over the street just as a carriage was
He was hit by the breast of the
passing.
horse, who caiefully avoided stepping upon
him, and the wheels ran over one of the boy's

legs, just above tho ankle, inflicting

Bevere

bruises.
(Sliding Sente and i’liteut Rowlocks.
It is cla.med that Walter Brown, the oarsman, was the inventor of tbo sliding seats, and
that he patented the invention. The oarsman
was about to collect bis royaltiee when he died.
His son, who resides in this city now proposes
to sue all infringements of the patent.
Davis, the inventor of the patent rowlock, is
going to make it hot for infringers on his pa-

tent.
Lacrosse.

Several geutlemen who have played lacrosse
iu Canada, and who are now residents of Portland, have s.aited a club in this city, and the
following eleven men have been chosen; Fred
McKiel, Frank H. Allen, Kobert Headley,
James A. Wilkinson, W. G. Parker, O. F.
Bacon, E L. Palmer, F. Martin, C. B. Alex-

ander, Lester Knowles and Charles Wilkinson.
Building Notes.
Messrs. Teague and Tibbetts are driving
piles for ihe foundations fer Conant’s new
Union street.
They are also figuring
upon the wharf for John B. Curtis to be used
as a ferry landing at Cape Elizabeth, near the
on

marine railway.

Regarded

Aftonbladet of Stockholm.)
ago the telegraph brought us the
news that the United StateB Minister at Stockholm, Mr. W. W. Thomas, Jr., had been recalled, and Mr. Rufus Magee appointed as his
successor.
As during the campaign the new
President firmly declared that he intended to
put a stop to the system of dealing out offices
as the spoil of viotory, and furthermore that
worthy officers should be retained in their
places during his administration, without regard to their political opinions, Mr. Thomas’s
many friends in Sweden had good reason to
hope that he would not be deprived of his post.
Mr Cleveland had here a favorable opportunity for showing that he was in earnest in
his declarations,—an opportunity, alas, that be
has not availed himself of. Mr. Thomas was
a Republican,
consequently he must go, although it can be said that he was cut out for
the position he filled with so much honor.
Trained for the duties of minister by years
of service as consul at Gothenburg, Mr.
Thomas has succeeded in gaining a familiarity
with our affairs in a manner that might serve
as a model
for other diplomats. Fully conversant with our language and our literature,
and by his open hearted and unassuming manners welcome in all circles, he has aoquirad a
knowledge of our land and people that rendered him in the highest degree fitted for his
mission.
It was stated by a contemporary within a
lew days that Mr. Thomas would be missed
by all, from the King to the peasant. There
is no exaggeration in ttese words. If the
American minister, with his quick witted
repartees, was a gladly seen guest at court and
ia the salons of our higher society, equally
welcome was the hunter, with his bright
humor and good heart in the peasants’ cottages
in the forests of Smoland and Halland. Mr.
Thomas did not confine his intercourse to the
so ealled world where one amuses himself—or
is bored. Everywhere was he known, among
members of the Diet and officials, artists and
men of letters, merchants and artisans, and
everywhere was be esteemed and beloved in
both official and private life.
He has in truth represented his land in a
manner that has done honor to America, as
well as himself, and with the regrets whioh
are felt
by his hosts of friends in Sweden at
his recall are mingled the most cordial good
wishes for a successful career in his native
A tew

the

days

Cream Dress Goods!
MILLETT & LITTLE
5
5

at 50
at 58

Instruction in
ical

cents.

pieces Cream Momie Veiling 58 cents.
5 pieces Cream Armure Veiling, 42 inches wide,
62 1-2 cents; worth $1.00.
5 pieces Cream 6-4 Camel Hair Flannel, at $1.00;
regular price $1.25.
We call special attention of our patrons to secure
these goods, as the great demand has made a scarcity in the market of this color.
We have a full line of Cream Jersey Waists to match
these Goods.

myll

Oxford Bear Reanioa.
are extracts from the circular to
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Bear Association:
Tbs fourth annual re-anion and dinner of
"the society of the Sons and Daughters of Oxford County,” will take place at Gilbert’s
Hall, in this city, Wednesday evening, May
27th, at C o’clock.
The officers of the association are perfecting
arrangements to make this re-union one of the
very best ever enjoyed by the society.
The social element will be made prominent,
and a committee present to welcome the members and give them a cordial reception. There
will be singing by a quartette club, short
speeches, and brief addresses by Ex-Gov. Long
of Massachusetts, and other distinguished natives of Old Oxford from abroad, and other
exercises appropriate to the occasion.
Dinner
will be served promptly at 7.30 o’clock.
No tickets can be obtained after May 26th.
Tickets may be had at the Argus office and of
William C. Allen, at the store of Allen & Co.,
470 Congress street.
Foul Oden.
To the Editor of the Preis:
Allow me a brief space to say that if a pablic
meeting—such as was held last year shall be
called,I think that I could,in conjunctionwith

others, bring forward a mass of evidence to
show that while the much maligned Back
Bay is guilty of many disagreeable odors, it is
not the only or greatest evilwe have to contend
with in the summer months. Our Board of
Health—if we have one—has only to traverse
the oross streets from High to Washington,
leading out of Congress street, to encounter a
fearful stench from the great number of privy
vaults. Their effect on the atmosphere hot
Watchman.
nights, can be imagined.
PULPIT AND PLATFORM.
NOTES.

Bishop Neely,

assisted by members of St.
Luke’s choir, conducted services at the Maine
General Hospital yesterday afternoon.
Between fifty and sixty spoke at the Young
People’s meeting at the Chestnut street vestry
laBt night. The meeting w8s crowded to ov-

erflowing.

an24_dtf_
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PROF. HENRI DUCOM,
Having

returned to Portland, after six year, abbe found, by hi. former pupil., hi.
friend., and tboae wishing to study French, at his
old quarters,No. 2.'l Free .tree.! over Dr. Bacon’s
office.
The Professor beg. to inform the American teachars of French in Maine and New Hampshire that he
Intends to teach daring the summer vacations.

DEATHS.
In this

city, Maa 9, John Reardon, aged 44 years.
Funeral this morning at 8.30 o’clock from his late
residence, No. 85 Adams street.
f
In this eity, May 19, Augustus, youngest son o
um uuu

jvuuisHa

r.

jjaicueiaer, aged

zz

years

and 11 months.
Funeral service Tuesday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at 62 Hampshire street. Burial at convenience of
At Fine
15 years.

Spring Medicine

Everybody needs a spring medicine. The blood
must be purified, the system strengthened, and the
digestive organs toned and regulated. If you have
never tried Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, do so this season.
It lias just those purifying, regulating, and
strengthening influences which you so greatly need. Take
Hood's Sarsaparilla now and we are sure you will
be glad that you resorted to this reliable
spring
medicine. Do not delay.
Purify the Blood.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood pnritter ha* no
equal. It tones the system, strengthens and invigorates, giving new life. I have taken it for kidney
complaint with the best resnlts; have used several
bottles in my family and am satisfied that its reputation is merited.” D. R. Sauudebs, 81 Pearl
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Strengthen the System.
“For years I have made it a rule to use a medicine every spring to cleanse my system.
Last
spring I used three bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and derived more benefit from it than from any
other medicine I have ever used.” Charles P.
Smith, Youngstown, Ohio.
“We all like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it is so strength
eniDg.” Lizzie Balfour, Auburn, P. Q.

Quick Effect.
“1 took Hood’s Sarsaparilla in the spring, when
I was so weak I could not do my work, i had not a
particle of faith in it, but it has made a new person
of me, and all 1 a*k is for a person to try one bottle
to see its quick effect.’’ Mrs. C. A. M. Hubbard

North Chili, Monroe Co., N. Y.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Made only
by C. I. HOOD Ac Co.. Apothecaries. Lowell, Mass.

100 Doses On

Dollar.

SHOWING
Policyholders

3,140,261
6,692,112

84

VALUABLE FARMS, WOOD LOTS, lcC.,

■

4,208,602 74
PAYMENT to

TOTAL
of nearly

Twenty-one
lars, equal

ASSIGNEES’ SALE OF

millions of
THOUSAND

HUNDRED

SIX LARS,existence.
paid policyholders

the

dol-

to
DOL
for each year of

company’s

PRESENT ASSETS ARE 90,344-,
while Its liabilities are only 93-,
044,370 30.

ITS OOI07,

HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS af
9400,000 00 according to the Massachustandard, and of 8743,400 OO by the New
York standard.
setts

it will
Benefit One or Mere ef Yonr
Friends.

policyholders.

as

Internal, DU-

from

ease, even if so reduced that an operation
is refused her by her own surgeon and all
hospitals, can hare a bed assigned to her

dlt

REPORT OF TOE CONDITION
—

OF

THE

—

CANAL NATIONAL BANK
OF

Will Offer at Public Sales Through

PORTLAND, ME.,

The Staff of the Surgical Hospital at No. 30 Levstreet, Boston, is in attendance daily from 9
to 10 A. M., except Saturdays and Sundays.
We do this to show the value of raw food, which
our liquid food it, condensed and free from insoluble
matter(Which enables us to save life when all other
foods and treatments fail.
We have never lost a case from shock following
an operation, even of the many that we have operated on, that other hospitals and surgeons have refused, and we have never kept a woman over three
weeks prior to an operation, and never gave over a
tablespoonful of oar Liquid Food four times daily;
that quantity in thirty days will make ten pounds
of new blood (the system eontains from 26 to 28
pounds), proving that we can build np any case so
that they can be not only operated on successfully,
bnt that a relapse never follows an operation when
our Liquid Food Is used.
And when ether foods

—AT THE—

64 & 66 White St., New York,

On THURSDAY, Ha; 14,

OF

ITS

ITS

POLICIES ARE

INCONTESTABLE

DOMESTIC
GOODS
From the Following Mill.

If

a

lady prefers her

surgeon, she

can

we

physician

awn

or

him by paying his

have

any surgeon
fees,
signed him for a private case (we not paythem
for their attendance) bat will
ing
cnre for and nourish the patient before the
operation, if needed, and after it until
they are restored to health.
We challenge such results without the
use of Murdock’s Liqnid Food.
Every institution that uses Murdock*
Liqnid Food reports the same results, be
they on infants, children or adults.
Boston Children’s Friend Society, )
48 Rutland Stneet,
}
Boston, March 23,1885. )
or

Total..82,121,074.47
LIABILITIES:

hnve

can

a

bed

as-

Gents:
$600,000.00
386,403.28 | In onr Home of eighty children do not know what
we should have done without your Liquid Food.
440,000.00
We have several now that we feel we cannot care
Dividends unpaid.
1 089.90
for in any other way than by using it.
Individual deposits subject to check.
634,636.97
Tours very gratefully,
Demand Certificates of deposit.
816.7*
E. H. PERKINS, Matron C. F. S.
Certified Checks
3,104.33
BRANCH I 7 Snow Hill, London.
Cashier’s Cheeks outstanding.
4,391.45
Due to other National Banks.
WORKS, }:IS4 St. Paul St., Montreal.
45,632.80
WS&Mtf
apr!5
Total...... $2,121,074,47
STATE OF MAINE, CtTMBEELAND,^
I, B. C. SO.UERBY,Cashier of the “Canal NationBank of Portland,” do solemnly swear that
■the above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me. this 9th
day of May, 1886.
G. C. PETERS, Notary Public.
al

Columbia

d3t

—

Androscoggin Mills,
Palmer Mill,
Thorndike Co.,
Boston Bnck Co.,

OF

THE

AT

LIQUID

1885.

6,

64.81

D.S. Bonds to seonra circulation_
U- S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, ana mortgages.
Due from approved rese.ve agents..
Due from other National Banks.
Beal estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other cash items..
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.

292,000.00
70,000.00
3,492.48

30,093.96

7,974.98

"SIBUCTtRAl, DECORATION”free, by

mail.

17,186.72
29,167.00

Strictly Pare Color* la Oils, Varnishes, etc
ROOF, CAR and RR1DGE PAINTS,
in various colors. Are espeelaly adapted for eut
buildings, barns, fenoes, and for iron and rough
woodwork.

112.23

31,300.00
4,000.00
13,140.00

MILL-BOARD, FIRE-PROOF PAINTS, PLASHO
STOVE LINING, CEMENTS, COATINGS, ETC.
Send for Full Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, Etc,

$300,000.00

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding..

60,009.00
871.31

124

256,800.00

Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to cheek..
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s cheeks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers.
Dne to other National Banks.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,
Paint
Drugand
Dealers,

977,12

382,282.99
39,000.00
1,696.99

32,968.93

21 Market

26,167.00

47,601.92

—OF

Onr

tails

as

to

qualities and

partment,
lite and

Demand.827,701
Time. 85,136 00
Loans to Municipalities.
3,300 00
Government Bonds. 10,000 00
Municipal and other Bonds
87,121 03
Expenses Paid.
674,46
282 49
Furniture.
Gash on hand and in Bank. 20,072 05

May 9,1886.

mylldSt

112

HAS BEEN

BEFORE THE PUBLIC FOB SIXTEEN YEABS,
And has Proved by Test of Time
to be the

BEST PREPARED PAINT
ON

THEJWARKET.

1VE GUARANTEE
this Faint will prove satisfactory to the purchaser
when applied according to directions.
We do not
mean a guarantee of satisfaction only when the
Paint is first applied,- as any paint is satisfactory
when first applied,—but onr gnarantee embraces a
sufficient time to properly test its merits. Send for
sample cards and prioes to our Agents, 4

H. H. HAY &

SON,

Druggists and Paint Dealers, Portland,
MW*Flm

rnayll

SALE—A fine carryall almost new: also
box buggy with top for sale at bargains, by D.
E. McUANN, Carriage Smith, 37 Preble St., Port-

FOR

land.11-1

SSI.B-A good 2% story boose, 8 rooms
situated on Lincoln St., No. 78, enonire of
ALBERT J. MERRILL, 74 Lincoln St.
11-2

FOR

SALE—A second-hand Phaeton, but litFOtle88used,
almost good as new: RUFUS CUSHR

MAN,

Winter street.

11-1

can assnre

we

po-

broken.

mans

OPP,

PKEBI.B HOUSE.

12m

FANCY NEW CROP

Barbate Molasses.

STATE OF MAINE, COUNTY Ok Cx'MBKKLAND, g#:
I, Barry Butler, Secretary of the above named
Company, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to she best of my knowledge and be.
lief.
HARRY BUTLER, Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Dth dav
7

May,

345 PtHSCOBONS,
34 TIERCES,

1885.

Annual

Meeting.

Stockholders of the Portland Company are
hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of
this corporation will be held at the office of the
Company at tfceir works, ou Tuesday the Twe ntvsixth (26th) day of May, at 3 o’olook in the af ternoon, lor the following purposes.
lit.—To act on the report of the directors and
treasurer.
2nd_To choose directors for the ensuing vear
RUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.

THE

Portland, May 11th,

1886._maVlloodtd

DA1.B—House on Grant street, Woodfords Corner, Deerlng; French roof house of
nine (9) roomB; marble mantles; heated by furnacestable; good garden; seventeen pear trees in

FOB
Cdring;

delightfully situated, on high land, overlooking Portland and vicinity. Inquire of L. J
PERKINS, 489 Congress street.
11_2

WANTED.-1582 Ladies and School Children
**
to oall this month at DAVIS’ Photograph
Gallery, 180*4 Middle St., nearly opposite Post
Office, and get 8 card size Pictures for 50 cents.

WANTED.-By

dtf

HVBINB9R CARDS.

circular

BERRY,

STEPHEN

Agencies,

Maine

Book, Card

and Job Printer

No. 37 Plum Street

xvrwt+f

URINE INSURANCE
ATLANTIC

LOUIS J.
successor

to

GRAY,

GEO, H. HiBDING,

LIVERY, BOARDING AND SALE STABLE,
NO. 19 SOUTH STREET,
PORTLAND,

Mutual Insurance Co.,

MAINS.
TELEPHONE NO. 341 X.
Plret
Particular attention given to Boardera.
claee accommodations, and prices reasonable,
dlw*
may 5

OF NEW YORK.

A6AINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

INSURE

This Company will taka risks at their office. New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchant., making risk, binding u
toon

water-borne.

m

Premium, on Marine Biak. from lit
January, 1884, to 31st December,

.V/..83,968,038

1884

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884.

1,447,766 70
85.506,796

Total Marine Premiums..

Photographer^

44

14

Fine Portraits a specialty,

OPPOSITE FALflOUTI BOTEL

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884. 84.046,271 04
Losses paid during aame period
2,109,919 20

Portland Me*
Jan6 *88

eodtf

8. D.

ASSETS,

KNIGHT,

RULER.
$ 12,9 3 8_2 89.38. PAPER
Order.
Account Books Ruled
to

Six Per Cent Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid On and After Fefi. 8, 1885.

45 EXCHANGE ST,

dSm

mar 2

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1884,

Herbert O.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

40 PER CENT.

—

Thirty Days

Paid in

PORTLAND, ME.

BOOH ON 3d FLOOR.

OF

—

American ft Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
to Patent, promptly and
eaeeuted.lulMtt

HF~A11 busineee relating

talthfnUy

CO.,

dlmteodllm£w6w6

«

Life Insurance Co.,
OF MILWAUKEE.

Condensed Statement, Jan. 1,1885
$4,655,881.65

RECEIPTS,

PAYMENTS.

Policyholders.#2,485,968.74
Expenses and Taxes.
763,741.55

To

Total

FOR

PURE GOODS

Payments.,^239,710.29
ASSETS.

Loans on Bond and
Premium Rotes.
Beal Estate.

U. 8. and Other Bonds.
Other Assets...

1,266,687.91
1,069,664.01
862,109.98
1,904,428.08

Total Assets..#22,628,970.62
LIABILITIES.
lteserve (4 per sent Actuaries’)- ...#18,628,877.00
Other Liabilities.
381,687.16
Total

Surplus

Liabilities.#19,007,964.16

over

Surplus (4%

4

per cent reserve.#3,621,006.37

per oent

reserve),.#4,897,866 37

GOOD RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.
ADDRESS

J. F.

MARKLEY,

18 Park Row,

Asst.
New York

Snpt.,
City.
d3t

IFYOUCONTEMPLATE
Life

But DOES possess the FULL

VALUE of every

Legitimate
Washing Quality,
gives
it every advantage over Soaps
of doubtful character; practically recommended by other
manufacturers in imitating it
whioh

None should be deceived, however, as the word WELCOME
and the Clasped Hands are
stamped on every bar.
mar21

»odS

Insurance,

be sure to look into System and Advantages of the Endowments and five
year distribution plan of tbe old

Mntnal Life Insurance Co.,
OE NEW YORK.

ASSETS,

•

$104,000,000.

•

Premiums may be paid monthly it desired.

W. 0. LITTLE, Agent.
_'dtf
aprl

BUY THE BEST

PIANO ? CHARLES CUSTIS
493
Call at the Old Stand and see
largest stock of

8ALJ

BY

the

—

311,813 and 31S Commercial St.

ap28

C.

if.

I

dtf

LAIflSON,
Dealer In

BICYCLES A TRICYCLES.
Agent for the Colombia, Standard, Expert de Victor, Ideal and dialling, also all the best English
makes. Rndge, Yale, Sausp&reil and the Kangaroo
andRudge-Safety, (the latter machine being the
lightest and easiest running of its class), suitable for
the timid and elderly.

Some rare bargains still remain.
Toning and repairing to order.

8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.
jan!2

FIGURED

IF YOU ABE IN WANT OF A

PLOW

OF ANY SIZE

Either in Steel

or

-CALL

T.

ipnrd Metal,

AT

—

KBIaXjY’S,

CROSS STREET.
The good? are first data in erery respect, and the
prices are low.
ap27d2w

dtf

Congress St

CO,
ttt

C. H.
4

REVERE '"IT" COFFEE.
The Most Delicious Coffee in the
World

GLASS

for doors, cars, ships and
churches made to order.
Broken lights matched.

a&w3m

ap3

|U25

&

Covers.

GOUSENS & TOMLINSON,
Samuel Thurston

30.

Never varies, does not contain
particle of the adulterations used to reduce the cost of
one

Pianos, Organs, Stools and

Cargo Schooner Robbie Godfrey.

11-1

experienced American
woman, a situation as pastry cook in a summer boarding house In the vioinlty of Portland; first
olass reference furnished. Address F. E. M., 43
Fore St.
11-1
an

a

PORTLAND, ME.

_a

36 BARRELS,

FRANK W. ROBINSON, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
Wm. G. DAVIS,
PHILIP HENRY BROWN,! Trustees.
CHARLES F. LIBBY,
I
my
d3t
11_

Portland Company,

C. W. ALLBH

mar 14

WOULD YOU

132,173 76

Of

Manager for

LORING; SHORT HARMON.

09
91

8234,28g”67

AVERILL PAINT

and

plating the

LIABILITIES.
2

com.

would urge all of those contemuse of Wall Papers, to
examine onr stock and make selections before the assortment is

lio&ns on
Loans on

Undivided Profits.
Demand Deposits.874,922 35
Time Deposits. 67,251 41

stock is now

respectful attention.
Mr. T. W. Emerson, the well
known decorator, has charge of the
mechanical
W e
department.

THE—

Total.8234,286^7

BLISS, FABYAN & CO.

Spring

ble prices. Ceiling work a specialty; estimates and plans famished.
Mr. E. F. Copeland of Boston, has
recently taken charge of this de-

\

Capital stock paid in.8100,000

Portland, Me.,

and we are ready to offer the
most Artistic Designs at reasona-

plete,

Trust Company
entire atPortland
Portland, in the State of Maine, at the close of
stock of the above Mills to
business, May 6, 1886.
RESOURCES.
>'
date of sale.
64

terms of sale.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Stmt.
F. O. BAILEY,

SINKINSON

JAMES

may8

the

Catalogues will be ready
on Tuesday, giving full de-

...

PAPER HANGINGS.

STATE OF MAINE. COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day
of May, 1885.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, Justice of the Peace.
Coeeect—Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN,
)
Dir°Ct0"*
d3t
_

gg&L,

Sq.,

AGENTS.
mar21dlwtMW&F2m

13,048.60

Total. $1,284,293.86

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Comprising

CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants.

of Its plans.

Mortgages.#17,376,080.54

ASBESTOS ROOFING.
The standard and reliable Portable Roofing, for
steep or flat roofs in any climate. Skilled labor not
required m its application.
GENUINE ASBESTOS STEAM-PIPE and BOILER COVERINGS, PISTON and WICK PACKING.

Total..$1,284,293.86
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.

are

24,000.00

4,611.38
16,606.75

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (6 per cent, of
circulation).

PAINTS.

in

erery respect strictly tlret-clue
Paints, composed of pare linseed oil and the highest
grade of pigments; combined by processes exclusively onr own. They are nneqnalled by any in richness
and permanency of color, and are the most durable
and economical paints ever produced for general
structural purposes.
Sample, sheets and pamphlet

$741,664.65

Legal tender notes.

grades.

""oalfor'send to any Agency Office for

febS. 1886

These

Specie.

Sheetings.

F.O. BAILEY &

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL

Overdrafts.

Standard Drills.
3-4 and 4-4 Bleached and Brown
Jeans.
Corset Jeans, Satteens and Sile*
sias.
Otis Co. Apron and Furniture
Checks.
Bates Honeycomb Crochet and
Marseilles Quilts.
Blue and Brown Denims. j£
Fancy Cheviots.
Colored and Fancy Docks.
Cottonades.
Awning Stripes and Tickings of

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers,
myll
dSt|

miE ADVANTAGES of this Company are
X AGE, EXPERIENCE. STRONG FINANCIAL
CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE
and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative

—

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.

5-4 to 12-4 Bleached and Brown
Wide Sheetings.
4-4 and 9-8 Brown and Bleached

m.. at salesshall sell Parlor

we

Furniture, Diracs, Easy Chairs, Self Rockers, Marble Top Tables, Marble Mantle, Extension Tables
and Chairs, Hair and Wool Mattresses, Crockery,
China. Glass and Plated Ware, New and Secondhand Carpets, Refrigerators, Ac.

PORTLAND: 19 1-2 Exchange St.

Portland, in the State of Maine,

To Include:

room

OOKRE1PON9ENT8,

At the Close of Business May

Warren Cotton Mills.

ea

May
ON WEDNESDAY,
Exchange street,

other.

—

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK,
—

and

ISSUES POLICIES

J. W. MUNGER &

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Cordis Mills,
Laconia Co.,

BY AUCTION.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DRNNIS. Viee President,
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Viee President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

W. THOMAS,)
F. W. BAILEY, (Directors.
ELIAS THOMAS.)

“»yH

Mfg. Co.,

all

approved
ITplans, and Its
premium plan and
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
Adjusted
features of this company and issued by

After Proof.

W.

Bates Mfg. Co.,
Otis Company,

except fraud.

IT

Losses

Oorreot-Attest:

Pepperell Mfg. Co.,

cause

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, Immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or any number of days.

required.

Capital stock paid In.
Surplus fund.120,000.00)
Undivided profits.266,403.28 j
Circulating Notes outstanding.

—

available,

show that with Liquid Food we can
build up a patient in half the time nsnally

RESOURCES!
Loans and discounts .,....$1,102,383.80
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
600,000.00
Due from reserve agents....,.
361,110.09
Due from other National Banks.
26,345.21
Real estate.
6.000.00
Current expenses and taxes paid.
6,964.93
Checks and other cash Items.
19,189.76
Exchanges for Clearing House.
12,638.34
Bills of other Banks...
17,290.00
Fractional currency,nickels and cents
351.7S
Gold Coin...
43,200.00
Gold Treasary Certificates.
3,800.00
Silver Cota.
2,300.00
Silver Treasury Certificates.
2,000 00
Legal tender notes.
8,000.00
Five per cent, redemption fund....
22,600/10

20,000 PACKAGES

are

can

Close of Business may 6, ISSS.

WIUEBDING. HOGUE! & GO.,

FIRMTIRE AND CARPETS,
13. at 10 a.

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and definite in all its terms, and no chanoo for mis-

are
none

AUCTION.

ON

special

AnyX<ady suffering

myll

Bliss, Fabyan & Co.

BY

WEDNESDAY, May 13th, at I o’clock p. nu,
we shall sell at Homestead farm of Prank P.
Waterhouse, Beacn Ridge road, Scarborough, Me.,
some 9 lots, consisting of Farms, Wood and Timber
land, and Salt Marsh, a description of which eaa be
found in Portland Daily Adrortlser of May 6,8
and 11.
The abore oonstitnte some of the best Real Is
totes in Cumberland county. The properties mast
be examined before time of sale a* au will be sold
at Homestead building on lot No. 1, Tall particulars as to terms and conditions of sale will be mad*
known at the time.
EMERY S. RIDLON.
1
GEORGE H. T0WN8HEND,) Assigns**.
F. O. BAILEY As CO„ ABedmseert.
d8t
may7

UNION MUTUAL reoognlxlng Its muliberal oompany in Its

erett

as

dnrm

d2w

ap28

MURDOCK’S FREE HOSPITAL.

Point, May 8, Harry Lincoln Calley, aged

[Funeral this Monday forenoon at 10 o’clock.]
In Hartland, May 8, George Lancy, Esq., aged
66 years.
In Orange, New
Jersey, May 10, of consumption,
Merrill E. Haskell, aged about 49 years.
Iu Denver, (Jol„ May 6, Henry Loe, son of the
late Samuel and Caroline Tate of Stroudwater,
[Remains to be brought east tor burial ]

can

sence,

at

Cotton Dress Goods.
Terrys, Towels, Etc.

In Gardiner, May 2, George Esponnett and Miss
Annie B. Wentworth, both of Lewiston.
In Peru, Apri! 26, Elipbalet P. Haines and Susie
S. Qowell.
In Peru, April 26, Wilson Stillmon of Peru and
Mrs. Emma Turner of Lewiston.

Dividends,

71
96

--

--

--

■

$7,892,611

la the most
THEtuality,
with Its

We offer this week a large lot of
fine Blaok Satin Farasola, handsomely Trimmed with Lace, at
the remarkably low prices of
82.84, 83.21 and 83.72. Examination solicited.

all

MARRIAGES.

Moyd Street.

ladies, Read This,

—

Following

Surrendered policies,

After three years for any

2.00

Total
$79.00
It is hoped the citizens will make preparations for decorating during the encampment.
At Minneapolis, the decorations of the residences were very fine.
Capt. Babb, of Minneapolis, who was
chairman of the executive committee of the
Minneapolis encampment last year, has been
to Portland, returned home and tells the people there that while they will probably be well
entertained here the money is coming in slowly. At Minneapolis,—a city with its suburbs
—a third
again as large as Portland, the
amount expended was $22,293.50.
The Portland encampment already has $18,000 assured
with thirty-five collection committees to hear
from
Capt. Babb should go slow.

Endowments paid,

COLCORD,

•

conception.

Hall I,.

Wm. S. Lowell.

J. W,

ft

Aldermen Birnie, Gallagher, Prince and Bussell voting yes; Aldermen
Sawyer, Denison
and Noyes voting no.
The Board of Police Commissioners were
granted full power to print the amended rules
and regulations governing the police depart-

McGowan & Young.
2.00
Loring. Short & Harmon. 26.00
S. H. Colesworthy, Jr.
6.00

Death losses paid,

AUCTION.

sell 3 horse*, 11 cow*. V sow* and plat, 50
shoats, 3 express wagons, 1 top baggy, 1 phaeton,
5 sets harness, 1 large pleasure wagon, &«.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*
dtd
my2

RECORD IS

JTS

BY

TUESDAY, May 13, at 10 o’clock A m>, at
Cornell™ Connolly’a farm,formerly known a*
the W. H. Smith place, on Front's Nook road about
three mile* from Portland, In Gape Hllaabeth, we
ihall

thirty-fire years’ experience.

dealings

ol the Board of Mayand Aldermen was held Saturday.
The
board met at the store to be used by
John
Loveitt & Co., on Congress street, as a fish
market and after Inspecting the premises adAlderman
journed to the Aldermen’s room.
Sawyer voiced the sentiments of the opposition in saying that he did mot believe the board
had a right to allow the maintenance of a fish
market under a dwelling house.
It was then
voted to graqt the petition of Loveitt & Co.,

Davis.
6.00
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham. 10.00
McLellan, Mosher & Go... 10.00
N. G. Fessenden.
6.00
Frank B. Clark.
6.00

and Class-

Studies

dSt

adjourned meeting

quarters Saturday:
Applications have so far been received from
17,000 men.
Edmund B. Clayton Post, No. 131, of Strong,
wants camp quarters.
Messrs. Loring, Short & Harmon, for the
stationers and booksellers, report the following
subscriptions:
Bailey & Noyes.$10.00

English

FARM STOCK
ON

OF MAINE,
Organized in 184S.

IT

or

National Encampment.
The following noleB were recorded at head-

to

11-1

given lo private pupil, by the anbeerib

13

Millett & Little.

Board of Mayor
and Aldermen.

It was voted to instruct the city marshal to
see the following be properly enforced;
If any person shall erect, place, or continue
any hog-sty within 100 feet of
any
street,
square, lane or ally, or of any dwelling house,
such person shall forfeit and pay tor every
such offence, the sum of $5 for every week
during which any bog or swine shall be kept
or continued in such sty.

Apply

box

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Hu had

5

of tke

ment.

maylld3t*

LARGE SALE

mm MUTUAL

EDUCATIONAL.

PARASOLS.

Special Meeting

np8

AT

SALE—Good

pieces Cream Albatross, 42 inches wide,
cents per yard.
pieces Cream Albertine, 42 inches wide,

CITY COVEBNMENT.

An

LOOK AT THIS!

open
buggy.
W. L. WILSON &
FOR
CQ._

AUCTION SALIM

THE

Gorham Village I am offering for sale one of
the finest situations for a Summer ana other
House of 16
boarding house that can be found.
rooms with fine halls and verandas, excellent water, stable for 6 horses, fiue garden with excellent
Fruit trees. Can show farms and buildings at great
bargains. G. D. WEEKS, Real Estate Agent and
Auctioneer.

Gorham, May 16, 1885.

OFFER TO-DAY

land.

family.

block

ia

INSURANCE.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
in

Sweden.

building,

Situated Wanted—American Woman.
Wanted—Ladies and Children.
James F. Hunt, Boston—5.
For Sale—House.
Portland Company—Annual Meeting.

Advice

Ilia

brated.

MAY 1J.
was

Report-Canal

now

FARLEY,

EXCHANGE ST.

—FOB SALK

BY

ALL—

LEADING RETAIL DEALERS.

HOWARD W SPIRR & CO.,

inardeodly
BOSTON.

and
valuable pic*
tures and mirrror frames
repaired and re-gilded, at
Old

116 Exchange St, Portland,
ROCHE dc EATON.
He.
d3m
»pr2S

f.b»

eod8m

